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ABSTRACT 

American Mathematician Lotfi A. Zadeh in 1965 first introduced the concept of fuzzy 
set. He interpreted a fuzzy set on a set as a mapping from the set into the unit interval 
1= [0, 11, which is a generalization of the characteristic function of the set. Many 
mathematicians throughout the world used this set to fuzzify different areas of 
mathematics. Fuzzy supra topology is one of the outcomes of such fuzzification of the 
usual topology. In this thesis, we have studied and have introduced several results on 
fuzzy supra topological spaces. At first we have discussed the standard definitions and 
properties of fuzzy supra R0  and R1  topological spaces, which are found in the 
literatures. Then we have introduced some new definitions and properties for these 
spaces. We have also studied the Fuzzy supra To, T1 , T2  and Fuzzy supra regular 
topological spaces and obtained the following properties, such as, Good extension, 
Initial, Reciprocal, Productivity, Hereditary and Homeomorphism, etc. Moreover we 
have discussed compactness of Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces and have proposed 
some new definitions, theorems and proofs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is a study of Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces. 

Fuzzy Mathematics 

The concept of fuzzy set was introduced in 1965, by the American Cyberneticist Zadeh, 

L.A., in his classical paper [66] as the generalizations of the concept of the 

characteristic function of a set to allow its grade of membership functions ( grade of 

membership of x in A) representing p.(x), belonging into the unit interval [0. 1]. That 

- is the nearer the value of LA(x)  is to I, the higher is the grade of membership of x in A. 

A set A in ordinary sense of the term membership function can take only two values 0 

and 1, with J.iA(x)1  or 0 according as x does and does not belong to A. This concept 

led to the 'fuzzification' of many areas of mathematics and also Fuzzy Mathematics has 

found numerous applications in different fields such as Robotics, Pattern Recognition, 

Military control, Medical diagnosis Psychology, Taxonomy, Economics etc. 

Fuzzy Topology 

General topology is one of the most important branch of mathematics in which the 

notation of fuzzy set has been applied systematically. In 1968, C. L Chang [21] did 

'fuzzification' of topology by replacing subsets in the definition of fuzzy topology by 

fuzzy sets. Since then a large body of mathematicians have been working in this area, 

such as, C. K Wong[63, 64]. Lowen, R., [33,34], Hutton, B., and Reilly, 1., [30], and 

others. 

Several definitions of R0, R1 , To, T1 , T2  and Regular topological spaces were 

introduced and studied by many mathematicians in fuzzy topological spaces. In this 

thesis we try to show that these definitions are equally and significantly working in 

fuzzy supra topological spaces also. For our whole work we prefer the concept of fuzzy 

topology given by Chang, C.L., [21]. 

F 
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Fuzzy Supra Topology 

In 1983 Mashour, A.S., Allarn, A.A., and Khedr, F.S., [38] introduced the concepts of 

Supra Topological spaces and studied S-continuous and continuous functions in those 

Spaces. In 1987, Abd El-Monsef, M.E., and Ramadan, A.E., [1] introduced the fuzzy-

supra topological spaces and studied fuzzy supra-continuous functions and obtained a 

number of characterizations. Also fuzzy-supra topological spaces are generalization of 

Supra topological spaces. In 1996, Mm, W.K., [40, 41] introduced fuzzy s-continuous, 

fuzzy s-open and fuzzy s-closed maps and established a number of characterizations. In 

2003, Mukherjee, A., and Bhattacharya B., [43] introduce s- Induced L- Supra 

Topological Spaces In 2004, Gupta, M.K., and Singh, R.P., [27] introduced the 

concepts of fuzzy pairwise s-open mapping and fuzzy pairwise s-closed mappings and 

study the implications that exists between them. The main purpose of our study is to 

extend the concepts of Fuzzy Supra topological spaces and to obtain some results 

regarding them. 

Summary of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. 

The preliminary definitions and results which are used in the succeeding chapters are 

given in the first chapter. Due references are given wherever necessary. Some of the 

preliminary results which are relevant to each chapter have been given at the beginning 

of the corresponding chapter. 

The concept of Separation axioms is one of the most important concepts in topology. In 

this thesis from chapter two to chapter seven, we investigate several types of separation 

axioms in Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces. 

Chapter two is a study of Fuzzy Supra R0  Topological Spaces. In this chapter we list 

possible definitions of Fuzzy Supra R0  Topological Spaces and investigate implications 

and non-implications among these concepts. We also investigate good extension, 

reciprocal, Initial, Productivity, hereditary Properties' and homeomorphic properties in 

Fuzzy Supra R0  Topological Spaces. 

Chapter three is a study of Fuzzy Supra R1  Topological Spaces. In this chapter we study 

r 
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and investigate several properties of FSR1  as in Chapter two. 

Chapter four is a study of Fuzzy Supra To  Topological Spaces. This chapter contains 

three sections; first section is on different types of definitions, implications and non-

implications among these definitions with some lemmas and counter- examples, second 

section is on good extension property of supra To  topological spaces. The third sections 

are on subspace, heredity and productive properties and on homeomorphic property of 

fuzzy supra T0  topological spaces. 

Chapter five is a study of Fuzzy Supra T1  Topological Spaces. We find several results 

on Fuzzy Supra T1  spaces in a similar way as in chapter four. 

In Chapter six, we study Fuzzy Supra T2  Topological Spaces. Here, we study the fuzzy 

Hausdorffness concepts of Gantner, T.E., Steinlage, R.C., and Warren, R.H.,[24] 

Srivastava, R. Lal S.N.,and Srivastava, A.K.,[ 58], Sarkar , M., [52]. Au, D.M., and 

Srivastava, A.K., [5], Ghanim, M.H., Mashhour, A.S., and Fath Alla, M.A., [25]. We 

show the implications and non-implications among these concepts. We study Good 

extension, Initiality, hereditary and productivity of fuzzy supra Hausdorff spaces and 

also investigate the mapping between two Fuzzy Supra T2  Topological Spaces, and 

study some a- type fuzzy supra l-lausdorff spaces. 

Fuzzy Supra Regular Topological Spaces have been studied in Chapter seven, we study 

the fuzzy Regular concepts of Hutton, B., and Reilly, I., [30], Sarkar , M., [52], Au, 

D.M., [10], Ghanirn, M.H., Keree, E.E.,and Mashhour, A.S., [26], Benchalli, S.S., and 

Malghan, S.R., [19], Wang, G.J., [60],in Fuzzy supra topological spaces with some 

other properties of the same. 

Chapter eight is a study of Compactness in Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces. Many 

topologists studied the concept of fuzzy compactness such as Gantner, T.E. et. at [24] 

Loweti, R[33, 34], Wang. G.J.[60]. a -compactness is studied by Choubey, A. and 

Srivastava, A.K.[22], Shi, F.G. [55], also studied in [24]. In 1988 Mao-Kang, L. [37], 

introduce the S_  paracompactness concept in fuzzy topological spaces. In this chapter 

we study fuzzy supra compactness, Fuzzy supra a - compactness, Fuzzy supra 

paracompactness u 



CHAPTER-I 

Preliminaries 

1. Introduction: 

This chapter containing concepts and results of the Fuzzy sets, Fuzzy Topological 

spaces, and Fuzzy Supra Topological spaces. Several preliminary definitions and 

results which are used in the succeeding chapters are being given here. Due references 

are given wherever necessary. Most of the results are quoted from various research 

papers. Through the sequel, we make use of the following notations. 

1.1 Symbol: 

1 [0, 1] : Closed unit interval. 

J = : An index set. 

11= [0.1) : Right open unit interval. 

l (0.1] Left open unit interval. 

1,(0,1) : Open unit interval. 

A, p, v, u, v : Fuzzy set. 

(X, t) : Fuzzy topological space. 

(X. t*) : Fuzzy supra topological space. 

(X, T) Supra topological space. 

I (t*) = u' (0,l],u ei *)}: Supra topology on X 

1.2. Fuzzy Set: 

This thesis is a study of fuzzy supra topological spaces. To present our work in a 

systematic way, we consider in this chapter various concepts and results from the 

theories of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy topological spaces and Fuzzy supra topological spaces 

scattered in various research papers. For this, we start with. 

1.2.1. Definition: Let X be a non - empty set and A g X, now the characteristic 

function of A is a function, that declares which elements of X are members of the set A 

and which are not. It is denoted by KA or IA.  The function KA or 'A : X —40, 11 is 

defined by 
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1 4 (x)—1 ifxEA 

=O,ifxA. 

Set A can be represented for all element x EX by its characteristic function K,i (x); 

such sets are called crisp set. Throughout this work, we use, if needed, 'A to denote the 

characteristic function of a set A 

1.2.2. Definition: Let u: X—' I, then the set {xEX, u(x)>O} is called the support of u 

and is denoted by Uo or supp(u),If A c X, then 'A  denotes the characteristic function of 

A. The characteristic function of a singleton set {x} is denoted by l. 1101 

1.2.3. Definition: Let X be a non - empty set and let 1= [0, 1]. A fuzzy set in X is a 

function ; A: X—I which assigns to each x C X, its grade of membership A(x) e 1. [661 

1.2.4. Definition: Let I  denote the set of all mappings A: X—I. A member of I  is 

called fuzzy subset of X. 

1.2.5. Definition: Let l>  denote the set of all mappings A: X—I. A member of l <  is 

called fuzzy subset of X, but the name fuzzy set is now is almost universally use. 

1.2.6. Definition: A fuzzy subset is empty if and only if its grade of membership is 

identically zero on X; it is denoted by 0. 

1.2.7. Definition: A fuzzy subset is whole if and only if its grade of membership is 

identically one on X; it is denoted by 1. 

1.2.8. Definition: For any two members Aand At of l, A > p if A (x) ~ At (x) for each x 

EX. and in this case ? is said to contain p and is denoted by A Q it or p is said to be 

contained in A.[66] 

1.2.9. Definition: Let X be a set and u and v be two fuzzy subset of X. Then u is said 

to be the complement of v if v(x) 1-u(x), for every x EX. It is denoted by U or 

c,viusiy (u u . 1651 

1.2.10. Definition: Let X be a set and let 1= [0, II.  Let l  denote the set of all 

mapping: a: X— I. A member of l< is called a fuzzy subset of X, and unions and 

intersections of fuzzy sets are denoted by V and A respectively, and defined by 

V/.1 =sup { /J (x): i EJ and xEX} 

A J1,= inf { /1 (x): i EJ and xEX}.[40] 

ri 
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1.2.11. Definition : A fuzzy point in X is a special type of fuzzy set in X with 

membership function 

= r, for xEX and 

ji(y) =0, for yx where 0<: r <1, V yEX. 

This fuzzy point is said to have support x and value a is denoted by x or al. 

1.2.12. Definition: Let ulbe a fuzzy point in X and u be a fuzzy set in X. Then a1Eu 

if and only if a<u(x). [421 

1.2.13. Definition: For all fuzzy points a1 and for all fuzzy set u, v in X, we have 

u Cv if and only ifuIEu alG v. 

u = v if and only if cflEu alE v. 

a1E uVv if and only ifctlEu or aIE v. 

(iv)a1GuAv if and only ifcdEu and alv. 

(v) c1 = aV1 

1.2.14. Definition: A fuzzy set u in X is the union of all its fuzzy points, i. e. u = 

'1 

V al. [42] 
t.ZJEU 

1.2.15. Definition: Let A : X—*l be a fuzzy set. If there exist c El, a *0, such that 

2(x)> 0, 2(x) ~ a V xEX, then A is called Pseudo crisp set. 

1.2.16. Definition: A Partition of a nonempty fuzzy set A is a collection of fuzzy sets A 

suchthatJl {2'iEJ,  2,Aand ,a,#0  }where I#J ,%,A2,=0and  v ki  =A. 
ieJ 

1.3. Mapping and Fuzzy Subsets induced by mappings: 

1.3.1. Definition: Let f: X—Y be a mapping and u be fuzzy set in X. Then 

the image f(u) is a fuzzy set in Y which is defined as 

sup {u(x) : f(x)y} if f'(y) =-E 

f(u)(y) = 0 if f'(y) = 0141 

1- 
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1.3.2. Definition: Let f: X—Y be a mapping and u be fuzzy set in X. Then the inverse 

image f'(u) is a fuzzy set in x which is defined by f(u) (x) = u (f(x)) V xEX. [21] 

Here we mention some properties of fuzzy subsets induced by mappings. 

Let f: X—Y be a mapping, then 

UI!~1-12 f(u1 ) :':-_ f(u2) V u1 , U2 EIX, 

UIf~-1-12 £1 (u1 ) :!~ f' (1,12) Vu1 , U2 El', 

u < f'(f(u)), where u be a fuzzy set in X and if f is one- one then u = 

f(f'(u)) ~ u where u be a fuzzy set in X and if f is onto then f(f1 (u))= u, 

f'(l-u)=l-f'(u), 

(I) If f(u) !!~,v then u !~ f'(v) where u and v are fuzzy set in X, 

- (g) f(AuJ) !~Af(u), 
•1 

f1 (Au) =Af'(u), 

(I) f(vu) = vf(u) and 
J J 

Ci) f1(vu)=V f'(u). 

(k) Let f be a function from X into Y and g be a function from Y into Z. Then( g0  

(w) = f( g( w)), for any fuzzy subset w in Z,where (g 0  f) is the composition 

ofg and f. 

1.3.1. Proposition: Let f: X--)Y be a function, and u EIX,  vEl', then the following hold: 

If x  is a fuzzy point in X, then f(Xa) = [f(x)] a  is a fuzzy point in Y. 

lfxa  is a fuzzy point in u Elx,  then f(xa ) is a fuzzy point in f(u)E I' 

If f(Xa)  is a fuzzy point in u EI', then Xa  is a fuzzy point in 1'(u)E 1X 

(iv). If Xa  is a fuzzy point in Y, then f '(X a ) need not to be a fuzzy point in X. 

However, if f is injective and Xa  E f(X), then f'(xa)  is a fuzzy point in X and is 

defined as f'(x a ) = f 1 (X)1a• [21] 

1.4. Fuzzy Topological Spaces: 

Before define fuzzy topological space we would like to define General topological 

space. 

1.4.1. Definition: Let X be a non-empty set and T be a collection of subsets of X 

I 
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satisfying the following axioms 

(i)X, <pET (ii) ifU ETV i ETthen U uE T , (iii) ifU1 , U2 E Then U i nU2 E T. 
iJ 

Then T is called topology on X and (X, T) will be called topological space. 

Chang C. L. defined a fuzzy topological space as follows: 

1.4.2. Definition: Let X be a non-empty set, and 1= [0, 1], and 1 <  be the collection of 

all mappings from X into 1, i.e. the class of all fuzzy sets in X. A fuzzy topology on X, 

is defined as a family t of members of l <, satisfying the following 

conditions. 

(a)0, lEt, 

(b) If ui  for all iEJ then v IL1 Et (c) If u, vEt then uAvEt. 
i€J 

The pair (X, t) is called a fuzzy topological space. In short, fuzzy topological space is 

denoted by fts. The members oft are called t- open (or open) fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set v 

is called a t-closed (or closed) fuzzy set if 1-v E t. 1211 

1.4.3. Definition: Lowen R. modified the definition of a fuzzy topological space 

defined by Chang C.L. E211 changing of condition (a) namely 0, lEt, to (a)' all 

constants a E t. In the sense of Lowen R. the definition of a fuzzy topological space 

as follows: 

Let X be a set and tc 1X  is a fuzzy topology on X iff 

all constants a E t. 

V i, v Et i Av Et. 

V(u)€j c Sup ),cj E [33] 

In the present thesis; we use the concept of fuzzy topology due to Chang C.L. 1211, or 

occasionally also due to Lowen, R., [33]. 

1.4.4. Definition.: Let (X, t) be a fts. A fuzzy set ? in X is a neighborhood of a fuzzy 

set it in X iff there is y Et such that it y :—:~ A.[60] 

1.4.5. Definition : A fuzzy set u in a fts (X , t) is called a neighborhood of a fuzzy 

point x if and only if there exist a fuzzy set u1  E t such that x E u1  c u . A 
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neighborhood u is called an open neighborhood if u is open. The family consisting of 

all the neighborhoods OfX r  is called the system of nhds of x. [421 

1.4.1. Proposition: Let u and v be fuzzy sets in a fts (x, t) . Then 

uv V = uV v and uA v uA 

u°  A v0  = (uAv)°  and zi<'V v0  :5 (uV v)" 
J 

-u)°= I-u. 

(iv). I -ii = I - u°  [60] 

1.4.6. Definition.. Let (X, t) be a fts and let Ac  X. The fuzzy topology tA is called the 

relative fuzzy topology on A or the fuzzy topology on A induced by the fuzzy topology 

t on X. Also, (A, tA)  is called a subspace of (X, t). [40] 

1.4.7. Definition: The function f: (X , t) ( Y , s) is called fuzzy continuous if 

and only if for every v E s , f_ I  (v) E t, the function f is called fuzzy homeomorphic 

if and only if f is bijective and both f and f 1  are fuzzy continuous, [47] 

1.4.8. Definition: The function f: (X , t) > (Y , s) is called fuzzy open if and 

only if for each open fuzzy set u in (X t) , f( ii) is open fuzzy set in ( Y , s) [20]. 

1.4.9. Definition: The function f: (X , t) > (Y , s) is called fuzzy closed if 

and only if for each closed fuzzy set u in ( X , t ), f(u) is closed fuzzy set in 

(Y,$). [47] 

1.4.2. Proposition ([471Thcorem 1.1 ) :- Let f: ( X , t )- ( Y , s ) be a fuzzy 

continuous function , then the following properties hold 

For every s - closed v, f'(v) is t - closed. 

For each fuzzy point p in X and each neighborhood u of f(u), then there exist 

a neighborhood v of p such that f(v) = u 

For any fuzzy set u in X, f(u)c ( f( u )). 

For any fuzzy set v  in Y, (7v) ) c f_ I  (v). 

f 
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1.4.3. Proposition ([201Theorem 3.1  ) :- Let f: (X , t) (Y , s) be a fuzzy 

- open function , then the following properties hold: 

(i) f( u 0) c: (f(u))o,foreaChfUZzYset uinX. 

(f' (v) ) 0 c f_ I  (v 0),  for each fuzzy set v in Y. 

1.4.4. Proposition (1201 Theorem 1.5) :- Let f: (X , t) —* (Y , s) be a 

function. Then generated by f is closed if and only if f(u) f (u) for each fuzzy set 

uinX. 

1.4.10. Definition:- A fuzzy topological property FP is said to be an initial property if 

for each family of functions {f : X-> (Xi, t1) ;jeJ }, whenever each fts (Xi, ) ;jEJ, 

has FP, then (X, t ) also FP, t being the initial fuzzy topology on X induced by the 

family {f1 ;jEJ 1.1111 

1.4.11. Definition:- If( Xi t, ) and ( X 2 , t 2) be two fuzzy topological space and 

X = X, x X 2  be the usual product and t be the coarsest fuzzy topology on X, then 

each projection Ti i : X .- X i  , i = 1 , 2 . is fuzzy continuous. The pair ( X , t ) is 

called the product space of the fuzzy topological spaces ( X i , t1 ) and  ( X 2  , t 2 ) . [411 

1.4.12. Definition: Let {(X1, t1) 3 } be a collection of fuzzy topological spaces. 

Let X= 11 x, be their Cartesian product and pi X j  be the projection map. Then 
i€k 

- the fuzzy topology on X generated { p (u) : i EJ, u Et1} is called the product fuzzy 

topology on X and the pair (X, t) is called the product fuzzy topological space. It can 

be verified that P, I  (ui), i EJ, as defined above, can be expressed as 11 4 where , = u 
kie J 

if k=i and 2k =  Xk if ki. [10] 

1.4.13. Definition: Let aE[O, 1).A fuzzy topological spaces(X,S) is called a-compact if 

and only if each a-shading family in S has a finite a-shading subfamily. 1461 

1. 5. Fuzzy Supra Topological Spaces 

1.5.1. Definition: Let X be a non-empty set and T*  be a collection of subsets of X s.t. 

(i) 2ET* (ii) X E T*.  Then (X, T) will be simply called a space. If(X, T) satisfies the 
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condition if Ui E T V i C T then u uc T*,  (X, T) will be called supra topological 
IEJ 

space. 

1.5.2. Definition.: Let X be a non-empty set, and 1= [0, fl and l <  be the collection of all 

mappings from X into I, i.e. the class of all fuzzy sets in X. A subfamily t of I <  is said 

to be fuzzy supra topology on X. if 

(a) 0, 1 Ett  (b) ai  E t For all iEJ then V ai Et* 

(X, t)  is called a fuzzy supra topological space. In short, fuzzy supra topological 

space is denoted by FSTS. The elements of t are called fuzzy supra open sets in (X, 

t*). A fuzzy set A is supra closed if and only if complement of A, i. e 2'1-2is a 

fuzzy supra open set in (X, t*).We abbreviate topo. spaces for topological spaces.I1J 

1.5.1. Example: let X= {a, b, c, d,} with a fuzzy supra topology. 

t={ 1, 0, {(a, 0), (b, .5), (c, 1), (d, 0)}, {(a, .5), (b, .25), (c, 0), (d, l)}, ((a, .5), (b, .5), (c, 

1), (d, l)}}on X then the class of supra closed sets t are 

t*c ={O, I, {(a, 1), (b, .5), (c, 0), (d, 1)), {(a, .5), (b, .75), (c, I), (d, 0)}, {(a, .5), (b, .5), 

(c, 0), (d, 0)}}. 

Note: It is clear that every fuzzy topological space is fuzzy supra topological space but 

the converse may not true. 

1.5.2. Example: Let X {a, b}, and a, /3, y E 1 <  . Let a(a) = .2, a(b) = .3; /3(a) = .4, 

/3(b) = .1; y(a) = .4, y(b) = .3 then tt  = (0, 1, a, /3, y } is a fuzzy supra topology on X 

but t is not fuzzy topology on X. 

1.5.3. Definition: Let X be a set and t be the class of all fuzzy sets in X and t satisfies 

the axioms of fuzzy supra topological space on X. This fuzzy supra topology t on X is 

called the discrete fuzzy supra topology and the pair (X, t) is called the discrete fuzzy 

supra topological space. 

1.5.4. Definition: Let X be a set and t be the fuzzy supra topology on X consist of the 

fuzzy sets 0 and 1 alone, then t is called the indiscrete fuzzy supra topology and the 

pair (X, t) is called the indiscrete fuzzy supra topological space. 

1.5.5. Definition: The supra closure of a fuzzy set A is denoted by 2, or ASC  or Scl(A), 

and given by 

Scl(A) = A {s sjis a fuzzy supra- closed set and A 55}.[39] 

r 



1.5.6. Definition: The supra interior of a fuzzy set A is denoted by2°or ASI or Si(A), 

and given by 

Si(A) = V{s 4 isa fuzzy supra- open set and s !!~ A}.[11 

1.5.7. Definition The r, -supra closure of a fuzzy set 2 is denoted by z, - scl(2) and 

defined as 

r. - scl(2) = A{p: p is a z -fuzzy supra closed set and 2 :~ p } 

The z -supra interior of a fuzzy set 2 is denoted by v - sin t(2), and defined as 

r, —sint(2) = v{p: p is a r,-fuzzy supra open set and p :!~ 2 } 

Note: In fuzzy topological space, we have pu2 = (pu2f andp°n 20 = (jtn2)°. 

But this is not satisfied in fuzzy supra topological space. [27] 

1.5.8. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. Let A be an ordinary 

subset of X. Then the relative fuzzy supra topology of A can be defined in the 

following way; the subset A of X (in the ordinary sense) has a characteristic function 

say PA  such that 

P.A(X)1 if xEA 

LA (x) = 0 if xtA. 

Let = {A tA: . Et}, then 1  is called a fuzzy supra subspace topology on A. 

1.5.9. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. A fuzzy supra 

topological property is said to be hereditary if whenever a space has that property, then 

so does every subspace of it. 

1.5.10. Definition: Let (X, t)  and (X, t)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

two fuzzy supra topologies t  and j be such thatt c1 , we say that is finer than 

t and is t  coarser than ;. 

1.5.11. Definition: Let (X, t)  and (Y, t)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. A 

mapping f: (X, ) (Y,  ) is called fuzzy supra continuous if the inverse image of 

each fuzzy supra open set in (Y, ) is , fuzzy supra open in X. 
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1.5.12. Definition: Let (X, ') be a fuzzy supra topological spaces and (Y, t2)  be a 

fuzzy topological space. A mapping f: (X, t) - (Y, t2)  is called fuzzy s- continuous if 

the inverse image of each fuzzy open set in (Y, (2)  is i fuzzy supra open in X. [411 

1.5.13. Definition: Let (X, t)  and (Y, t)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. A 

mapping f: (X, t) - (Y, ') is called fuzzy supra continuous if f'(r) c:. [1] 

1.5.14. Definition: Let (X, t)  and (Y, ') be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. 

A mapping f: (X , t) - (Y, ) is called fuzzy supra open map if the image of each 

fuzzy supra open in t is 1,*2  fuzzy supra open in Y. [40] 

1.5.15. Definition: Let (X, t)  and (Y, t)  be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. A 

mapping f: (X, t) - (Y, t)  is called fuzzy supra closed map if the image of each 

fuzzy supra closed in t I  is 1*2  fuzzy supra closed in Y. 

1.5.16. Definition : For each i E J, Let f : X -+ (Y, ti)  are the functions from a set X 

into fsts (Y1, t) then the smallest fuzzy supra topology on X for which the functions 

f1, i E J are fuzzy continuous is called initial fuzzy supra topology on X generated by 

the collection of functions {f I E J}. if t is the smallest supra fuzzy topology on X, then 

t is generated by f'(u);u, E t., and j€t. 

1.5.17. Definition: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s*) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. If u 

and u 2  are two fuzzy supra open subsets of X and Y respectively, then the Cartesian 

product u i x u 2  is a fuzzy supra subset ofX x  Y defined by (u I x u 2 )( x, y ) = in in  

(u 1 (x),u 2(y)),for each pair (x,y)EXX Y 

1.5.18. Definition: Let {(X, tj) EJ} be a collection of fuzzy supra topological spaces. 

Let X= 11 xi  be their Cartesian product and it1  : X Xi be a projection map assigning 
lEk 

to each element of its ith. coordinate, it1  ((x1, x; it is called the projection 

mapping associated with the index i. 

[4 



1.5.19. Definition: Let (X, t) and (Y, s) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and f: 

(X, t) - (Y, s) be any function, then f is called fuzzy supra homeornorphism if and 

only if f is fuzzy supra bijective, fuzzy supra continuous and fuzzy supra open. 

1.5.20. Definition: Let (X, t) is a fuzzy supra topological space. A fuzzy set A is 

called quasi coincident with a fuzzy set B denoted by AqB if A(x)+B(x)>l for some 

xEX. A fuzzy point x~A is called quasi coincident with the fuzzy set A denoted by 

xqA if, t +A(x)> 1. The negation relation is denoted by Xt —1q A 

1.5.21. Definition: Let X be set and (X', tt' ) be an fuzzy supra topological space. Let us 

consider a function f: X —> (X', tt1). Suppose t { f 1 (U): U E t }. Then tt  is a fuzzy 

supra topology on X. We call t, the reciprocal supra topology on X. 

1.5.22. Definition: Let (X, t) is a fuzzy supra topological space. Then (i) a subfamily 

B of tt  is called a base for t iff each member of t  can be expressed as a supremum of 

member of B and (ii) a subfamily S of tt  is a subbase for t*  1ff the family of all the finite 

infima of members of S is a base for t. 

1.5.23. Definition: - Let f be a real valued function on a fuzzy supra topological space 

(X, t*). if {xEX: f(x)>a } is supra open and for every real a where a El, the f is called 

lower semi continuous function. 

1.5.24. Definition: Let X be non empty set and Tt  be a supra topology on X, and let tt  

=w (T) be the set of all lower semi continuous function from (X, T) to I with usual 

topology. Thus tt  w (T) = {u ElX:  u'(a, I] ETt} for each a El1 , tt  = w (T) to be a 

fuzzy supra topology on X. 

Let P be the property of a supra topological space (X, T) and FSP is fuzzy supra 

topological analogue. Then FSP is called good extension of P "if the statement(X, Tt) 

has P if and only if (X, (Tt)) has FSP" holds good for every fuzzy supra topological 

space (X, T). 
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CHAPTER-I! 

Fuzzy Supra R0  Topological Spaces 

2. Introduction: 

The separation axiom R0  was introduced and studied by Shanin. N.A., [53] in general 

topology. Several topologists introduced fuzzy R0  spaces in various ways, after the 

introduction of fuzzy topological space by Chang, C.L, [21] 1968.1ii fuzzy topology, 

this property was introduced and studied mainly by Srivastava A.K.[57], Loweii, R., 

and Wuyts, P., [36]; and also by Ali D.M.,Wuyts,P.,and Srivastava A.K. [8]. In this 

chapter, we introduce and study some R0  properties in fuzzy supra topological spaces 

and obtain their several features mainly in the sense of Chang, C.L. We symbolize, 

fuzzy supra R0  topological space by FSR0  

2.1. Definitions of FSR0  spaces. 

2.1.1. Definitions:- Let (X, t) be fuzzy supra topological space, R0- properties of(X, 

t) as follows: [We recall first nine axiom from [8]] 

FSR0(i) : For every pair x, yEX, x ~ y. I(x) = OIx (v) = 0. 

FSR0(ii): v pair x, yEX, x:Ay,V  a E l :aijy)=  a Vt? El()  :fl1jx)=/9 

FSR0(iii) : VAEt, V xeX and V a< A(x). 

FSR(iv): V AEt*,  V xEX and V af~- A (x), a1. A. 

FSR0(v) : For every pair x, yEX, x :~ y, l(y)  =1 1 3,(x) = I. 

FSR0(vi): For every pair x, y X, x ~ y, l.(y) = l(x). 

FSR0(vii) : For every pair x, yEX, x :A y, 1(y) = 1(x) e {o, u}. 

FSR(viii) : For every pair x, y X, x ~ y and Va € 10.  ab(y) = a a1(x) = a. 

FSR0(ix) : For every pair x, yeX. x ~ y and Va E I, al,(y) = al ) (x). 

-1 
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FSR0(x): v x, y c X, x# y, whenever :i A a 1',with 2 (x)= 0 and 2 (y)>O, there 

also also exist it t' with It (x)>0,and ,i(y) = 0. 

FSR0(xi) : V x, y E  x, x~y , whenever with 2 (y)< A (x) there also exist 

1 E t with it (x)< i(y). 

2.1.1. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0(i), i.e. for every pair x, YE X, x ~ y, l(x) = 0 = 0 

For every pair x, yEX, x~y,  I., (y) = 0 l(x) = 0 

V x, y C  X. x-#--y, whenever 3 2 ct' , with A(x) = I and A(y) = 0 there also exist 

Mt with ji(x) = 0 and (y) = 1.1591 

Proof: (a)(b): 

Suppose (X, t) is FSR0(i). Suppose L(),) = 0. Then since (X, t) is FSR0(i), so 

l ) (x) = 0. On the other hand iflx) = 0, then by FSR0(i), 1(Y) =0. Thus we see that 

1((y)=0 1(x)=0. 

Suppose x, yEX. x ~ y and there exists AEt, such that, A(x) = I and A(y) = 0. Put iii = 

I— A. Then i1iEt, i-n(x) = 0 and m(y) = I. Again we have for every x, yEX, such that x 

~ y, m(x) = 0 and m(y) = I. Taking m = 1. and so l )  (x) = 0. By (b)1(y) =0. This 

implies that there exists a t supra closed set k such that k(x) = I and k(y) = 0. Put u= 

- k. Then clearly .i C t, It (x) = 0 and p(y) = 1. 

Suppose x, yeX, x ~ y and i(y) = 0. This implies that there exists a t *_supra  closed set 

k = such that k(y) = 0 and k(x) = I. Put A = 1—k. Then A is a t -supra open set such 

that 2(x) = 0 and A. (y) = I. By (c) there exists a t -supra open set it such that It (x) = 

I and It (y) = 0. Put iii = i - i. Then iii is a t *supra  closed set such that m(y) = I and 
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m(x) = 0. Thus there exist a t -supra closed set iii such that m(y) = I and rn(x) = 0. 

Therefore, I(x) = 0.. 

2.1.2. Leniiva: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0(ii), i. e. For every pair x, yEX, x~-  y, 

(VaEIo  :al.(y)=aV/EJ0  :14,(x)=13) 

For every x. ye X, x ~ y, if there exists ccElo such that al (y) <a,  then there exists 

f3a l such that Pl y (x) <p3. 

FSR0(x1). 

Proof: (a)(b): 

Suppose x, y EX, x ~- y and there exists clo  such that al(y) <a ...............  (I) 

Suppose for every Pelo, i3l(y)=3. Then by (a) for every ci.EIO ai,(y) =a, which 

contradicts (I). Therefore there exists 13EIo such that fll,(x) </. 

(b)(c): 

Suppose for every x, y X, x ~ y, there exists a t *supra open set A such that A (y) < A 

(x). Let 0 = A (y), then ,8l.(x) </3. Hence by (b), there exist a0 El0  such that 

a01(y) <a0  .This implies that there exists a t -supra closed set, say ;j such that q (y) 

<ij (x) and so q (y) < (x). Put ji = i — ij Then t is a t-supra open set and t (x) < 

/1 (y). 

(c)(a): 

Suppose for every pair x, yeX. x ~ y and for every aI(y) =a,. Let Then 

ni,, (y) = 3. We have to show that fll (x) =. Suppose flu). (x) fi Thus fll, (x) <j9. 

This implies that there exists a t -supra closed set, say j such that q (x) < i; (y). Put u 

= I — j. 'Thus 1u is supra open and u (y) < u (x). 1-lence by (c), there exists a t *supra 
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open set say A such that A (x) < A (y). Therefore, 2(y)l,,(x)< A (x), and so 2(y)l,.  (x) 

<Av), which is a contradiction, so 1(x) f'.. 

2.1.3. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0(iii). 

For every AEt*,  there exists M c t*c  such that 2 = Supi, u EM 

Proof: (a)=(b): 

Let uEt. Put M = { c: xE X. c. 2)} By FSR0(iii), for every c< A (x), a1 :5 A. 

Clearly,A=Sup,u , 

(b)(a): 

Let xeX and A is a t- supra open set such that a < 2 (x). By (b) there exists M c 

such that A = Sup u, u EM. Thus there exists a u EM. such that a< ji (x). That is 

at,  :!~ It, so. at.,  :5 ji A .Thus (X, t*),  is FSR0(iii).0 

2.1.4. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t), the following are 

equivalent L81. 
(a) FSR0(iv), i.e V AEt*,  xEX and Va:~ A (x), A 

A 
(b) For every A et, and for every x EX, 2(x)i. :!~ 2. 

For every A Et*,  A =Sup2(x)l, xEX. 

For every pair x, y E X. x y and for every Act', there exists such that p.t 

(x) = A (x) and A4 (y) = A (y). 

For every pair x, y E X. x y, the subspace ((x, y}, t'l{x,  y}) is self duel, i.e. 

({x, y}, t'I {x, y})= ({x, y}, t*dl {x, y}) 

(1) For every pair x, y c X, x ~ y and for every pair a, [3e l a t  

0-6)I,(x):!~-1—a. 

Proof: (a)='(b): 

Let )Et', and x cX, Put a = 2(x). By FSR0(iv), aI.:!~A,Thus 2(x)1, AN 

(b)=(c): 
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Suppose AEt, If (b) is satisfied, then for every xeX, 2(x)i . Therefore 

.11 Sup 2(x)i, —<A,xEX (1) 

Now ifyeX, we also have). (y) =2(y)l, (y)~Sup 2(x)ijy), xEX. Thus 

Sp2(x)i, (2) 

From (I) and (2) A (x)1. xEX. 

(c)=((I): 

Let AEtt, and x, yEX such that x ~ y. Without loss of generality suppose 

a= A(x) ).(y)3. Then flu. ). (x) = a. Put All = 
 61 Now Ail  is a t*supra  closed set 

such that p(y) = ). (y) = 13 and ,i 1(x)  !~a = A (x). Put It = it va. Now y (x) = a = A (x), 

and p (y) = 13 = 2 (y). Thus we see that there exists a pEt*C  such that p (x) = A (x), and p 

(y)A(y). 

((I) (e) 

Suppose (d) is satisfied. Therefore with the notations of(d) we have 

{x, y} = I{x, y}, thus ({x, y}, t'{x, y}) = ({x, y}, t{x, y}). 

On the other hand, suppose (e) is satisfied, i.e. ({x, y}, tj {x, y)) = ({x, y}, t{x, y}), 

then for every pair x, y E X, x ~ y and for every A et there exists p Et*C  such that 

At (x) = t (x) and it (y) A(y).i 

((I)=(f): 

Suppose x, y EX, x ~ y, and a, 13E1, (X :~ 13  such that aI(y) :!~ fl.If 13 <a there isa 

At Et"c such that At (x) = a and u Let At I = At v13. Then At 1(x)  = a and At'y) 

=13. If (d) is satisfied, there is a 2 Et*,  such that 2 (x)  = a and 2 (y) =f3. Let q = I - 

2, Then 17 c= t*c.  Now i7 (x) = I - a, 17 (y) = I 
- 

P. Therefore, (1 
- 

/3) . (x)  1nf { i 

(x): 17 € t*c  and (I—/3)1, !~ q )~ i (x)  =1- a .Therefore(l - /3)1(x) :5 I - a. 

(f)=>(a): 

Suppose (0 is satisfied, AEt, and a :!~ A (x). We have to show that a1. !~ A. 

ra 
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Let y€X - {x} and A (y) =13. If  13 >a, then it is clear that a1:!~ 2. 

Suppose 13 < a, let u= I - ),,Then p Et such that p (y) = I 
- 13 > I - a ~: I - ). (x) = 

Thus we have, A. (x) <p (y). Therefore, i(v)l 1 (x) :5 jz(x) 

Applying (1), (i —ji(x))1 1 (y) : 5  I—i(y) 

X(x)1 Jy) :!~ X(y) 

aijy) :!~ X(y),[Sincea A.(x)] 

Therefore, al !~ X. (Proved). 

2.1.5. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0  (v). I 
/ 

- — 
c 

Forevery pairx,y e X,x y,  I(y)=lI(x)=I. 

For every pair x, y e X x y 1 (v) < I <> I () <I N 

V Pair x, y E X, x ~ y, if there exists a t*supra  closed set A such that). (y) < I = A 

(x), then there exists a t-supra closed set i such that i(x) < 1 = 

Proof: 

(a)='(b): Trivial. 

(b)(c): 

Suppose, I('y) <I. We have to show that, l(x) < 1. If 1(x) is not less than I. then 

1 1 (x) = 1. by (b) i(y) = I which is a contradiction .Therefore, I.(x) < 1. Thus we see 

that I(Y) < I = 1(x) < 1. Similarly we can show that l(x) < I I(y) <1. 

(c)(d): 

Suppose there exists a t- supra closed set jt such that t(y) < 1 = i(x). Then j(y) <I. 

By (c) I 
, 
(x) < I, Put A = 1 . Then clearly A (y) = 1 and A (x) < 1. Thus we see that there 

exists a t- supra closed set, say A such that 2(x) < I = 

Suppose I Y  (x) = I. We have to show that (y) = I. 
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Suppose i(y) < I and l. =t. Thus ji is a tt-supra closed set such that p(y) < I = 

B11 y (d) there exists a t*_supra  closed set such that ) (x) < I = .a(y). This implies that 

] ,.(X) <1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, l((Y)=l. Thus we see that, for every pair 

X, yEX, x ~ y, ljy) = I => 1 1,(x) = I . Thus (a) is satisfied.. 

2.1.6. Lenirna: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0(vi). i.e For every pair x, yEX, x ~- y. I (y) = I(x) 

For every pair x, y e X, x ~ y and for every ael1 , 1(y) :5 a => I (x) :5 a 

For every pair x, y E X, x ~ y and for every a€Io, if there exists a t-supra open 

set ? such that X(y) = 0 < a = ?.(x), then there exists a t-supra open set ji such that ji(x) 

= 0 <a = ji(y), i.e FSR0(x). 

Proof: 

Suppose, x, Y E X, x ~- y and aeI1  such that a. By (a), 1(x) = 1(y)Therefore, 

1(x) :!~ a. 

Suppose, x, y € X, x ~ y,  aEI0, and 3 a t*supra  open set 2. such that X(y) <a = X(x). 

Put 11 = I —?. Then 11 is a tt-supra closed set such that, r(y) > i(x) = I —a. Therefore 

(x) :!~ I - a. Hence by (b) 1(y) :!~ 1— a . This implies that there exists a t-supra 

closed set V such that v(x) >v(y) = I - a. Put j.i = I —v. Then ji is a t-supra open set 

such that ji(x) > ji(y) 

(c)=(a): 

Suppose, I., (x) <1jy). Let q 
= 

I and a = (x) ~ I. Then 11 is t*supra  closed set such 

that i(y) = I, (x) = a<1(y). Let X = —. Then ? is a t-supra open set such that 

X(y) = 0 and 2.(x) = I - a> 0. By (c), there exists a t*supra  open set ji such that, ji(x) = 
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0 and (y) = I - U. Put v = I -j.i. Then v is a t-supra closed such that v(x) = I and v(y) 

=a. This implies that l()<  a = l(x), a contradiction.. 

2.1.7. Leiuma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent [8]. 

FSRo(vii), i.e for every pair x, yEX, x ~-- y, '(y) = 1(x) E {o, i}. 

{ I: x E X } defines a partition of 1, i.e. there is a partition A of X such that for 

every xEAE 4. 'vA 

11 Proof: (a)=(b): 

We have I(y) = lr(x) E {0, l}. Therefore, 1(X) (O,1), and so there exists, for each x 

E X, an A(x) c X such that I = 'A(x) Now ify e A(x), then (y)=]  i.e. l\!!~ 'A(x) It 

follows that lA():!~IA(x), so A(y) c A(x). Now l(y) = l(x) = I .Therefore, xEA(y), 

hence A(x) c A(y). Therefore A(x) = A(y). Hence {A(x): x e X} is a partition of X. 

(b)=(a): 

Given { I e A' }is a partition of X. This implies that, either I, =1, orl A l = 0. 

tfi7=i, then cIearlyI(y) = I(x)= I. On the other hand, if IV AIY  = 0, then 

A Ix) = 0 and(l A l,)y) = 0 .Therefore, I(y) = 0 = L1(x) .Thus 

l(y)=ljx)E {o, i}. 

2.1.8. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR(viii), i.e For every pair x, yEX, x ~ y andV 

cxl(y) = a, = al(x) = a. 

For every pair, x,y E X, x~yand for every aEI0, a1(y)<aa1(x)<a. 

Proof: (a)(b): 
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Suppose X. y € X. x ~ y and a E Jo such that a1(y) <a. Suppose al(x) =a. Then 

by (a) a! () a, which is a contradiction .Therefore al (x) <a. 

Suppose x, y E X and a E lo such that Ce  j(y) =. Suppose al(x):~ a. Therefore, 

al),(x) <a, Then by (h), a1(y)  <a, which is a contradiction .Therefore aL(x) = 

2.1.9. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t), the following are 

equivalent: 

FSR0(ix), i.e For every pair x, y€ X, x ~- y and Va E I ,a1(y) = a1(x) 

For every pair, x, y e X, x ~ y and for every t- Supra closed set, lt there exists a 

t- Supra closed set, v such that v(x) = p.(y), v(y) = p.(x). 

Proof: (a)(b): 

Let x. y EX. x ~- y and p. is a t- Supra closed set. Let a = p.(x) and 13 = p.(y). This 

implies that al,(y) :5 /3. Therefore, al(x) :!~ /3. Hence there exists a t- Supra closed 

set v such that v(y) = a and v(x) = P. Thus p.(x) = v(y) and p(y) = v(x). 

(b)'(a): 

Without loss of generality suppose, al.(y) <a13.(x) (3) 

Let p. = a1.. Then a = j.i(x). Let 13 = p.(y). Then by (3) p3 < aI. (x) (4) 

By (b) there exists t- Supra closed set v such that v(x) = p.(y) = 13 and v(y) = p.(x) = a. 

Wehave, v(y)1),(x) !~ v(x) 

a1,(x) ::~ /3 

Using (3), al.(y) < al ),(x) !~ P. 

or, al,(y) < /3, or  i(y) </3 which is a contradiction. 

PA 



Therefore, al r(Y) < a11,(x) is not true. Similarly we can show that 

a1,(x) < a1(y) is also not true, hence Ul(x) = alJy). 

2.2. Relationships among FSR0  Spaces. 

2.2.1 Theorem: The following implications are true: 

FSRo(iii F 

I 0 

 11 0(xi) 

~ /  t~~ 

FSROO 

;7 

i 

1~ 

 FSRO(viii) 

(v) 

FSR0(x) FSR0  (vii) 

Thus we have 

FS Ro(iv) FSRo(i I i)=FSRo(i i) 

FSRo(iv)FSRo(i) 

FSRo(vii)=FSRo(vi)=FSRo(i) 

FSRo(vi)FSRo(v) 

FSRo(ix)FSRo(viii)=FSRo(ii) 

(1): FSRo(viii)=FSRo(v) 

(g): FSRo(ix)FSRo(vi) FSR0(x) 

Proof: 

(a): Suppose (X, t) is FSR0(iv) Let ?et*  x EX and ct <X(x). Then since (X, t), is 

21 
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FSR0(iv) hence al :!~ 2. So V AEtt, V xEX and V a< A(x), ci.i. .Therefore (X, t*) 

is FSR0(iii). 

Suppose, there exists aIo such that a1(y)=/3<a. Take 13 < y < a. 

Let2 = 1—a1 .Then X(x) = I - a, X(y) = I 
- 13> 1 —y. Since (X, t*)  is FSR0(iii). 

(I—y)1, :!~ 2. Now(l —)/)I,,(x):5 2(x)= 1—a <1—y. Thus we see that, if 

a1(y) <a. then there exists öelo  such that51(x) <5. So by lemma, 2.1.3. (X, t), is 

FSR0(ii). 

(b): Suppose (X, t) is FSR0(iv), by lemma-2. 1 .5,we have for every pair x, y E X , x 

~ y and for every pair a, 13E1, a ~ 13, al(y)<fl (I—/3)1; (x) :~ I—a. Taking a = 

I and 13 = 0, I(y) :!~ 0 = 1(x) :~ 0. Or 1(y) = 0 =' I(x) = 0. Which is FSR0(i). 

(c) Suppose (X. t) is FSR0(vii). Then clearly, lbr every x, y EX. x ~ y. l(y) = l(x). 

Therefore (X, t) is FSR0(vi). 

Let, 1. (y) =0. As (X, t)  is FSR0(vi), 1, (y) = lr(X)  and soI(x) = 0 .Therefore, (X, t) is 

FSR0(i). 

(d): Suppose (X, t)  is FSR0(vi).Then ijy) = 1jx). Therefore if i. (y) = 1, then 

l/x) = 1 . Therefore (X, t) is FSR0(v). 

(e) Suppose (X, t*)  is FSR0(ix). Therefore for every pair x, yEX, x ~ y and Va E  Iot 

a 1,  (y) =aI,, (x). Therefore, ifal,.(y) = a then alr(x) = a. Hence (X, t*)  is 

FSR0(viii).0 

Again, suppose for every aElo, al.(y)=a. Then clearly for every fl 

131(y) = 13. Since, (X, t) is FSR0(viii). /31r(Y) = /3flI,(x) = /3. Therefore, we see 

that, for every pair x, y E X, x :A y, V a E lo : ai. (y) = a V /3 e 1 /3(x) = fl  

.Similarly we can show that, for every pair x, yEX, x y, V 13Elo; I3I(x) 13 V 

aE 1o, aL(y) = a. Thus (X, t)  is FSR0(ii). 
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Suppose(X, t) is FSR0(viii), x, y E X and 1 (y)=I. Since (X. t) is FSR0  (viii), 

if I, 1> (x) = 1.Therefore (X, t) is FSR0(v). 

Suppose (X, t) is FSR0 (ix), then for every pair x, y E X, x ~ y and for every (X 

lo, al (y) = a1(x) . In particular, if a = 1, I,(Y) = l(x) . Therefore, (X, t*)  is 

1--SR0(vi).Also from lemma 2.1.7. ; it is clear that if (X, t) is FSR0(x),then it satisfies 

FS Ro(v i). 

Now we give some examples: 

2.2.1. Example: Let the fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) where X{x, y}, and 

t= {0,u{(x, O),(y, I )}; v={(x, 1),(y, I))) ,u"(x)=l, u"(y)0; v'(x)O, v"(y)O.Let 

1=u .iy =v', Here (y)=0, i/x)=0, let a=.4 u(x) and ai,(y)= av(y) 

=.4v0=.4 u(y). So, FSR0(i) #5 FSRo(iii). Similarly we shall prove that, FSR0  (l) 

FSR0  (iv). 

2.2.2 . Example: Let (X. t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, where X={x, y} and 

t= {0,u={(x, O),(y, 1)}; v={(x, 1 ),(y, I)) } ,u"(x)= 1, u'(y)O; v"(x)=O, v"(y)O 

= it , = / then 1(Y) = 1(x) , hence (X, t) is FSR0(vi) ;but u(x)=0, u(y) 1>0; 

and there does not exist v(x)0, v(y)>0. Hence FSR0  (vi) FSR0(x). 

2.2.3. Example:Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, where X{x, y} and 

t= {0.u{(x, O),(y, 1)}; v={(x, l),(y, 1)1}, u'(x)l, u'(y)=O; v'(x)O, v'(y)O.Let 

Here i(y) = 0, /(x) =0, then J(y) =L,(x) , hence (X, t) is 

FSR(vi) ;here u(x)<u(y), but v(x)=v(y).Hence FSRo(vi)# FSR0(x). 

2.2.4. Example:Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, where X{x, y} and 

t {0, u{(x, 0),(y, I )}; v={(x, I), (y, 1)} } ,u"(x)=l, iV(y)=0; v"(x)O. v'(y)=O Here 

u(x)<u(y), and Let 1 u 
, 

i = v , then J(y)  u'(y)0, then aJV(y) =ce V 

1,(y)=av0=c .Now ,5l(x) = CVi(x)=f3v0= 3  Hence (X, t*)is  FSRo(ii) Here 

u(x)<u(y), but v(y)4:v(x), So FSRo(ii) FSR0(xi). 

r 
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2.2.5. Example:Let (X, 1) be a fuzzy supra topological space, where X{x, y} and 

t= { I ,u={(x, O),(y, 0)); v={(x, O),(y, I))) ,u"(x) I, u"(y)=I; v'(x) 1, v'(y)0; 

1< = uI 
 , I >  = v

/  then 1,(y) =h(x) =1 hence (X, t) is FSR0(v) but for all a El0  may not 

1(Y) =h.(x) ,so FSRo(vi) FSR0(ix). 

2.3. Good extension property: 

In this section we show that all FSR0(k)(i !~-  k ::-~ xi) properties are good extensions of 

their supra topological counter parts; all of them are also found to be hereditary. 

2.3.1. Definition: Let (X, T) be a Supra topological space, the space (X, T) is called 

Supra R0  topological space, if V x, y E X, x~y, then if xE { y } their also exist yE { x}. 

2.3.2. Definition Let (X, T) be a Supra topological space, the space (X, T) is called 

Supra R0  topological space. if V x. y E X, x:~y,  then if 3 supra open set u E T*  with xEu 

and yu then their also 3 an supra open set yE T*  such that yEv and xv.We denote 

Supra R0  topological space, by SR0  -space. 

2.3.1. Theorem: All FSR0(k) (i :!~ k :!~ xi) properties are good extensions of the 

topological S Ro-property. That is, 

If(X, T) is an SR0-space, then (X, w (Ta)) are also FSR0(k) (i :!~, k :!~- xi) spaces. 

If(X, w (T*)) satisfies FSR0(k) (i :!~ k :!~ ix) then (X, T) is an SR0-space. 

Proof(a): Suppose (X, T) is an SR0-space. Let ? w (T) 
= {u e IX:  u'(a. I] e T, 

aEl i }, 2(x) = a <2(y) =ft Let F 1(0 a], then F is closed in (X, T). We have y 

F. Therefore, F n{y} = 0, also {x} c F. Put t = V . Then i is closed in w 

(Tt). Now, t(x) = a and t(y) = f3. Thus t(x) = X(x) and (y) = X(y). Therefore (X. 

(T*)) is FSR0(iv). We know FSR0(iv) FSR0(iii) FSR0(ii) and FSR0(iv) 

FSR0(i). 

Again, al.=al, a1=al(), we havea11 (y)= cxljx)a if and only if {x){y) 

and al(y)= al(x)=0 if and only if (x) n (y)=q, So (X, w (1*))  is FSR0(ix). We 
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know FSRo(i)FSRo(vi), FSR0(ix) = FSR0(viii) = FSR0(ii), FSR0(vi) FSR0(v), 

FSR0(vii) =FSR0(vi)FSRo(i). Thus (X, to (T*))  is FSR0(k) (I !~- k 5 xi). 

Proof (b): (1) Suppose (X, w(T)) is an FSR0(i) space and x E {y}. then 

1 (x) = 1-.. (x) = I 0 , and so I-, (y) = 1(y) * 0 Therefore, y E {x} which proves that 

(X, T) is an SR0-space. 

Suppose (X. w (T*))  is an FSR0  (ii) space and x E {y}, 

then a11 (x) = a1-(x) = a for all aElo. Therefore. ,811(y) = ,B, for every fi e lo.  So 

in particularl(y) =l-(y)=1. Hence y {x} ,which proves that (X, T*))  is an SR0- 

space. 

Suppose (X, w (T)) is an FSR0(v) space and x E {y}, then x=I-4=I. By 

FSR0(v), 1(y) = IF,  (y) = 1. Therefore, y E {x} which proves that (X, T) is an SR0- 

space. Thus we see that. if (X, w (T*)) satisfies FSR0  (k) ( k = I, ii, v) then (X, T*)  is 

an SR0-space. Also we know that, FSR0(iv) FSR0(iii) = FSR0(ii), 

FSR0(vii)=FSR0(vi)FSR0(i), FSRo(ix)=FSRo(viii)fSRo(ii). 

Let (X, )(T)) is FSR0  (x), we shall prove that (X, T)  is supra R0. Let x, y EX; 

with x--y, xEU and yU or xU and yEU. Suppose xEU and yU and UE 
T*,  by the 

definition of lsc 1 u (T*) and with I U(X) = 1>0, lu(Y)  0, since (X, (T))is FSR0(x), 

then 3 v E w(T) 3 v(x)0, .(y)>O. Choose a such that v(y)>a>0. Then v(a,l] El, 

yE 1r(a,IJ and x ''(a,1J. Hence it is clear that (X, T) is supra R0  spaces. 

Conversely suppose that (X, T) is supra RI) space. We shall prove that(X, 
(T*)) is 

FSR0  (x). Let x, y EX; with xy and there exist A E 0(T*) such that A(x)>0. A(y) =0, 

Choose a E 10 suc11 that 2(x)>c >0. Then A(a,1}ET. hence xE X'(a,l},y A(a, l} as 

2(x)>a, A(y)=0; Since (X, T) is supra R0  space then B At ET such that xG p and yE At, 

but I At E w(T)and I p(x) =0, 1 p(y) = 1>0. 1-lence it is clear that (X, c(Tt)) is FSR0  (x). 

This completes the proof. 

Similarly we can prove this theorem for FSR0(xi). 

Therefore, if(X, w (Ti)) satisfies FSR0(k) (I :~ k :!~- xi), then (X, T) is an SRo-space. 
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2.4. Reciprocal properties of FSR0  spaCeS. 

2.4.1. Definition: Let X be set and (X', t*5 be an fuzzy supra topological space. 

Consider a function f: X —> (X'. t*/). Let t = { '(u: U E I }. Then t is a fuzzy supra 

topology on X. We call t, the reciprocal topology on X. 

2.4.1.Theorem : Let X be a set, (X", t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space having 

the property FSR0(k) (k1, ii, iii. .......... xi), then the reciprocal fuzzy supra topology t 

on X for 1: X —> (X", t) also has FSR0(k), (k=l, ii. ii .. .......... xi). 

Proof: Suppose (X', t') a fuzzy supra topological space having the property FSR0(K) 

(I :!~ k !~, 11). Suppose, t = (f'(u. u e }. Now (X, t) is a fuzzy supra topological 

space. We have to show that (X, t) has FSR0(k) (i:!~ k :!~ xi). 

We have,al, = r(f(cLl)) f'(alf()) i.e. V y E X, UI(Y) —aI,( (f(y)) ..............(**) 

Suppose x, y E X, x I- Y. (y) =0, then l )(f(y)) = 0, and since (X", t*/) has 

FSR0(i). I1 ,) (f(x)) = 0. Using (**), f(lIV))(x) = 0, and so l(x) =0. Therefore. (X, 

1) has FSR0(i). 

Suppose x, y C= X, x y, ocel and a1(),) = 0. Then ccl t. X) (f(y)) = 0. and since 

(X'. t) has FSR0(ii), I3l.)(f(x)) = 0, for every I3elo. Using (**), 31jx)=O for every 

i3elo. This implies that (X. 1") has FSR0(ii).. 

Suppose xeX, Xe t 
* and a <X(x). There is a X t such that X = f_I (X') = o f. 

Now, (x < X(x) = X' (f(x)). Since (X', t ') has FSR0(iii)., al )  :~ ?!.Now, Using 

(**), cfl = f IJk f_ I  (X') = A. Therefore (X, t ) has FSR0(iii). 

Suppose XE X. XE t 
* 

and a :!~ X(x). There is a t 
' 

such that X = f'(X') = X' o f. 

Now, a X(x) = ?! (f(x)). Since (X', t ) has FSR0(iv), Ul flx) X .Now 

I 
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Ot = f_ I  (lJ = A. Therefore (X, t 
t) 

 has FSR0(iv). 

Suppose x, y E X, x ~- y, 1('y) = 1. Then 1 1(f(y))= 1 and since (Xe', t 
*1) 

has 

FSR0(v), 1 ) (f(x)) = 1 and so 1(x) = 1. Therefore, (X, ) has FSR0(v). 

Suppose x. y E X, x :~ y. lf(X", t ') has FSR0(vi), then 1(f(y)) = lf()(f(X)). 

Therefore, Ijy) = l(x). Therefore, (X, t) has FSR0(vi). 

Suppose x, y E X, x -~ Y. If(X', t ) has FSR0(vii), then 1,(f(y,) = 1(fxD 

c {O, I }. Therefore 1(y) = L(x) E 10,1J. Therefore, (X, ) has FSR0(vii). 

Suppose x, y E X, x ~- y, cLEIO. Suppose, aI(y) =ct. Using (**) al (f(y))a If 

(X', t') has FSR0(viii), then al.> (f(x)) = a. Using (**), a1(x) = a .Therefore, (X, 

has FSR0(viii). 

Suppose x, y E X, x :A y, cLE lo. lf(X', t') has FSR0(ix), then CLI f(,)((Y)) = Ul f()(f(X)) 

Using (**), aljy) = aI(x) . We have, (X, t ) has FSR0(ix). 

It is easy to prove the conditions for FSR0(x) and FSR0(xi). 

11 
2.5. Initial, Productivity and Hereditary Properties. 

2.5.1. Theorem: The properties FSR0(k), k E i, ii, iii, v. .... .... xi} are initial, i.e. if 

f X —(X. t )j is a source of fsts. where all (X1  t1) are FSR0(k) then initial fuzzy 

supra topological spaces is also FSR0(k) spaces. 

Proof: Let {(X, t )j } be a family of FSR0(iii) , and { f: X —(X, t )j } be a family 

of functions and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X induced by the family { f 

:iEJ}. Let cLElo,i xE X, and At such that a1<A . Since , we can lind basic t - 

supra open sets )j, iGi such that =Sup{ . , iEJ }. Also I j  must be expressible as • = 

Inf { .f (21k) : I r.: kn} where 21k and ikEi. Now we can lind some k, (I 

I 



say k1  such that "Ix <f' (,Lk) that is a< 11 
ikj (Aik j ) (X) or a< 141.flk1(x) Since 

-, (X1k 1 ik ) is FSR0(iii), a 'uk 1  <''k, Since f is continuOus tiki (a I- )<CC 'I jk1 (x), 

thus f k  (a1 ( )<%,k 1 - j
(2k) But each .f iki (2k 2 thereforeal A 

and hence (X, t) is FSR0(iii). So the properties FSR0(iii) is initial 

Let {(X1. t )€ } be a family of FSR0(v) , and { f: X —(X1, t ) } be a family of 

functions and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X induced by the family { f 

:iEJ}. Let x, yE X, xy and 3 ,Et*C  such that p(y) <1 p(x), Put A = 1- It then 2Ett . 

such that A(x)=0 and )(y)>0 , since AEt. we can find basic supra open sets A, iEJ 

such that A=Sup{ A1 , iEJ }. Also each A1  must be expressible as, 1 = lnf If (21k): 

I k_<n} where 21k E and ikEi .Since A(x)=0 and A(v)>0 Now we can find some k, 

(1 k_n), say k1  such that f  ik 
(2,k) (x)=0 and that is f(2,)(y) >0 

2,k.fjk(x) =0 and 2kflk()') >0 . Since (X1k, 'k,) is FSR0(v), and hence (X, 

t) is FSR(v).3 V 1  E such that f (V1  )(y)=0 and f (ViA )(x)>0. Now let 

v=I-  f,,!.( V j ). Then yE t such that v(x) < I =v(y). So by lemma 2.1.6 implies that 

(X, t) is FSR0(v). 

Let {(X, t ) } be a family of FSRo(x) , and { f: X —(X1, t; )l€J } be a family of 

functions and tt  be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X induced by the family ( f 

:iJ}. Let x, y€ X, x=.!zy .Let xelo, and )t such that(y)=0 <ce = (x) since Aet 

we can find basic t supra open sets ), iEJ such that A=Sup{ A , iEJ }. Also each A1  

must be expressible as, •Zi  = liii ( f()k) : I k~n} where 2jk and ik;J .Since 

A(y)0 < a = A(x) Now we can find some k, (I ki:n), say k1  such that f (%jkj) 

(y)=O <a =f (Xk)(x)  >0  . ' 2jkflk(Y) =0  <a=21kf.k(x) . Since (XIk, ';k) is 

FSR0(x), hence there exist /i such that 0 <a = p( 
liikfil(I(Y). 
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Now let f C1 = E t .Tlien p(x)=O <ci = (y). Hence that (X, t) is FSR0(x). 
 iki 

Since FSRo(x) FSR0(vi). So (X, t) is also FSR0(vi) and FSR0(i) 

(d) Let {(X, t)IEJ } be a family o j } be a family of f FSR0(xi) ,and { f: X (X1, t  

functions and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X induced by the family { f 

:i(=-l}. Let x, yG X, x~y and 3 Att  such that A(y) <(x). We can find basic t- supra 

open sets A, IEJ such that A= Sup A, iEJ ). Also A i  must be expressible as )i = lnf{ 

1 - k~n} where ,%, c and ikGJ. Now we can find some k, (1~ k—n), 

sayki  such that .'k, .f 11() (y) < .f:.,(A,,k, ) (x )=  2,k,fIk('Y)< ?.'k fik (x). Since 

(A ik, 1'k) is FSR0(xi), there exists V , 
 E 

*ikI
such that V 

tk I fik, 
(x)< Vik  ",k, (y) -. 

.f, (V )(x)< f (V )(y). Put V= f (Vjkl )Ett.Thus v(x) < v(y). Hence (X. t) is 

FSR0(xi). Since FSRo(xi) FSRo(ii). So the properties FSR0(ii) is also initial. 

Similarly we can show that initial properties hold for FSR0(vii) and FSR0(viii). The 

initiality of 17SR0  (iv) is not yet done. We hope to do this in a latter work. 

2.5.2. Theorem: The properties FSR0(k) , k E {ii, iii, iv, ...........xi} are productive, i.e. 

if (X, t: )€i is a family of fuzzy supra topological spaces, each of them having the 

property FSR0(k), the product space (x = X 1 t) also has FSR0(k). 
IEI 

Proof: 

Suppose each of (X, t has the property FSR0(ii). Suppose x, yEX, x :;~- y, where 

x = (xj)IEJ  and y = (y €., a E lo  such that al(y) = x. Let f3E to. We have to show that 

131 y (x) 13. We have ul(y) = inf ul x.  (yj). Thus infctl.(y) = a. Since each of 
iEJ ieJ 

(X, t)j has the property FSR0(ii), therefore inf ,81 
. 

(xi) = ,8.Thus 13l(x) = 13 and so 
I E J 

(X, t) has FSRo(ii). 

Suppose each of (X, t)Ej has the property FSR0(iii). Suppose xEX where x = 

Ir 
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(X), and Xc t such that a<X(x).  We have to show that, ai :~ 2 It follows from the 

delinition of 1 that there exist K c J and a family (X)IE  K with ?,,E t* i such that for every 

y = (y) j E X, ml Xi(xi ) X(y) and more over a < inf 21(x) ~ 2(x). From this it 

iEK iEK 

follows that a<X(x), hence ai x. (ym):0,(yi), for iEK. and therefore 

eI(y) = infaI x,  (y infa1. (y inf X1 (y1 ),(y).so al x  !~ X. Hence (X. t) has 
IEJ i c K iK 

FSR0(iii). 

Suppose each of (X, t)IE.I has the property FSR0(v). Suppose x, yEX, x # y, where 

x = (x)j and y = (y1)j. Let i(y) = I . We have to show that l(x) = 1. Now 

l(y) = 1 implies that inf l(y) = I Since each of (Xi, t )j has the property 
EJ 

FSR0(v), inf l.(x i ) = I and so I y (x) = 1. Hence (X, t) has FSR0(v) 
ieJ 

(d) Suppose x, yEX. x .-. y. where x = (x)j andy = (Y)iEJ. If each of (X, t)IEJ has the 

property FSR0(vi), then infL(y1) = infi.(x1 ). Therefore, l(y) = 1(x) . Hence (X, 
iEJ IE.l 

t) has FSR0(vi). 

Suppose x, yEX, x # y, where x = (x i), c-.i and y = (y)j€i. If each of(X1, t ) j  has 

the property FSR0(vii), then inf ij(y) = inf I.(xm) E {0, I } . Therefore, 
iEJ i€J 

1x(Y) I y (x) E {0. I }. Hence (X, t) has FSR0(vii). 

Suppose a€Io  and x, y c X, x # y, where x = (x).i  and y = (y)., such that 

ul(y) = a Thus inf1.< (y1 ) = a. Ifeach ol(X. t )j has the property FSR0(viii), 
1€ J 

then infal ) .(xi) = a. Therefore, al(x) = a. Hence (X. t) has FSR0(viii). 
IE.I 

Suppose aElo and x, y € X, x # y, where x = (x) EJ  and y = (y),. If each of 

(x,t: )j has the property FSR0(ix), then inf ) = infa1.(x) .Therefore. 
IEJ iEJ - 

a1 (y) = cdjx) . Hence (X, t) has FSR0(ix). 
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(Ii) Let (X, t )j  be FSR0(x). We shaU prove that (X, t) is FSR0(x). Let x, y E X. with 

x=y, and 3 AEt*,  with A (x)0 and A(y)>O. But we have A (x)= min( ,%1(xj: iEJ) and 

1(y)= rnin{( ,(y) : iEJ) . Since (X. Cji be FSR0(x), so exist ji,  € t with ji, (x)>0 

and ji, (y)0. But we have 7(x) = xi  and Tr(y) = yj and hence ,u, ( -,7(x))>0 and 

ji,( n(y)) =0. It follows that 3 (,u, o it,) Et, such that (ji, o iv,) (x)>0, and (ii, 

it,)(y)=O. Hence it is clear that (X, t) is FSR0(x). Similarly we can proof that FSR0(xi) 

is productive. 

2.5.3. Corollary: The product space of a non-void family(X,t),j of fuzzy supra 

topological space is FSR0(k) k e (ii, iii .......... ix) if and only if each factor is FSR0(k). 

Proof: Suppose, (X, t*j),€J  is a family of fuzzy topological spaces, each of them having 

the property FSR0(k). k c {ii, ......... ix). Then by the theorem 2.5.2, the product 

space X = x, t ) also has FSR0(k). 
FE.! 

Converse: 

(a). Let (X, t)  is FSR0(viii), Suppose iEJ, x. y j  E X1 , x, # yj and alo such that 

aly .(xi ) = a. Since (X, t) is FSR0(viii) a1, (x,) = a 1, (y,)= a, for each i. Let 

for some iEJ, a, be a fixed element of X, suppose that Ai  ={xE X = Fj j,j  x, / x =a1  for 

some i=)}. So that A, is the subset of X, and this implies that (Ai, tA ) is also 

subspace of (X, 1) then(A,, t11 i ) is also FSR0(viii) and A i  is a homeomorphic image of 

X,. 1-lence it is clear that (X1 , t* ,) is FSR0(viii).Similarly we can prove this theorem for 

FSR0 (k) where k E (ii, i ii. .........  ix). 

2.5.4. Theorem: All the properties FSR0(k), i<—k< xi are hereditary. 

Proof: Let the fsts (X, t*),  and AcX. where tA = {uM: u E t*}, we have to show 

that, the subspace (A, IA ) has FSR0(k) i<k. xi, if(X, t*)  has FSR0(k) i:!~k~ xi) 
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We have, t*cl(lx) r-) I A= t4-cl(1). 

Let x, y e A, x :~- y and (t,i-cl(l))(y) = 0. Therefore, (t*cl(lx)) fllA)(Y) = 0 

(t-Cl( AIA(y) =0 = 0. [Since, y E A]. Now, x, y E X, x ~ y' and 

(t*cl( I ))(y) = 0. So if (X, t) has FSR0(i) then (t-cl( I ))(x) = 0. Now (tA -cl(1 ))(x) = 

(t*_cl( I ) fl 1 A)(X) = (t*_ cl(1 ))(x)A I AN = 0. This implies that, (A, tA) has FSR0(i). 

(2) Let x, y E A, x t y, ado and (tA-cl((X1))(y) = a. 

Therefore, (t-cI((xU)nIA)(y) = a (t-cl((xl))(y) = a, [since yEA.] 

Now, X, y E X, x ~ y, aElo and (t*cl(a1x))(y) = a. So if (X, t) has FSR0(ii), 

(tt-cl((x I ))(x) = a. Again, (tA -cl(a I ))(x) = (tt-cl(a I)nl A)(X) = 
(t* cl(al )(x) A I  A(X) 

* 

= a A I= a. Therefore, (A, hi) has FSRo(ii). 

Let x E A, XE t,i such that a<X(x). There exist X'€t such that 'A  X" X. Since 

* ... 

XEA, X(x) = X(I x). Now X/  et•  and a<X(/ ix). So if (X,  t ) has FSRo(iii), then t
* 
 - 

cI(al)!~X'. Now, tA-cl(a1) = lAñ( t-cl(aI)) :!:, 'A X X. Therefore, (A, t,i) has 

FSR0(iii). 

Let x e A, XE t  such that (x ~ X(x). There exist 2Jt*  such that IA  X' X. Since 

xGA. X(x) = X'(x). Now Xt *and a :!~ X"(x). So if (X, t)  has FSR0(iv), then t- 

• cI(a1)~X'. Now, t,i-cl(a1) = 1An(t* cI(aI)) ~ IAn X' = X. Therefore, (A. hA) has 

FSRo(iv). 

Let x, y E A, x :t y and (t4 -cl( I ))(x) = 1. Therefore, 0 A t-cI( I ))(x) = I (ta-

cl( I ))(x) = I. If (X, t) has FSR0(v), (t-cl( Ix))(Y) = I. Now (, -cl( lx))(Y) = (I At 

cl(1))(y) = IA(y)A = IAl = ].Therefore, (A, hA) has FSR0(v). 

(6)Let x, yEA, and x -A y. If(X, t*)  has FSRo(vi) then (t-cI(1))(y) = (t*_cl( I
y
))(x).  

Now, (t,i -cl( ix))(Y) 
= (t*c l( lx))(Y) 

= (t*cI( I ))(x) = (hA -cl( I ))(x). Therefore, (A, t,i) 

has FSRo(vi). 

-y 
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(7) Let x, y E A, x -~ y .Now x, y E X, x ~ y. So if (X, t ) has FSR0(vii) then (t* 

cl( ix))(Y) = (t-c1( I ))(x) E {O, 11. We have. (, -cl( l))(y) = (t-cl( lx))(Y) 
= (t 

cl( I ))(x) = (t -cl( I ))(x). Therefore, (t  -cl( I ))(y) = (t -cl( I )))(x) E {O. 1 ). This 

iniplies that (A,  t*.,) has FSR0(vii) 

(8)Let x, y EA, x :A y, a10 and t*Acl(a1 x)(y)= a. Therefore, (l,vmt-cl(alx))(y) =a =>  

t*cl(a l)(y) = a, since y E A. If (X. 1) has FSR0(viii), then t-cI(a1 )(x) = a. Now, 

i-cl(a1)(x) = (iAn 
t*_cl((Xly.))(x) = 1 A a = a. Therefore, (A, t ) has FSR0(viii). 

(9) Let x. yc A, x y. UEl. Now x, yEX. x ~ y, So if (X, t) has FSR0(ix) 

then t*cI(a lx)(Y) = t-cl(a 1 )(x). We have, (t  

cli ))(x) = (( -el( I ,))(x). Therefore, (A, t)  has FSR0(ix). 

Let (X, t) is FSR0(x) space, we shall prove that (A,tA ) is FSR0(x) space. Let x. 

y E A, with x=!=y, so that x, y E X, as AX. Since (X, t) is FSR0(x) space,3 LIE t with 

u(x) = 0 and u(y)>O.For AcX,we have uAAFiA and (uAA)(x)0, (uAA)(y)>O because 

u tt  with membership function P  then min(p(x), IAA(x))=0,and rnin(pu(y), IAA(y))>O as 

x, y E A with x=!=y .1-lence it is clear that (A, tA )is FSR0(x) space. 

Let (X, t) is FSR0(xi) space, we shall prove that (A,tA ) is FSR0(xi) space. Let 

X, y EA, with x=!=y, so that x, y EX, as AX. Since (X, 1)  is FSR0(xi) space,3 uEt 

with u(x) < u(y) .For AX,ve have tAAE tA and (uAA)(x)< (uAA)(y), because u Et 

with membership function p then min(I1Ll(x), A(X))< min(p(y), 'A(Y)) as x, y E A with 

xy .Hence it is clear that (A, t,i )is FSR0(xi) space. 

2.6. ITomeomorphism in FSR0  spaces. 

2.6.1 Definition: Let (X, t) and (Y, s) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and f: 

(X, t)-#(Y, s) be any function, then f is called fuzzy supra horneomorphism if and 

only if f is fuzzy supra bijective, fuzzy supra continuous and fuzzy supra open. 

2.6.1. Theorem: Every homeomorphic image of FSR0(k) is also FSR0(k), (i<.k'(.ix) 

Proof:(a). Let f:(X, t)— (Y, ) be a homeoniorphism between fsts, where (X, ) has 

100 
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FSR0(i), then 1 1'()  (f( X2) =i, (X2), for every pair, x1 , X2 (:-X. Let)' y2  EY. y1  y2  

- such that i(y2)=O. Let •f ' (y) = x 1  and ['(y,)=x2 .Then xx2.Again since (X, 

(1) is FSR0(i) SO(x2) =0 i(xi)=0, and therefore. I/(X)(f(xl))=O=Iy(Yl). This 

implies that (Y, t)  is an FSR0(i) 

Let t(X, t j  )-(Y, t) be a homeomorphism between fsts, where (X, t) has 

FSR0(ii), then jf(x)(f(x2)=l,(x2) 
for every pair, x,  x2 EX and for every a El0  

Let ),,, Y2 EY. y y2  and a El0  such that a  (y2 ) a, Let f' (y1  ) = x 1  and 

= X2• Then Xi x2.Since aly(Y2) =a, al (x2) =cl, Again since (X, i) is 

FSR0(ii) so/31.(X2) =1 V /3 Elo. Therefore, /3 1 (f(x2)) =13 fli(y2)= 3'. This 

implies that (Y, j)  is an FSR0(ii) 

Let f:(X, t )-4(Y, ,) be a homeomorphism between fsts, where (X, t) has 

FSR0(iii), then f(v) f(ai.) for every x EX and for every a El0. 

Let y EY, A E t and a El0  such that a < A(y). Let r (y) = x and f (2) = p .Then 

xEX and At E t. such that c < p(x). Since (X, t) is FSRo(iii) p. Now al = 

f(aL) f(p) = A . This implies that (Y, t)  is an FSR0(iii). 

Let f: (X,,)-(Y, t) be a homeornorphism between fsts, where (X, t) has 

FSR0(iv), then a1,(.) f(aI.) for every x EX and for every a El0. 

Let y EY. A E t and a El0  such that a ),(y). Let f' (y) = x and f (2) = p .Then x 

EX and At  E t .such that ci p (v). Since (X, t) is FSR0(iv), al. p. Now 

crl )  = al/() = 1( ah ) f(p) = . This implies that (Y, t) is an FSR0(iv). 

Let f: (X, t) - (Y, t)  be a homeomorphisni between fsts, where (X, t) is 

FSR0(v). Let y '  y EY, yi such that j, (y2  )= I. Let f' (y) = Xi and 

['(y2)x2, Since I is a homeornorphism, (x2) = 1f()(f(X2 ) 1,(y2)I .By the 

100 
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FSR0(v) property of (X, j) we have i(x,)=l. Now, i,(yi) = l X,) (f(xl)) = 

(x)= I .This implies that (Y, 4) is an FSR0(v). 

(I). Let f: (X, i) —(Y. 4) be a horneornorphism between fsts, where (X, t) is 

FSR0(vi). Lety,, y2  EY, YIY2, f'(y1) = x and f(y2) =x2,then XIX2.  By the 

FSR0(vi) property of (X, t)we have i (X2)=  lx.  Jxi). Since f is a horneomorphism, 

'1(x1) 
(f( X2 ) l. (X2) for every x, X2 EX which together with i  (x iK (x i )imply that 

L1  (y2 ) l (yr) . This implies that (Y, 4) is an FSR0(vi). 

Let (X, it),  (Y, 4) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces, where (X, 6) is 

FSR0(vii).Let f: (X, 6)—(Y, 4) be a homeomorphism. ). Lety1 , Y2 EY, yIY2,  Let 

1 (y2  ) E{0, I }. This implies that there exists 2 Et such that A( y1 ) = I but 0< A( y2  )< 1. 

Since f is a homeomorphism we have •f' ( y ), f (y, )X and f' (2 ) E i such that 

(f' (2 ))( . f-'( yl and 0<( f -' ( ))( 
f_1( 

y2  ))<l .This implies that 

lf'(y 1 ) (f (y2  )){0, I }, which is a contradiction . Since (X, 6) is FSR0(vii). Again 

let l j i (y) l(y2 ).Without any loss of generality we can assume that O= iJy2 ) 

<l (y )= 1 . This implies that there exist q, A. Et such that ( y1  ) I, 

Now since f is a homeomorphism, we have f(), 

0;  

=0; This implies that lr'v (. ( )=0 and If'( (f (y1  ) I. 

Therefore, l f _1 l, I) (f (Y2 )1r v,(f' (y1), which is also contradiction. Therefore, 

that I, (y2) = 112 (y)E{ 0,1 }, and so (Y, 6) is FSR0(vii). 

Let f:(X, 6 )—(Y,  4) be a homeomorphism between fsts, where (X, 6) has 

FSR0(viii). Lety1 , y2EY, YI -Y2 and a El0  such that aI(y2 )a. Again Let x1  

=f(y) and x2=f'(y2). jf(X)(f(x2) =i(x2),V x1 , X2 EX. Since f is a 

homeomorphism, Now a=aI ), (Y2)=c(X) (f( X2) 1,,  (x2 ).By the FSR0(viii) property 
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of (X. t), i (x) = a.Now aj, )=i'()  (f(x1 ))= a1. (x1 )= a. Therefore (Y, 1;) 

is FSR0(viii). 

(I). Let f:(X, t )—(Y. t)  be a homeomorphism between fsts, where (X, i)  has 

FSRo(ix). Letp1 , y7 EY, and a El0  such that al(y,)=c. Again Let x 

=f(y1 ) and  x2=f'(y2).  By the FSR0(ix) property of (X, t), alX(x2) = 

we have 1f(X)(f(x2)  =al,(x2),V x1, X2 EX. Since f is a homeomorphism. Now 

iy1(Y2) = &1(XI)(1( X2) =al(x2). Similarly i1(y) = al(xi). Therefore 
X2 

(v2) = a (y1 ). Therefore (Y, ) is FSR0(ix). 

The proof for FSR0  (x) and FSR0  (xi) are similar. 

2.6.2 .Definition: Let x1  be a point in fsts (X, t).Then the fuzzy supra Ker{ x}V (A E 

xE A, t E(O,l] and tz~A(x)) 

2.6.3. Definition: Let (X, t*)is  a fuzzy supra topological space, then (X, tt)is said to be 

FSR0  if for every fuzzy supra open set A E t*,:  x1E A . cl{ XL This is the 

alternative definition of FSR0(iv). 

2.6.4 Definition: Let (X, t) is a fuzzy supra topological space. A fuzzy set A is called 

quasi coincident with a fuzzy set B denoted by AqB if A(x)+B(x)>I for some xEX. A 

fuzzy point x~A is called quasi coincident with the fuzzy set A denoted by xqA if 

t+A(x)>I. The negation relation is denoted by xt—pq A. [47]. 

2.6.2 Theorem: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*)  is fuzzy supra R0- space iff for 

every of pair of fuzzy point Xt and Yr in X with xy and cl(xt)cl(yr), cl(xt) —q cl(yr). 

Proof: Let a A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is fuzzy supra R0- space. Let xL and 

y- be a pair of fuzzy point in X with x #y and Cl(X t)Cl(Yr), then 3 a fuzzy point z,, in 

X 3 2), ~5 cl(x1) and z,, cl(yr), If x1  :L'cl(y1), then cl(xt)~ cl(yr), Hence z, _< cl(y1), but 

this is a contradiction. Then X( Cl(Yr),50 that Xt. 1- cl(yr),Then since 1- cl(y1),is fuzzy 

supra open and (X, t) is fuzzy supra R0- space, cl(x1) 1- cl(yr). Hence cl(xt) —'q 
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Cl(Yr). 

Conversely let A E tt  and xi~ A, we will prove that cl(x1) .. Let YrL-'-  A, then Yr  1-A and 

x#y Cl(yr)---Cl(1A) 1-A. Since x1 : A, then x cl(yr) , i.e cl(Xt)~cl(yr). Then by 

assumption cl(x) —iq Cl(yr). i.e cl(x1) 2~ I- cl(y).::~ A. This completes the theorem. 

2.6.3. Theorem : Let (X, t) is a fuzzy supra topological space. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

 (X, t) is FSR0. 

 cl{x }—:~ fuzzy supra Ker{ x1  }. 

 For all, ? c t' AA{: A<p, It E t) 

 For all y F t t, y= V { closed A<y}. 

 For every fuzzy set 6 O and for each y E t such that 5 A y O there exists a 

supra closed set A such that A< y and At S O. 

Proof: (a)=(b). 

From the definition 2.6.3 and fuzzy supra Ker{x} (definition 2.6.2), it is clear that 

(a)(b). 

(a)='(c): 

Let /3=  A { p: A< p, p E t) .Then clearly A< ', where X e t, We need to prove that 

/3< A. Let , 
, thcn E AcE t*.Since X is FSR0, cl{X/}~ y. Let cl{x 

}C 

=p E t.l-lence x1  E j.1 and A<y ,therefore x1E fi. 

With the help of Demorgan law it is clear that (c)(d), 

(d)—(e): 

Let 6 O and y C t and xC 6 A y by (d) there exist a closed set A, xC A <y therefore 

A AS =0. 

Let { x1  }E p C { x1  }A p #O.by (e)there exist a supra closed set A such that {Xt }E A 

<p.Hencecl{ x }<A<p. l-lence(X, t) is FSR0 



2.6.4 Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, x1, Yr EX, Then fuzzy 

supra Ker{ Xt ) fuzzy supra Ker{ Yr } if and only if cl{ xt }# cl { Yr }4511 

Proof : Firstly suppose that cl{ xt } Cl { Yr } then there is a fuzzy point z such that 

z1.,-- cl{ x } and z cl { y }. lfx :2~ Cl { Yr } then cl{ x }:!~ cl { Yr } and hence z:!~ CU 

Xt )-. Cl { Yr } = z• Cl { Yr } which is a contradiction . Hence x cl { Yr } hence X 

I — Cl { Yr } since 1 - cl { Yr } is a fuzzy supra open set containing Xt , not 

containing Yr,  so from deluiition of kernel YrS fuzzy supra Ker{ Yr } and Yr : fuzzy 

supra Ker{ Xt } and hence fuzzy supra Ker{ x )= fuzzy supra Ker{ Yr}. 

Conversely suppose that fuzzy supra Ker{ Xt  } # fuzzy supra Ker{ Yr } then then there is 

a fuzzy point z such that z1,2~ fuzzy supra Ker{ x1  }and zSl: fuzzy supra Ker{ Yr } . If 
-a. 

z,'< fuzzy supra Ker{ Xt } then x cl{ z } and so then cl{ x1  }a~ cl { z } and 

similarly z fuzzy supra Kcr{ Yr }Yr Cl { z } and since ci{ Xt }~. cl { zp  } then Yr 

cl{ x } and hence cl{ x } cl { y }. 

2.6.5 Theorem: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is fuzzy supra R0- space 

impiies that for every of pair of fuzzy point Xt and Yr  in X with xy and fuzzy supra ker 

x1} = fuzzy supra ker {Yr},  then fuzzy supra ker {x} —i q fuzzy supra ker {Yr}. 

Proof: Firstly suppose that (X, t) is fuzzy supra R0- space with for every of pair of 

fuzzy point Xt and Yr  in X , xy and fuzzy supra ker {Xt } fuzzy supra ker {Yr},  we 

have to be prove that fuzzy supra ker {xi}—i q fuzzy supra ker {Yr}.  Since fuzzy supra 

ker {Xt } # fuzzy supra ker {Yr},  so we have by previous theorem cl{ Xt } # cl { Yr 

.Next suppose that fuzzy supra ker {Xt} q fuzzy supra ker yr}.  Then for some z e X, 

Let ,u = fuzzy supra ker {xt}(z) v fuzzy supra ker {y'r}(Z) E (0,1], Hence z,,  fuzzy 

supra ker {xt} and Z,, ~-fuzzy supra ker { Yr }. Hence when bJJ fuzzy supra ker {Xt} 

then x1  ---Icl {z,,}  and. Hence cl(x) ~ci (z11).  Similarly we prove that cl { z1, }:cl (y). 

Hence we conclude that ci{ xt } cl { Yr }. Hence fuzzy supra ker {Xt } - q fuzzy supra 

ker {Yr}.0 

fr 
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Cl-IA PTER-II I 

--A 

Fuzzy Supra R1  Topological Spaces 

3. Introduction: 

In this chapter, we introduce and study several fuzzy supra R1  topological spaces (FSR1  

in short). We obtain their properties in the following sections. First we give definitions 

of FSR1  spaces and then study implications and non-implications among them. Also, 

we study Good extensionS  reciprocal and hereditary properties of FSR1  spaces. 
Moreover, some other properties such as 1,,  (t), homeomorphism among FSR1  spaces, 

initiality and productivity of FSR1  spaces are studied.. 

3.1. Definitions of FSR1  spaces. 

3.1.1. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, we define fuzzy supra 

Ri-properties as follows. 

We recall the twelve definitions (FSR1(i)-FSR1(vj) and FSR1 (xii)- FSR1(xviii)) of 19, 

101 to show it can significantly used in FSR1  space. 

FSR1(i) If V x, yEX, xy, 3 wEt such that w(x)# w(y), then 3 p,v Et* such 

-_ that 1:5L,j,!5v and Av. 

FSR1(ii) If V x, yeX, x~y, 3 wet such that w(x)# w(y), then 3 U,v Et*  such 

that I/A, l x  !!~vand p :5 I - v. 

FSR1(iii) If V x, yEX, x=y, 3 wEt such that w(x)# w(y), then 3 j,v Et*  such 

that (x)= I = v (y) and p A v=0. 
FSR1 (iv) If V x, ycX, x=!:y, 3 wEts  such that w(x):# w(y), then 3 ,.L,v Et such 

that u(x)= l=v(y) and p :5 I - v. 

FSR1 (v) If V x, y X, x~y, 3 wEt*  such that w(x)# w(y), then V 8,,5 El01, 

p, v Et such that R(x)>, v (y)>8 and L A v=O. 

FSR1 (vl) If V x, yEX, x-Ey, wEt such that w(x)* w(y), then 3 ji,v Et*  such 

that (x)>O, v (y)>O and p A v=O. 
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FSR1 (vji) II V x, ye X, x~y, 3 wEtt  such that either w(x)> a El0  and w(y) =0 or 

w(y) > a El0  and w(x) =0, then 3 p, v Ett  such that ~ p. i. ~ v and 

p A v= 0. 

FSR1(viij) If V x, ye X, x=~y, wEtt  such that either w(x)> a El0, and w(y)=O or 

w(y) > a ELO  and w(x)=O, then 3 p, v Et such that i :5 p 
, 

i :5 v and 

p :5 I- v. 

FSR1 (ix) If V x. ye X, xy, 3 wEt such that either w(x)> a El0  and w(y)=0 or 

w(y) > a El0  and w(x)=0, then 3 p, v Ett  such that p(x) =1= v (y) and 
p A v=0. 

FSR 1 (x) If V x. ye X, xy, 3 wEts  such that either w(x)> a El0  and w(y) =0 or 

w(y) > a El0 and w(x) =0, then 3 p, v Ett  such that p(x) = I = v (y) 
and p:5I-v. 

FSR 1 (xi) If V x, ye X. X*y, 3 wet such that either w(x)> a El0  and w(y)=0 or 

w(y) > a El0  and w(x) =0, thenV , 5 E10 1 ,3 p, V Et t  such that p(x)>, v 
(y)>5 and p A v=0. 

FSR1 (xii) If V x, ye X, x~y, 3 wett  such that either w(x)> a El01, and w(y)0 or 

w(y) > a El0  and w(x)= 0, then 3 p, V Et* such that p(x)>O, v(y)>0 and 
p A v0. 

FSR1 (xiii) If V x, ye X. x---y, 3 wEt such that either w(x)= 1, and w(y)=0 or w(y) 

w(x) = 0: then 3 p,v Ett  such that i p. I:5 v and p Av=0. 

FSR 1 (xiv) If V X, ye X, xy. 3 wEtt  such that either w(x)=l and w(y)=0 or w(y) 

=1, w(x)=O: then 3 p,v Et t  such that I,:5 p. ,:5 v and p :5 I - v. 

FSR1 (xv) If V x, Y E X, Xy, 3 WEtt  SuCh that either w(x)=l , and w(y)=O or w(y) 

= I, w(x) =0 then 3 p, V Ett  such that p(x) = 1 = v(y) and p A v=0. 
FSR1(xvi) If V x, ye X, x--y, 3 wEtt  such that either w(x)=l , and w(y)= 0 or 

w(y) = I. w(x)=0: then 3 p, v Ett  such that p(x) = I = v (y) and p < I - v. 
FSR1 (xvii) If V x, ye X, x—~y, 3 wEts  such that either w(x)= I, and w(y)0 or w(y) 

= I, w(x)=0. tlienV 1?, 5 E101, 3  p, V Ett  such that p(x)>fl, v (y)>5 and 
p A v0. 
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FSR1 (xviij) If V x, y E X, xy, 3 wEts  such that either w(x)=l, and w(y)=O or w(y) 

= 1. w(x)=O; the" 3  X v Et such that p(x)>O, v (y)>O and U A v0. 

3.2: Implications among FSR1(k) , i:511(!~;xviii 

3.2.1: Theorem 1121: The following implications hold among the FSR1 (k) (i:5k:5xviii) 

properties in the above section 

FSR 1 (iv) FSR(Ii) . FSR 1 (i) FSR1(iii) FSR1 (v) FSR 1 (vi) 

U U U U 

' FSR 1 (xi) FSR1 (xii) 

FSR i(x)\\ FSR1 (xiii) FSR1(xv : FSR1 (xvii) => FSR1 (xviii) 

U 

v) 
, N 

(xvi) 

- 

Proof: 

FSR1 (vii) FSR1 (ix). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR,(vii) .Suppose that, x, yEX, x~y, 

and wEt* such that w(x)> a El01  and w(y)=0. Then, by the FSRi(vii)-property of (X, 

p, v Et such that :!~ p, v and p A v=0. Clearly, p(x) = I = v(y) and p A 

v0.Hence (X, t) has the property FSR1 (ix). 

Thus FSR,(vii) FSR 1 (ix). Similarly we can show that FSR1(i) ; FSR1(iii). 
FSR1 (vii) FSR1 (viij) 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR 1 (vii).Suppose that, x, YE X, xy. 

and wEt* such that w(x)> a El0  and w(y) =0. Then, by the FSR 1 (vii)- property of (X, 

p, v Et such that !!~ p, . !—< v and p A v=0. Clearly, p :5 1-v. Hence (X, t)  has 
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the property FSR i (viii). Thus FSR1 (vii) FSR i (viii) Similarly we can show that. 
FSR1 (i) ==> FSR1 (ii). 

FSR1 (i) ==> FSR1 (xii) 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSRi(i).Suppose that, x, y E  X, xy, and 
wEt* such that w(x)# w(y). Hence we can treat w(x)=a and w(y)=O.where a El0  Again 
by FSR1 (i).- property of(X, t), p, v Et such that i. ~ p. :5 v and p A v=O. Hence 

(X, t) has the property FSR1 (vii) 

FSR1(vil) 
. FSR1 (xiii) 

Let (X, t*) be an Ists. Which has the property FSR 1 (vii).Let x, yeX. and wEts  such that 
w(x)> a El()  and w(y) = 0, Then clearly w(x)= 1, and w(y)= 0. Again by FSR1 (vii)- 

property of(X, t), 3 p,v Et such that IT:5 p, i:—< v and p A v=0. Hence 

(X, t)  has the property FSR1 (xiii). 

FSR1 (viii) FSR1 (x). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR1 (viii) .Suppose that, x, y€ X, xy, 
and wEt* such that w(x)> a El0  and w(y)=0. Then, by the FSR1(viii) - property of(X, 

p,v Et* such that :5 p, l:5 v ,and p :5l-v .Clearly p(x)=l=v(y) and p ~l- 

v. Hence (X, t)  has the property FSR1 (x). Thus FSR i (viii) FSR1 (x). Similarly we 
can show that FSR1 (ij) ==> FSR1 (iv). 

FSR1 (x) ==> FSR1 (viii). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. This has the property FSR1 (x). Let x, YE X, x~y, a E10  and wEt* 

such that w(x) =a and w(y) = 0. Then by FSR1 (x), u,v E t such that u(x) = 1= v(y) 
and u :51-v.Let zE X and / E l such that fl 1,  %U . This implies 9 > u(z). Now let 
u(z)=8 E Then u(z)=8 E loj and u(y)=0 together imply that 3 r, 2. E t such that 

i(y)= 1 1(z) and 2. :51-7. Now l-2(y) = I, therefore~ 1—I, again U,(z)~ l-2(z) 

= 0, and 131 Therefore j. !~ u, Which is a contradiction as u(y)# 1. 

Therefore, u(z)=0. Now /A u E t such that A u(z)=0, A u(x)=/?. Therefore 

3 7,1 E t such that ij(y) = 1 =1(z) and A :51-7. Now 1-1(x) = I, Therefore i:~, h—I 

but l(z) :!~ I - I(z) 0. Therefore /31 Thus we see that if /31 u then /3 I 

hence j :!~ u. Similarly we can show that, :!~ u .Therefore(X, t) is FSR1 (viii). Thus 

1- 
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FSR 1 (x) . FSR 1 (viii). Similarly we can show that FSR 1 (iii) ==> FSR 1 (i), FSR1 (ix) 
FSR 1 (vii), FSR1(x) =' FSR 1 (viij). 

FSR 1 (ix) 174SR1 (xi). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR(ix). Suppose that, x, YE X, x#y, 
and wEt* such that w(x)> a El0  and w(y) =0. Then, by the FSR1 (ix)- property of(X, t'). 

p, V Et such that, u(x)=l= v(y) and u A v=0. Clearly ii(x)> a, v(y)>. a,# E 10, 
U A v=0. Hence (X, t) has the property FSR1 (xi), Thus FSR1 (ix) FSR1 (xi). Similarly 
we can show that FSR 1 (iii) ==> FSR1 (v). 

FSR j(xi) FSR1 (xii). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR(xi) Suppose that, x, y X, x=-q, and 

wEt such that w(x)> a Eloj and w(y)=0. Then, by the FSRi(xi)-property of (X, t), 
It, V Et such that, u(x)> a , v(y)> fl,  a,  fl E jo, I  S and p A v0, clearly u(x)> 0, v(y)> 0, 
and p A v=0. Hence (X, t) has the property FSR 1 (xii). Thus FSR1 (xi) 

FSR(xii).Similarly we can show that FSR1 (v) FSR1 (vi). 

FSRi(ix) FSR1 (x). 

Let (X, t)  be an fsts. Which has the property FSR1 (ix). Suppose that, x. yE X. x#y. 

and wet* such that w(x)> a El0  and w(y)=0. Then, by the FSR1 (ix) property of(X, t*), 

U, V Et*  such that, u(x)= I = v(y) and p A v0.clearly u :!~ I -v, Hence (X, t)  has the 
property FSR1 (x), Thus FSR1 (ix) FSR1 (x) .Similarly we can show that FSR1 (iii) 
FSR (iv) 

FSR1 (vii) : FSR1 (xiii). 

Let (X, t) be an fsts. Which has the property FSR1 (vii). So V x, y X, xy. 3 wEt 

such that w(x) > a EL0, and w(y) =0. Define w"=w V a. Clearly w"E t such that w'(x) =1 

and w'(y) =0. Then by FSR1 (vii) property of(X, t) 3 p,v Et* such that I:5 p, i< v 

and p A v=0. and therefore (X, t) has the property FSR1 (xiii), 

All others proofs are similar. 

We now give some examples below: 

3.2.1.Exainple:_ Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and X={x, y} and 
t*=<{u. V}U constant> then (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space on X, where 

u(x)=0.6. u(y)=0 and v(x)=v(y)=0.4, for a 
= 0.6, (X, t) vacuously satisfies the 

FSR1 (vii) property. Now u(x) =0.6=a and u(y) =0. But there does not exist any u, yE 
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with U(X) =1= v(y) and uAv=O .and hence (X, t) is not FSR1 (iv) thus we see that 
FSR1 (vii) #> FSR(i). This example also shows that FSR1 (i) #> FSR1 (xii). Thus, 
FSR1 (q) #> FSR1 (p); (p i, ii, iii. ..vi and q= vii.........xii). 

3.2.2.Example:- Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. and X={x, y, z} and 
t*={ 

1. 0, w={(x, I), (y. 0),(z, 0.4)}, v={(x, 0), (y, 1), (z, I)) }, then (X, t) be a fuzzy 

supra topological space on X, for a = 1, (X, t) vacuously satisfies the FSR1 (i) 
property. But (X, t) is not FSR1 (ix) Here w(y)= 0, w(z)=.4, but there does not exist 

any u, V E t with u(y)=l = v(z) and u Av=0 .and hence (X, t)  is not FSR1 (ix) thus we 
see that FSR1 (i) #> FSR1 (ix). This example also shows that FSR1 (i) #> FSR1 (xii). 
Thus, FSR1 (q) #> FSR1 (p) (p= vii ......... .ii and q= I, ii, iii, ..vi). 

3.2.3. Example:- Let X be an infinite set and for any x, yEX, we define a fuzzy set 
in X, as follows : UX\ (x)=I, u(y)=O and u(z)=0.5 V zeX , z#x, y . Now consider the 
fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by {u: x, y€ X, x~y }U{constants} . It is 

clear that I < ux,  i< uVX and u, S 1 - u, thus(X, t) is FSR1 (viii), not FSR1 (xii) as 

LiA u# 0 thus FSR1 (viii) FSR1 (xii), and so FSR1 (x) FSR1 (xii). Hence 
FSR i (p)#' FSR1 (q),pE {viii, X}; qE(vii, ix, xi, xii) 1111. 

3.2.4. Example: Let (X. t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and X={x, y} where t 

< { l, a L}  U {constants}>, and 1? > a. a, fi E if, . Then it is clear that (X. t) is 
FSR1 (xi). But (X, t*)  is not FSR1 (x), since there exist no u, v Et such that, 
u(x)=l= v(y) and u :!~l-v.Thus we see that FSR i (xi) #> FSR1 (x). Thus, FSR i (p) ~> 
FSR1 (q) (pxi, xii and q=vii, viii, ix. x). 

3.2.5. Example: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, where X={x, y} and t 

* 

i < { - I - I } U {constants}>, But (X, t)  s not FSR1  (iv)) Li {constarits>, then it is 

clear that (X, t) is FSR1 (vi). But (X, t)  is not FSR1 (v). For if we take fl, 8 E 10,1 such 
that P0.5 and 6>0.5 there exist no u, V Ett  such that, u(x)> fl

, v(y)> 6 and uAv=O. 
Thus we have FSR1 (xii) :#> FSR1 (xi). This example also shows that FSR1 (vi) ~> 
FSR1(v). 
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3.2.6.Example:- Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and X={x, y. z} and 

t'{ 1, 0, u{(x, I). (y, 0),(z, 0.5)), v={(x, 0), (y. I), (z, .4)), w = ((x, 1), (y, 1), (z, 
0.5)) } then (X. t) be a fuzzy supra topological space on X, (X, t) vacuously satisfies 

the FSR1 (ii) property. As u, l z < wand u :!~ I- w . But(X, t) is not FSRt(vi 

Here v={(x, 0), (y, 1) (z, .4)},Therefore v(y) # v(z), where w(x)= I ,w(y)= I .w(z)=.5, but 
there dose not exist any u, wE t with u(y)>O, w(z)>0, U Aw =0, hence (X, t)  is not 
FSR 1 (vi) thus we see that FSR1 (ii) #> FSR1(vi). . Thus, FSR 1 (p) FSR 1 (q) (p=ii, iv 
and q=i, iii, v, vi). 

3.2.7. Example: Let X={x, y) and u, v, wClx  where tt= {0, u= {(x, I), (y, 0)), v= {(x, 

0), (y, I), l={(x,l). (y, l))},be a fuzzy supra topology on X, is generated by {0, ii, v, 

p}, now u(x)= l,u(y)= 0 and v(x) =0, v(y)=I 
. p ={(x,l), (y,l)}.Suppose u=w and u, yE 

t with u(x)>0, v(y)>0 and u Av =0, Hence it is clear that (X, t) is FSR1  (xviii) but (X, 
t) is not FSR1  (xv). 

3.2.8. Example: Example 3.2.6 Also shows that FSR1(ii) FSR(xviii) 

3.2.9. Example: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and X={x, y} where t 
< {w}u{Constant}>; v is defined as w(x)=I and w(y)= 0, vacuously(X, t) satisfies the 
FSR1 (Xiii) property. We see that; 

• (X, t) doesn't satisfy the property FSR(x). For if we take a=0.4 .Then w(x)>a and 

w(y) 0, but there doesn't exist p. v E t such that p(x)=l= v(y) and p A v=0. 
•(X, t) doesn't satisfy the property FSR(xii). For if we take a=0.4 .Then w(x)>a and 

w(y) 0, but there don't exist p. v E tt  such that p(x)>0, v(y)>0 and p A v=0. 
• (X, t) doesn't satisfy the property FSR1 (iv). For if we take a=0.5 .Then w(x) =a and 
w(y) =0, but there don't exist p. v E t such that p(x)=l= v(y) and p A v0. 
• (X, t) doesn't satisfy the property FSR1 (vi). For if we take a=0.5 .Then w(x) = a 
and w(y) =0, but there don't exist p, v E t such that p(x)>0, v(y)>0 and p A v0. 
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3.3 Goodness and permanency properties: 

In this section we show that all FSR1 (k)( i:5k!5;xviii) properties are good extensions of 

their supra topological counter parts. 

3.3.1. Definition: A space (X, T*) is said to be a Supra R i -space if for x, yE X such 

that x V scl{y}, there exist supra open sets U, V such that x E U, y E V and U flV = p. 
We denote it by SR1 -space.or (X, T) be a supra R1  space,3 U, VE T* such that xEU, 

yEV and UnV=çb. 

3.3.1 Theorem: All FSR1 (k) (i:5k!~;xviii) are good extensions of the topological SR0-
property. That is, 

lf(X. T) is an SR1 -space, then (X, w(T*)) satisfies FSR1 (k) (i:E~k:5xviii). 

If (X. o) (T)) satisfies FSR1 (k) (i:5k:5xviii) then (X, T) is an SR1  topological - 
space. 

Note: For if part we only prove FSR1 (i), FSR1 (vii), FSR1 (xiii) because We know that 
FSR1 (i) • FSR1 (ii), FSR1 (i) = FSR1 (iii), FSR1 (ii) : FSR1 (iv), FSR1 (iii) = FSR1 (v). 
FSR1 (v) = FSR1 (vi), and FSR i (vii)= FSR1 (ix), FSR1 (vii)= FSR1 (viii), 
FSR1 (viij) = FSR1 (x), FSR1 (ix) • FSR1 (xi), FSR1 (xi) = FSR1 (xii), FSR1 (vii) 
FSR1(xiii) . FSR1 (viii) . FSR1 (xiv), FSR1 (ix) FSR1 (xv), FSR1 (x) ==> FSR1 (xvi). 
FSR 1 (xi) . FSR1 (xvii), FSR1 (xii) : FSR1 (xviii) and only if part If (X, w (T*)) 

satisfies FSR1 (k) (ke (iv, v, vi, viii, x, xii}) then (X, T) is an SR1 -space. 
Proof(a): (X, T) is an SR1 (X, w(T*)) be an FSR1 (i) space. 

Suppose (X, T) is an SR1 - topological space. Let x, yEX, xy, and a Eki  3 Nv(=-t*  

such that w(x)> a El0 1  , and w(y)=O . Let a) (T) = {w c IX: w'(a, I] E T*, ael1 }. we 
shall 1rove that (X, o(T)) be an FSR1 (i)space. Let wE w(T)such that w(x)# w(y) i.e 

either w(x)< w(y) or w(x)> w(y).Suppose w(y)< a <w(x). Then it is clear that w'(a, 
l]E T*  as WE u(T)and yV w(a, I], XE w'(a, fl. Since (X, T) be a supra R1  space,] 
U. VE T* 

such that xEU, yEV and UflV=.Since an R1  —topological space is R0  - 

topological space, (x) U and /y)V. Also we know that 1 7  1 and 1 1— 

therefore 1,  ~ and i, :~ Land since lu and  lv are lower semi continuous functions 
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from (X. T) into I, then I , 1v E co(T*) and I U(X)= I , I v(y)= I ,and I A lv 0,i.e (X. 
(T*)) be an FSR1 (i) space. 

(X, T)  is an SR1 (X, 0(T*)) be an FSR1 (vii) space. 

Suppose (X, 1) is an SR1 - topological space. Let x, yEX, xy, and a Eli)I wEt* 

such that w(x)= a El01, and w(y)=O .Take # E such that a > .Let w (T) ={w E 
1 X: 

V. I] G T, fl E11 }, we shall prove that (X, o(Tt)) be an FSR1 (Vii)space. Let w 

E w(T)such that w(x)# w(y) i.e either w(x)< w(y) Or w(x)> w(y). Suppose w(y)< 

w(x). Then it is clear that w'(, I]E T* as wE w(T*)and yV w(,fl I], xE w(8. lj. 
Since (X. T) be a supra R1  space,3 U, yE T such that xEU, yEV and UflV=.Since 

an R1  —topological space is R0  —topological space, {x) 9 U and {y) 9V. Also we 

know that l and 1 = therefore ~ 1(1 and :~ 1,. and Since I U  and  lv 

are lower semi continuous functions from (X, T*) into I, then I 
j. lv E w(T*) and 

lu(x)1, lv(y)=l.  and  luAlv 0,i.e (X. w(T*)) be an FSR1 (vii) space. 

(X, T*) is an SR1 (X, co(T)) be an FSR1 (xiii) space. 

Let (X, T) is an SR1 - topological space. Let x, y€ X, x=~y, and a El0,1  B wEt* such 

that w(x)= a El01, and w(y)=O .Again let a=I, and take f? E lo., therefore a > fl .Let w 
(T) 

= {w E IX: w(/?, I] c= T*,  f? E11 }, we shall prove that (X, o(T)) be an 

FSR1 (xiii)space. Let w E w(T) such that w(x)# w(y) i.e either w(x)<w(y) Or w(x)> 

w(y).Suppose w(y)<fl <w(x). Then it is clear that IJE Tt  as wE co(T)and y 
w- '(,8  I], x 1]. Since (X. T) be a supra R1  space.3 U. VE T* such that xEU, 

yEV and UflV=.Since an R1  —topological space is R0 —topological space,] U 

and T37 9V. Also we know that I— l and 1, 1—,  therefore j ~ l, and ul 

and since I u and  1v are lower semi continuous functions from (X, T) into I. then I u. 
1v E 0(T*) and I t j(x)=l, I v(y)= I, and l t.,Al v =0, i. e (X, w(T*)) be an FSR1 (xiii) 
space. Similarly we can show other conditions. 

(b) (X, co(T*)) be an FSR,(iv) space (X, T) is an SR1  

Suppose (X, w (Tt)) satis1es FSRu(iv).Let x, Y E X such that x (y) in Tt. Then 3 wE 
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T5  such that xEw and yew. Now l E w(T5) such that l(y) = 0 and I (x) = 

>a V a E10, 1  .Therefore 3 ,v E w (1) such that R(x)=l= v(y) and p :—<l-v. Taking 

I] and V= I]. Clearly U2 2 . yE 1* such that xEU, yEV and UnV=. 

Therefore. (X, T) be an SR,- topological space. 

(X, o(T*)) be an FSR1 (vi) space (X, T) is an SR1  

Suppose (X, w (T)) satisfies FSR,(vi). Let x, YEE X, such that x {y) in T. Then 3 
we T5  such that xEw and yEw. Now 1 E w(T) such that L(y) 

= 0 and I (x) = 

>a V a El0 ,. Therefore 3 p,v E w (T4) p(x)>O, v(y)>0 and p A v0.Now XE p(O. l}E 
T5, yE v'(O, IJE T5  such that p(0, ijn v(0, lj = 0. Therefore, (X, T) be an SR 
topological space. 

(X, (o(T)) be an FSR1 (x) space (X, T) is an SR, 

Again suppose (X, w (T5)) satisfies FSR,(x). In T5  let x, yE X such that xE /v) Then 
3 we T such that xEw and yEw.Let a El0 , Now al E w(1) implies al = 0 and 
al = a V a Cl(), )  . Then 3 p, v Eü (T) such that p(x) =1= v(y) and p :51-v. Take U 

I] and V=v'(, 1]. Clearly U, VETS such that xEU, yEV and UflV.For 

if zE UnV then <p(z) -v(z) < a contradiction. Therefore (X. T) is an SR,- 

topological space. Suppose (X, £0 (T5)) satisfies FSR,(xii). In T let x, yEX such that 

xE {y) .Then 3 we T such that xEw and yEv. Let a El0,, Now al E w(T5) implies 
al = 0 and al =a Va El0 , .Then 3 pv E w (T) such that p(x)>0. v(y)>0 and 

p Av=0, xE p'(O, IJE T5, yE v'(O, l}E T* such that p(O, l]n v'(O, 1 1=0. Therefore, 
(X. T) be an SR,- topological space. 

The proofs for the other properties are similar. 

3.4. Reciprocal properties of FSR1  spaces. 

3.4.1. Theorem: If X is a set, (Xe', t5) be an fuzzy supra topological space having the 

property FSR,(k) 0:!~k:5xviii), then the reciprocal topology t on X for f: X - (X", t) 
also has FSR,(k). 
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Proof: Suppose (X", t*)  be an fuzzy supra topological space having the property 

FSR1 (k) (i:5k:5xviii).Suppose, t = {f(u):uEt*/}. Now (X, t) is a fuzzy supra 

topological space. We have to show that (X, t) has FSR1 (k) (i:!~k!~xviii). 

Let (X'. t*/)  be an FSR1 (i), t 
* 

be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X - (X/,t*/).Let  

x, yE X, x~y, wEts  such that w(x)# w(y). Let f(x) =x' and f(y) = y'. As wEt, there 

exist E t such that w =f' (w). Now w'(x") = w'( 1(x))=( (w'))(x)= w(x), 

similarly w'(yw(y).So w'(x') # w'(y'). Therefore there exists tt, v E t such that1; 

:5 ji, j, :5 v andi A v=O, we have, f(i):5 lf(z) for every zEX, since f is continuous. 

Thus. 11(x) =1 p, and f(i)~ i =1 ~v. So l~f(p). and 

1 < 1 1 (v)Moreover, f(/1)Af'(v)=O, Clearly [(fi),f'(v)E t. Hence(X, t) 

is an FSR(i) space. 

Let (X', t*/)  be an FSR1 (ii), t be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X -> (X'. 

t').Let x. y E X, x~y, wEtt  such that w(x)# w(y). Let f(x) =x' and f(y) = y'. As wEt*, 

there exist w1E t 1  such that w = f' (w"). Now w'(x) = w"( f(x))=( f (w'))(x)= w(x). 

Similarly w'(y) = w(y). So w'(x')#w'(y'). Therefore there exists i, v € t such that  Ix  

:5 ji, j, v and p :!~ I-v. we have, f(i):5 'f(z) for every zEX, since f is continuous 

Thus, fft) =i and f(l 11 ) =i, :5 v, hence and 
Aw 

l :5 f (v) .Moreover f ' (t) ~ I - f'(v), Clearly f'(ji),  f(v) E tt. Hence (X, t) 

is an FSR1(ii) space. 

Suppose (X', tt ') be an fuzzy supra topological space having the property FSR1 (iii) 

Suppose, t = { f'(u):u Ett1 }. Now (X, t)  is a fuzzy supra topological space. We 

have to show that (X, t) has FSR1 (iii) 

Since (X", tt") be an FSR1 (iii), t 
* 

be the reciprocal topology on X for f X -> (X", 

t).Lct x. y E X. x=q, wEtt  such that w(x)# w(y). Let f(x) =x' and f(y) = y'. As wEtt, 

there exist w1E tt  Such that w = f' (w'). Now w'(x') = w'( f(x))=( f' (w'))(x)= w(x), 

similarly w'(y")=w(y). So w"(x')#w'(y5.. Therefore there exists 4u, V E t such that p(x') 
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=v(y) =1 and Av=0, Now f'(11(.v))=1tf(x) (x) 1. Similarly f(y))=l 

Moreover, r(/I)A[(v)) = 0, Clearly f 1 (1i),f'(v)E t. Hence (X, t)  is au 

FSR1 (iii). 

Let (X', t*/)  be an FSR1(iv), t 
* 

be the reciprocal topology on X for f X - (X', 

t./).Let x. ye X, x_;`y, wEt*  such that w(x)# w(y). Let f(x) =x' and 1(y) = y'. 
As wEt*, 

there exist w1E t such that w = ['(w'). Now w'(x') = w'( f(x))( f (w'))(x)= w(x), 

similarly w(y')=w(y). So w'(x')#w'(y').. Therefore there exists p , v E t such that t(x) 

=v(y5 =1 and p ~l-v. Now f(ii(x))=1fx) =(x') = 1. Similarly t(y)=l 

Clearly r'(jl),['(v)E t*.Hence (X, t) is an 

FSR 1 (iv). 

Let (X', ti') be an FSR1 (v), t be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X —> (X', 

/ 
t ).Let x. y X, x--.q, wEt

*  such that w(x)* w(y).. Let f(x) =x/  and 1(y) = y. As wEt
* 
 

there exist w1E t 1  such that w = f (w'). Now w'(x') = w'( f(x))=( 1' (w'))(x) = w(x), 

similarly w'(y')w(y). So w"(x')#w'(y"). Therefore there exists t, v E t" such that 

(x)>a, v(y)>13 and M A v =0. Now f(ji(x)) =ji f(x) = (x')>a.SimilarlyJ(ii'y)>fl 

Moreover,['(fL)A f(v)) =0, Clearly f(1i),f(v) E t, hence (X, t) is an 

FSR 1 (v). 

(1: Let (X', t*/)  be an FSR1 (vi), t 
* 

be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X (X'. 

t).Let x, y G X, x-*y, wEt such that w(x)= a El01  , and w(y)=f3 El01  where a # fi. 

Let f(x) x' and f(y) = y'. As wEt*, there exist w'E t such that w =f (w). Now w'(x') 

= w'( flx))=( f' (w'))(x)= w(x)> a, similarly w'(y) =w(y). So w'(x')>a , and v'(y) =0. 

Therefore there exists i, v E ti"  such that p(x)>0, v(y)>0 and p A v0. Now 

u f(x) = p(x5>0.Similarly we can show that T'(i1'y2>0.MoreoVer, 

A f(v)) 0, clearly['(i),['(v) E t. Hence (X, t) is an FSR1 (vi). 

(g): Let (X', t') be an FSR1 (vii), t * be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X -> (X', 

t' ).Let x, yE X, x=~y, wEt such that w(x)> a El01  , and w(y)0 El01,. Let f(x) =x1  and 

U 
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f(y) = y'. As wEt, there exist wE tt  such that w = [1(w1).  Now w'(x') = w'(f(x))( 

_I (w
'))(x) w(x)> a, similarly w"(y')=w(y). So w"(x")>a , and w'(y") =0. Therefore 

there exists i, v E t such that1 :5 P, v and p A v=0. We have. f(i. for 

every zEX. since f is continuous . Now f(i):!~ lf(x) =1 :5 u, and f(l,):!~ lf(y) = 

1 ~ v .So , :5 [' (,LI), and (v). Moreover.['(p)Af(v) =0, Clearly 

f(,u),f(y) E t. Hence (X, t) is an FSR1 (vii) space. 

(Ii) : Let (Xe', t*o)  be an FSR1 (viii), t be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X - (X', 

t*/).Let x, y X, x=Ey, wEt such that w(x)> a El0,1  , and w(y)=0 El0,1 ,. Let f(x) =x' and 

f(y) = y'. As wEtt, there exist w'E such that w = f' (w'). Now w'(x') = w'( f(x))=( 

_I (w"))(x)= w(x)> a, similarly w'(y")w(y). So w'(x')>a , and w'(y') =0. Therefore 

there exists j, v E t such tl1atl , j3, :5 v and ,i A v=O. we have, f(i  ):5 lf(z)  for 

every zEX, since f is continuous .Now f(ij!5 lf(x) =U :5 i, and f(U,)~ If(y) = Iy 

< v. So l ~ f' (,u), and Moreover f(,Lz) ~ I - f'(v), Clearly 

f(ji),f(v) E t. Hence (X, ) is an FSR t (viii) space. 

(i): Let (X', tt1) be an FSR1 (ix), t 
* 

be the reciprocal topology on X for f: X -> (X', 

t t1).Let x, yE X, x --*y, wEt such that w(x)> a El01  , and w(y)0 El01  . Let 1(x) x' and 

/ I II / 
f(y) = yI. As wEt

*
, there exist w E t

*/ 
 such that w = •f (w'). Now w (x) = w ( f(x)) 

( f' (w"))(x)= w(x)> a, similarly w'(yw(y). So w"(x5>a , and w'(y) =0. Therefore 

there exists ji, v E t such that p(x) = v(y') = I and ji A v0. Now ,f (,(x)) = ,u f(x) 

= ji(x") =1 .Similarly'y=l. Moreover, ,f' (Al) A f (v) =0, Clearly 

["p),["y)E t. Hence (X, t) is an FSR1 (ix) space. 

Proofs are same for the remaining properties. 

3.5. Hereditary Properties of FSR1  spaces. 

3.5.1. Theorem: All the properties FSR1 (k) of subspace topology where (i:!~kxviii) 

are hereditary. 
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Proof: FSR1 (vii) : If V x, y X, x=~y, 3 wEts  such that either w(x) > a El01, and 

w(y)=O, or w(y) > a El0 1, and w(x)=O, then 3 It, V Et* such that l L V and 

pAv=O.Let (X, t) is FSR1 (i), we shall prove that (A, e) is FSR1 (vii) .Let x, y€A. 

with xy then x, y E X, and x-y. Let wEtt  such that either w(x)> a El0,1 , and w(y)=O, 

or w(y) > a E101, and w(x)=O, Let wEtt  such that w(x)> a El01, and w(y)=O since (X, 

t) is FSR1 (vii), then 3 p,  v Et such that I. ~ p. i:!~ v and p A v=O. We have, tt-cl(1) 

'A=  i-cl(I). Let XE A, rn j then there exist p Et such that 1AA p= in. Since x E 

A then rn(x) = p(x), So, tt-cl(1)~ p. Similarly we can prove that, tt-cl(1):5 v. Now, 

t-cl(l) = lA( tt-cl(I)) :5IAAp= in, V p Et and soon. We observed that i m, l 
101,  

:5 n, where n El4  and mAn=(IAAp)A( lAAV)—IAA(PAV)= IAAO=O. This implies 

that, (A, t)  has FSR1 (vii). 

* 
Let (X, t)  is FSR1 (ii), we shall prove that (A, t

*
/1) is FSR1 (viii).Let x, y A, with x 

y then x, yEX, and x=!:y. Let wEtt  such that either w(x)> a El0 1 , and w(y)=O, or 

w(y) > a El01, and w(x)=O, Let wEtt  such that w(x)> a El0,1 , and w(y)=O since (X, t) 

is FSR1(viii), then 3 p. v Ett  such that u ~ j.i, 1:5 v and p I - v . We have, tt-cl(l) 

iA = ,1-cI(l). Let XE A, E then there exist p such that IAA p= M. Since x 

A then rn(x) = p(x), So, tt-cl(IX):!~; M.  Similarly we can prove that, tt-cl(IY):!~,  v. Now, t 

-Cl(l) = lAfl( tt-cl(l \)) !~l1 Ap= in, V p and soon. We observed that ,:!~ m, l 

~ n, where n E t. Now I -n= 1-I AA v V 1 AA pm . Hence, (A, 1) has 

FSR1 (viii). 

All other proofs are similar and so omitted. 

3.6. Ia (t) Properties of FSR1  spaces. 

3.6.1. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space and 'a (t) = {u'(a, I): 

uE t, a E J } then 

(X. t) is FSR1 (iii) =(X, ía (t)) is supra R1 

(X, t) is FSR1  (iv) => (X. 'a  (t)) is supra R1 
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(c) (X, t) is FSR1 (v) (X. j. (ti)) is supra R, 

( d  ) (X, t) is FSR,(vi) (X, 'a (t4)) is supra R, 

Proof :-(a) Let (X, t) is FSR,(iii) we shall prove that (X, Ia (t4)) is supra R,. Let x, 

y EX x#y, and ME I. (t)with xEM and yM or xM and yEM. Suppose xEM and 

yM. We can write M= w'(a, 1], where wE t, then we can have w(x)> a, w(y):!~_ a, 

therefore w(x)w(y). Since(X, t4) is FSR,(iii). Then ] ii, v C Such that ii(x) 1, 

v(y)= 1, and uAv =0 At follows that u (a, 1}. v (a, I ]E, j (t') and XE u'(a, 11 and 

yEv(a, I ],and u(a. Ijfl v(a, I]= , as uAv 0. Hence it is clear that (X, 1(t4))  is 

supra R,. 

Proof :-(b) Let (X, t4) is FSR,(iv) we shall prove that (X, 'a  (t)) is supra R,. Let x, 

y EX x=~y, and MEI(t)with xEM and yM or xvI and yEM. Suppose xEM and 

yM. We can write M= w '(a, 1], where we t, then we can have w(x)> a, w(y)f~- a, 

therefore w(x)#w(y). Since(X, C) is FSR,(iv). Then B U. yE t4  such that u(x) 1, v(y) 

=1, and ii<I-v. it follows that B u(a, I], v(a, ij E, Ja (t), and xE u'(a, 1] and yE v 

'(a, I I,aiid u'(a, 1]<1-v'(a, I], as u< I-v 1-lence it is clear that (X, E, Ia (C)) is supra 

R,. 

Proof: (c) Let (X, C) is FSR,(v) we shall prove that (X, E, Ia (t4)) is supra R,. Let x, 

y EX: xy, and MEE, Ia (t) with xEM and yM or xM and yEM. Suppose xEM 

and yM. We can write M= w'(a, 1], where wE C, then we can have w(x)> a, 

$ 4 

v(y):5  a, therefore w(x)w(y). Since(X, t)  is FSR,(v) V fLö El0 ,, 3 P,V Et such 

that u(x)>,v (y)>ö and uAv=0. L follows thatB u'(a, I], v'(a, lIE 1(t) where /?> 

a, ö > a and XE u'(a, ]]and yEv'(a, 1) as u(x)>fLv (y)>ö and u'(a, l}flv'(a, 

as uAv =0 and fl, ö E101. Hence it is clear that(X, j.  (tm)) is supra R,. 

Proof: (ci) Let (X, C) is FSR,(vi) we shall prove that (X, j (C)) is supra R,. Let x, 

y EX; x~y, and MEl(t)with xEM and yM or xM and yEM. Suppose xEM and 

yM.So we can write M= w1(a, fl,  where wE t4, then we can have w(x)> a, w(y) a, 

with v(x)w(y). Since(X. C) is FSR,(vi). Then B ii, yE C such that u(x)> 0, v(y)>0. 

and UAV =0 At follows that B u'(a, I], v(a, i}E l(t4)and xE u'(a, l]and yEv'(a, 

1],as u(x)>0, v(y)>0 and u'(a, I]flv 1 (a, 1]= , as uAv 0. Hence it is clear that(X, ía 

(t4 )) is supra R,. 
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Now we give some examples to show the following. 

(X, ía (t*)) is supra R1  #> (X, t) is FSR 1 (iii), 

(X. la (t*)) is supra R 1 (X, t) is FSR1(iv), 

(X. ía (t*)) is supra R1  # (X, t)  is FSR 1 (v). 

(X, Ia (t*)) is supra R, (X, t*)  is FSR 1 (vi). 

3.6.1 Example : Let 'a 
(t*)= {X, 

, {x}, {y} } .Then clearly J (t)is a supra 

topology on X and (X, Ia (t*)) is supra R1  space. 

Now let X={x, y}and u, v, wEIX where t{ 1, 0. u={(x, .8)1  (y, .2 )}, v{(x, .1), (y, 

.7)}, w={(x, .8).(y, .7)}} be a fuzzy supra topology on X, is generated by {0, u, v, w, 

1 }.Here wEt with w(x):#w(y), since w(x).8, w(y).7, now u(x)=.8,u(y)=.2 and 

v(x)=. I, v(y) =.7.So u, yE t' with u(x)>0, v(y)>0 and u Av#0, Hence it is clear that (X, 

t) is not FSR, (vi), Also (X, t) is not FSR1 (iii), since u(x) *1 and v(y) * I and uAv*0, 

Again for a = 0.6. (X, t) is not FSR1 (iv), since u(x) * I and v(y) *1. Hence (X ía 

(t)) is supra R1 (X, t) is FSR1 (iii), (X, Ja (C)) is supra R1  # (X, C) is FSR1 (iv), 

(X, ía (C)) is supra R1  #> (X, C) is FSR1 (vi). 

3.6.2 Example: Let Ia 
(t) = {X. }, then clearly (X, l(t*))is supra R, space. 

Let X={x, y}and ii, vEl where C( I, 0. u={(x. .8). (y, .2 )}, v{(x, .1), (y. .7)1 ) be a 

fuzzy topology on X, is generated by {0, u, v, l}, now u(x) =.8,u(y).2 and v(x)=.l, 

- 

. 

v(y)=.7.So u, yE C with a = .9, we have (X, C) is not FSR1  (v) space. Hence (X, 

L (t*)) is supra R 4: (X, (*) is FSR1 (v). 1651 

This completes the proof. 

3.7. 1-lomeomorphisniS among FSR1  Spaces. 

3.7.1 Theorem: Let (X, T) be an FSR1  (K) (is~k:5:-xviii) .Prove that every 

horneomorphic image of FSR1  (K) is also FSR 1  (K). 

(a) Proof: Let (X, T) be an FSR1  (vii). Let f:(X, t)—(Y, ') be a homeomorphism 

between fsts, where (X, t)  has FSR1 (vii), Lety1 , y2 EY, y1 *y2  , a El01  and w1 E 

such that w i ( y1) >a and wl(y2)= 0. Now ['(y1), f_I (y2  )EX and f (w2) E  1) such 
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that that (f'  (w2))(  f' (y1  ))>a and (f (W2))(  f' ( 2  ))= 0. Since (X, T) be 

an FSR I  (1), there exist u, v E 1 such that lf(v1) :5;U 1[(i),) !!~v and uAv0 .Since f 

is a homeomorphism, lf'f)) II(  i) V yEY, f(u), f(v) Et such that I :!~ f(u) 

i. f(v) and f(u)A f(v)0. Therefore (Y, ') is FSR1  (vii). 

(b) Let (X, T) be an FSR1 (viii). Let f:(X, ,)—(Y, 4) be a homeomorphism between 

fsts, where (X, t) has FSR 1 (viii). Let y1 . y, EY, y # y, , a Eioj  and w1  E 1 such that 

w1 ( y1 ) >u and w1 (y2)0. Now f' (y1),  f'(y2 )EX and f 1 ( W2) E  t) such that (f' 

(w2))( f (y1  ))>a and ([l (w2))( _I 
( Y ))= 0. Since (X, T) be an FSR I  (viii), 

Therefore there exist u, v Ef such that v1 ) -
<ii , l-v) 15v and u :!~ l-v, we 

have , f(0:5 la.) for every zEX, Since f is a homeomorphism, 11(v)  = f'(i) V 

yEY, f(u), f(v) Eh such that lY,
:!~ f(u) 12 f~-E f(v) Moreover f (u) ~ I - I (v), 

Clearly f(u). f(v)E 4. 1-lence (Y, 4) is an FSR1 (ii) space. 

All other proofs are similar, and so are omitted. 

3.8. Initial properties of FSRI  Spaces: 

3.8.1 Defiiiitioii : For each i E A, Let f : X -* (Y1. t*I)  are the functions from a set X 

into fsts (Y. t) then the smallest fuzzy supra topology on X for which the functions 

i E A are fuzzy continuous is called initial fuzzy supra topology on X generated by the 

collection of functions {f : i E A}. 

3.8.2. Theorem: The properties FSR I  (k) (i:!~k!!~xii) are initial, i.e if f: X— (X1, 4) is 

a source in fuzzy supra topological spaces where all (X1 , 4) are FSR I  (k) then the 

initial fuzzy supra topology t4  on X is also FSR I  (k). 

Proof: (a) Let {(X1 , 4): j EJ} be a family of FSR I  (vii), and { 1: X—'(X,, 4): j E J} 

be a family of functions and t the initial fuzzy topology on X induced by the family {t 

j EJ }. Let x, y E X, x#y, a E l, and wE1*  such that w(x)> a Elo,i, and v(y)0 

Since wEt., there exist basic t -supra open set, w such that w = sup { w :pEP}. Also 
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each must be expressible as w = inf { 17,' W, 1 ~ p ~ n} as w(x)>a and w(y)0 

we can find some k (1:!~k ~n ) say k/ such that f w (x) > a and f w,, (y)0 .This 

implies that ,i f (x) > a and W /)1  f (y) = 0. Since (X , , t ) is FS R 1 (vii). there 
PA PA 

* 

exist UJJ/ VPk/ E tPA  such that 1 (x) ~ U , if,,, (y)~ VpkJ and Up,
,A Vpk, 0 

Also since f is continuous, we have f (it) ~ If (x). Now put u= f (l) 
P k. 'k1  "A1  

and v= fi (Vp,) . Then ii, v E I such that I. u, h, ~ v and U A v0. Hence (X, t
P.

*) 

is an FSR1 (vii) space. 

(b) Let {(X1  . t.): j E J} be a family of FSR1  (viii), and { fj: X—(X1 , t) : j El) be a 

family of functions and t the initial fuzzy topology on X induced by the family (fi  j 

EJ). Let x, y E X, x#y, a E 10,1  and wEt4  such that w(x)> a El0,1, and w(y)=0 . Since 

wEt, there exist basic t -supra open set, w such that w= SUP {w : pEP). Also each 

must be expressible as w = inf { FlJp : I :!~ K :!~ n} as w(x)>a and w(y)0 , we can 
PA 

find some k (I :!~k :!~n ) say k" such that 1111,  (x) > a and [ w p  (y)=O . This 

implies that 1j,
P,  f' (x) > a and w1, f' (y) = 0. Since (X ,I ) is FSR1 (viii), there 

PA p,, PA PA 

* 

exist Up
, 
 , Vp

,1 
 E tPk  such that i (x) UPA,/,  lf,,,(y)~ Vpk/ andlvA/A VpI=O 

Also since f, is continuous, we have f (is) ~ if (x). Now put U= fj (Upk,) 

and v = f (Vp). Then u, v E I such thafl. :5 u, v and u<1-v. Hence (X, t) is 

an FSR1 (viii) space. 

All other proofs are similar. 

3.9. Productivity of FSR1  Spaces. 

3.9.1. Theorem[12: The properties FSR1 (k). k c= (i, j, iii ........... xii) are productive, 

-p 
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i.e. if(X1 , t)j isa family of fuzzy supra topological spaces, each of them having the 

property FSR1 (k), the product space X 
= 11 x,. 1*] also has FSR1 (k). 

seJ 

Proof: 

Suppose each of (X, t) 3  has the property FSR1 (vii). V x, yEX, x=!:y, 3 wEt such 

that either w(x)> a El0  and w(y)=O or w(y) > a El0  and w(x)=0, Suppose w(x)> a E10,1  

and w(y)0. Now we have x, yEX, x # y, where x = (x)1j  and y = (yj)ji, aE1o, and 

from definition of product topology w(x)= min{ w1(x)jE J}, w(y) = mm { w1 (y1): jE I } 

Hence we can find at least one wE t and x1  , y,E Xi  with x, ;e-  y and w1(x)>a, w1(y) 

=0 . Since each of (X, t)I has the property FSR1 (vii). , then E t such that 

lx/ :~ ii,. l :5 Ij  and A V 1  0 . Using projection we have 7r1(x)= x1  and 7r(y)= yj 

and hence li, (ir,(x))>a and v, ( ir(y))=O .Since each of (X1, t*)€j  has the property 

FSR0(vii), and so (X, t) has FSR1 (vii).So 3 /1,v Et*  such that u, 1:5 v and ji A 

v=0. 

Conversely suppose that (X, t*)  is FSR1 (vii), we shall prove that (X1 , has the 

property FSR1 (vii). Let for some iE A, ai be a fixed element of X, suppose that A1  

{XEX = x, / xJ  =aj for some i#j}. So that Ai is a subset of X, and hence (A1, () is 

also a subspace of (X, t) , since(X, t) is FSR1 (vii), then (A 
, i.) Is also FSR1 (vii). 

Now we have A1  is a homeomorphic image of X1. Hence it is clear that (X1 , t)jEJ is also 

FSR1 (vii). 

All other proofs are similar and so these are omitted. 

Just for record, we introduce a definition of FSR1 -space here, without study its 

properties. We hope to study these in separate work. 

3.9.2. Definition: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is called FSR1  —space if for 

every pair of fuzzy point xt  and y1  in X with cl(x) ~ cl (Yr)  ,then there exists A, p E 

such that cl(x) A, cl(y1):5 p and AA p =0. 

) 
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3.9.1. Example: Let X = {X04, Yo 7}, = {01, l, t, A ), where lLt= X04, A = '07 is 

defined as t(x) = 0. 4, t(y) = 0; A(x) = 0, A(y) = 0.7; clearly, (X, t)  is a fsts. '(x) = 0.6 

,(y)= 1; 2 (x)= 1, 2 (y)=O.3. 

Closed sets in (X, T) are O, 1 <. Here the smallest closed set containing X04 is  XO6 

Clearly cl(xo4) = X06 5-: A 

3.9.2. Theorem: For a fuzzy supra topological space (X, ti), the following properties 

are equivalent. 

(I) For every pair of fuzzy point Xt and Yr  in X with cl(x) :A cl (yr) ,then there exists 

A, p E t such that cl(x):!~ A , cl(yr):!~ p and AA p  =0. 

Ar (2) x, y E X, with cl(x) # cl(y) then xt and Yr  have disjoint neighborhoods. AA p  =0. 

Proof: (1) (2) 

From definition 3.9.2 of FSR1- space, it is clear that for every x, yEX, with cl(x) # cl 

(Yr) then there exists A, p E t such that cl(x1) A , Cl(yr):5 p and AA p =0. 

(2) => (1) 

Suppose x1E( cl(yr))c then xt  E cl(x) and Xt iZ cl(y) with cl(x) * cl(yr) then Xt and Yr 

have disjoint neighborhoods A,p E t such that AAp =0.Hence clearly that ci(x) :!~- A, 

cl(Yr) p and AA p  =0. So (X, t') satisfies for every pair of fuzzy point Xt and Yr in X 

with cl(x) cl (Yr)  ,then there exists 2., p E t such that cl(x)!~ A , Cl(yr):5 p and AA p 

=0. 

3.9.3. Theorem : A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t)  is luzzy supra R1  space if for 

every pair of fuzzy point xt and Yr  in X with fuzzy supra kernel (x1) * fuzzy supra 

kernel (Yr),  there exists A, p E tt  such that ci(x):5 A , Cl(yr):5 p and AA p 0. 

Proof: We know that Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces and x, Yr E X. 

then fuzzy supra kernel (Xt) * fuzzy supra kernel (Yr)  if and only if cl(x) t cl (yr).(by 

theorem 2.6.4) Now the theorem is directly foliows from the definition 3.9.2. of FSR1  

-space. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

Fuzzy Supra To topological spaces 

4. Introduction: 

Separation axioms are very much important in topological as well as in fuzzy 

topological spaces. Several topologists did a lot of works in this branch. Such as 

Loweti, R.. and Wuyts. P., [36] in 1983 have studied and give definitions of 

separation axioms (To, T1 , T2) in fuzzy topological spaces, fuzzy neighborhood and 

fuzzy uniform space. AlL l).M., [7] introduced and made a comparative study on 

some separation axioms. Furthermore, Hutton, B., and Reilly, 1., [30], Adnadjevic, D., 

[3], Ganguly and Saha[50], Sarker, M..[52], Srivastava et.el[58]., Mashhour,A.S., and 

Ghanim. M.H [39], Malghan and Benchalli[I9] and Rodabaugh. S.E., [48], studied 

these properties in different ways. In this chapter following them, we introduce and 

study fuzzy supra To topological spaces. 

This chapter contains three sections; first section is on different types of definitions, 

implications and non-implications among these definitions with some lemmas and 

examples, second section is on good extension property of supra To  topological 

spaces. The third sections are on subspace, heredity and productive properties and on 

homeomorphic property of fuzzy supra To  topological spaces. Throughout this 

chapter we use the symbol FST0  space for Fuzzy Supra To  topological space. 

4.1. Definitions of FST0 Spaccs: 

4.1.1. Definitions: - Let (X. 1) be a fuzzy supra topological space. Now (X, t) is a 

FST0  (I) space > V x, y E X, x4y. ue t s.t. u(x) =0, u(y) =1 or I VE t 

s.t v(x) I, v(y)0. 

FST0(ii) space z> V x, yE X, X :;- y, 3 11€ t t  S. t. u(x) 0, u(y)>O or v E t 

S. t v(x)>0, v(y)-0. 

FST0  (iii) space <z> V x, yE X, x#y, i u E (s. t. u(x) <u(y) or 3 ye t s. 

v(y) <v(x). 
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FST11  (iv) space <> V x, y E X, x#y, with a EJ1 , 3 lIE t s.t. 

10, u(x)=1,ti(y)<a ,or 3 v E t s. t v(y)1, v(x)<a. 

FST0 (v) space <z> V x, yE X, x -A y, with a E J,  3 tiE t s.t. u(x)=0, u(y) a, 

or 3 v E t s. t v(y)=0, v(x)a. 

(I) FST0  (vi) space V x, yE X. x#y, with a El1 , 3 LIE s.t. u(x)0, 

u(y)>a, or 3 V E t s. t v(y) =0, v(x)>a. 

(g) FST0  (vii) space <> V x, y E X, x:t-y, 3 uE t4  S. t. 0< u(x):!~ a<u(y) 0r3 

V E t' s. t 0 v(y)!~ a <v(x) < I 

(Ii) FST0 (viii) space V X,.  YE X, Xw--y, 3 LIE t S. t. u (x) #u(y). 

(I) FST0  (ix) space V pair of fuzzy point x1, Yr EX, x # y, cl(x) # cl(y1). 

4.1.1. Lemma: In view of above definitions, the following implications are true: 

(a)=>(b) =>(c) 

ll 
(e) (h) (g) 

nfl 
(i) (1) (d) 

Proof: (a) =(b) 

From definition (a) V x, yE X, x#y, 3 tiE t s.t. ti(x) =0, u(y) =1 or3 yE t s.t 

v(x)1, v(y)0 ,then clearly u(x)0, u(y)>0, or v(x)>0, v(y)0, which is (b). 

(b) =(c) is obvious, since from (b) V x, y E X ,x:;ty, 3 tiE tt  S. t. u(x)0, u(y)>0 

or 3 V E t s.t v(x)>0, v(y)=0.So 3 U E t s.t ti(x) <u(y) or v(y) <v(x) , which is (c). 

(a)(e) is obvious for a1 

(a) => (h) 
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From (a), V x, yE X, x # y. El u E t s.t. ii(x) 0, u(y) = I or El V E C s.t v(x) =1, 

v(y) = 0, hence u(x) ;(- ti(y). 

(d)(g) 

Let (X. C) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces having properties FS10(iv) space. We 

shall prove that (X, C) is FST0(vii) space. Let x, y E X. x~ y, since (X. I)  is FST0(iv) 

space, for a € J, El LIE t s.t u(x)= I, u(y)<a, it follows that 0!~- u(y) < a<u(x) :5-  1. 

Hence it is clear that (X, t) is FST0(vii). 

(f)(g) 

Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces having properties FST0(vi) space. We 

shall prove that (X. t) is FST0(vii) space. Let x. y X, x;,-, y, since (X, tt) is FST0(vi) 

space, for a E J. El liE t S.t . ti(x)0, u(y)>a . it follows that 0 11(x) <a<u(y) :5- I. 

Hence it is clear that (X, C) is FST0(vii). 

(h) 

Let (X, C) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces having properties FST0(vii) space. We 

shall prove that (X, t) is FST0(viii) space. Let x, y E X, x:;,-  y, since (X. t) is FST0(vii), 

so for a E J. El tiE t s.t. 0 i.i(y) < a<u(x) !~ I .Now we observe that u(x)u(y). 

Hence (X. C) is FST(viii). 

=(i) 

From (e). V X. yE X. x y. El u E C S. t. 11(x) # u(y). Hence 1- u(x) ;'~ I- u(y) and 

since 1- ii is closed put. I- 11(x) = x1  and I- 11(y) =y1  so El LIE t s.t. Cl ( x ):;e- cl (Yr ). 

Hence (X, t)  is FST0(ix) 

4.1. 2. Now we show the non-implications among FST0(k), k{i, ii, iii. ........ ix} 

with some examples: 

Example .1. Let X={x, y} and U. III. u2E IN where u. UI, 112 are respectively defined 

by ii(x) =0A u(y) =0.8; lii(x) 0.4, ui(y) =0.0; u2(x) 0.4, 112(y) =0.8: and C {0. I. 

II, UI.u2} then tt is a fuzzy supra topology on X. Also (X, t) satisfy (b) but not (a). 1651 

So. (b) #> (a). 
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Example .2 Let X{x, y} and LIE I N. where u defined by u(x) = 0, u(y) = 0.8. 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by and t= {0, 1. u}U 

{constants} for a E j1  it is clear that (X, t) is FST0  (v).space but (X, t) is not 

FST0( i). 

Example.3. Let X=x, y) and u,u1 ,u2 E I N,  where u, U1. 1.12 are respectively defined by 

u(x)=0.5,u(y)=0.8; u1 (x)=0.6, u i (y)=O.3; u2(X)=0.6, u2(y)=0.8; and tt {O, 1, u,u1 ,u21 

then t*is  a fuzzy supra topology on X. Also since u(x) <u(y) Or ui(y) < u 1 (x) so (X, t) 

satisfy (3) but not (b). So (c) #> (b). 

Example .4.Let X={x, y} and u, lil,  u2E 1X  where u, U1. 112 are respectively defined by 
.01 

u(x)= 0.5, u(y)= 0.8; u l  (x)=O.6, u (y)=O.5 ; u2(X)=0.6, u2(y)=0.8; and t*={O.  I, u, u1 , 

u2} then t is a fuzzy supra topology on X. Also since u(x) <ii(y) Or 111(y) < u(x) so 

(X, t*)  satisfy (3) but not (d), because for u(x) = u(y)* 1. 

So (c) ~> (d). 

Example.5. Let X{x, y} and u, u1 , u2€ l where u, Iii, 112 are respectively defined by 

u(x) =0.6, u(y) = 0.6; 1I j(x) = 0.3, ui(y) = 0.4; and t {O, I, u, 1.11} then t*is  a fuzzy 

supra topology on X. Also closed fuzzy sets of(X, t) are 1, 0, 11C  111 Hence t c= {0, 1, 

{(x, .4), (y,  .4)}, {(x, .7), (y, .6)) ) 

Cl ti(x) .7, Cl u(y) =.6; Cl 11(x) # ci u(y), but u(x) = 

Hence (I) #> (h). 

Example.6. .Let X={x, y} and u, u,, L12E IN, where u, u, u2  are respectively defined 

by 11(x) = 0.5, 11(y) =0.8: 111(x) 0.6, U(y) =0.3: 112(x) =0.6, 112(y) =0.8; and t= {O. I. 

U, U1, u2}  then t*  is a fuzzy supra topology on X. We observe that u(x) # u(y), so (X, 

t) satisfy (Ii) and clearly (X, t) does not satisfy (a). 

Hence (h) #> (a). 

Example.7. .Let X={x, y} and uE I N, where u defined by 11(x) = 0.6, ti(y) =0.8. 

Consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by and t= {0, 1, u}U 
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{constants} for a = 0.7 it is clear that (X, t) is FST0(vii).space but (X, t) is not 

,- 

FST0(iv). 

1-lence (g) --/-> (d). 

4.1.3. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following are 

equivalent: 

FSTo(i) space i.e. V x, y E X, x~y, Ej uE l*s.  t. ii(x) 0, ti(y) =1 or v E t t  

s.t v(x) =1, v(y) =0 

To: For every pair x, yEX, x y, l(x)Al(y)0.  [36] 

For every pair x, yEX, x ~y,  l(y) = 0.orI('x) = 0 

(a)(b) 

Suppose (a) hold, and suppose x, yeX, x ~ y and i(y) = 0. This implies that there 

exists a, t -supra closed set k such that k(y) = 0 and k(x) = 1. Put u= I—k. Then u is a 

*_supra open set such that ii (x) = 0 and u (y) = 1 . By (a) or there exists a t *_supra 

open set v such that v (x) = I and v(y) = 0. Put in = I —v, then in is a t *_supra  closed 

set such that m(y) = I and m(x) = 0. Thus there may exist a t -supra closed set in such 

that in(y) = 1 and m(x) = 0, therefore1(x)=0. So I(x) Al, (y)=0.Hence (a) (b) 

(b) (c) and ( c) (a) are straight forward. 

4.1.4 Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t4), the following are 

equivalent: 

FST0(ii) space, i.e V x, y E X , x#y, 3 u G t s.t. u(x)=0, u(y)>0 Or 3 yE 

s.t v(x)>O, v(y)0. 

WI'0: For every pairx, yEX, x~-- y, ljy)AJ('x)<l. (36] 

(a)(b) 

From (a) we have V x, ye X, x ~ y, 3 ii E t s.t. ii(x) = 0, u(y)>0 Or 3 v E t s.t 

v(x)>O, v (y) =0. Then 1-u(x) =1 and 1-u(y) <I; or I-v(x) <I, 1-v(y) =1; since I-u is 

supra closed, so we see that Iv(Y)  <1, or 1(x) < 1. Flence l(y) A  I(x) < 1. 

(b)=(a) 
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Let 1,/y)AI('x)<1.= either 1.1 (y)<  I,or 1,,(x)< L => 1- 1(y)>0 on- 11 (x)>0 

Let]- Ix  =u, then iic t and u(y)>O also ii(x) =0. Similarly from I- I(x)>0, we can 

show that v(x)>0, and v(y) =0.. 

4.1.5 Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, ti), the following are 

equivalent: 

For every pair x, y€X, x y, V(a,) € x j 0 ,al(y) = a,orfll (x) = 

T0 : For every pair x, yEX, x y. V (a,) El0 Xl0, a1(y)<a,or 

l(x)<I3. [36] 

FST0 (iii) space if V X, y€ X, x#y, 3 tiE t s.t. u(x) <u(y) or3 yE t s.t 

v(y)< v(x). 

Proof: 

(a)( b) 

Suppose for x, Y E X, x ~ y, and there exists a €10  such that ah(y)  <a. ............  (1) 

Again let for every fl €Io, ,81.(x)=fl.Then by (a) for every a E1, aj(y)=a, 

which contradicts (1). Therefore there exist fl El, such that ,Bl (x) < ,B 

(b) =(c) 

Suppbse for every x, YE X, x -~ 
* 

y, there exists a t -supra open set v such that v (y) < 

v (x). Let P = v(y), then clearly ,81 ,(x) <fi. Hence by (b), there exists a Elo  such that 

aoljy) <ao,this implies that there exists t *_supra closed set say w such that w(y):5 

ao <w(x). So, w(y) <w(x) . Let u1-w. Then u is at -supra open set and u(x) <u(y). 

Similarly we can show that 3 v€ t s. t v(y) <v(x).Which is (c) 

(a)(c) 

Let For every pair x, y X, x ~ y, ah(y) = a, there exists t -supra closed set say w 

such that w= cr1, so v(y) a, w(x) =0, Hence w(y) <w(x). Let U= I -w. Then u is a t 

-supra open set and u(x) <u(y).Similarly we can show that 3 yE t s.t v(y) < v(x). 

\Vhich is (c) 
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4.1.6. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, (), the following are 

equivalent: 

FST(iv) space, i.e. V x, y X, x#y, with a EJ 0 , 3 UE t s. t. u(x)1, 

u(y)<a ,or3 v e t s. t v(y)=l, v(x)<a. 

T0 : For every pair x, yEX, x ~ y and Va E 1, al(y)Aa1 (x)<u. [361 

Proof: 

(a)=(b) 

From (a) we have V x. y EE X. X# y. and a E J, 3 uE t s.t. u(x)=l, u(y)<a, or3 v 

t s. t v(y) 1, v(x)<a,Then I -u(x) =0, and 1-u(y) >1-a ; or l-v(x)> 1-a, and I -v(y) =0: 

Since 1-u(x) is closed , so we see thatal A (y)<a or a1(x)<a thus we see that 

Va E l, al(y)Aa1(x)<a. 

(b)=(a) 

Suppose, for every pair x, yeX, x ~ y and Va E l, alJy)Aa1(x) <a this implies 

that a1(y) < a oral ,(x) <a put In = al. =a A , is t supra closed set such that 

m(y)>1 - a. m(x) = 0. Taking u=I-m, then u(x) =1, and u(y) <a . Similarly we have 

V(Y) = I, v(x) <a 

4.1.7. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  the following To-

properties are equivalent: 

FST0  (ix) space i. e V pair of fuzzy point x1, Yr  EX, x ~ y, 3 U E tt  s.t. cl(x) cl(yr). 

V pair of fuzzy point x, Yr  EX, x :;~- y, 3 U E t s.t. X1  qu Lyr, or Yr  qu<1-x. 

(a)(b) 

Proof: Let xt, Yr be pair of fuzzy point in X, with X# y, and cl(x) # cl(yr). 3 a fuzzy 

point z1, in X be such that z,:!~ cl(x,) and cl(yr). We claim that Xt cl(yr). For if xt 

< Cl(yr). then cl(x) cl(yr). This contradicts the fact that z0  Cl (Yr). Hence xt cl (Yr) 

So xtq (I- Cl(yr)). and Since u=l - cl(yr)Et*  also IYr:!~1  cl(yr)=u, therefore x1  qu :s: I- 

Yr, So clear it is that V pair of fuzzy point x1, y EX, x # y, 3 u E t s.t. x1  qu -Yr,  or 

Y rqu :5 I -xi. 

(b)= (a) 



Suppose V pair of fuzzy point x, Yr EX, x # y, 3 u E t s.t. xt  qu :!~- I -y1, or y1qu:!~ I -X 

I f xt  qu !!~ 1Yr,  then x I-u and u:5 IYr.  Since I-u is fuzzy supra closed, and Cl(yr) is 

the smallest closed set containing Yr  then cl(yr) :5 I-u , and since x I -u and Xt:5CJ(Xt) 

this implies that cl(x() ;"- Cl(yr). U 

4.1.8. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, tt), the following T0-

properties are equivalent: 

T0 : For every pair x, yeX, x :A y => l,(x)AI(y)=O. 

To : For every pair x, y E X, x ~ y and V(a, /?) E 10x 1, 

al(y)A/3l,(x)<aAfl 

T0 : For every pair x, yEX, x y, 

(v(a, 1 x j0 ,al(') <aorfll(x) <fi) 

To  : For every pair x, yEX, x y and Va E 1, aI/y)AaI(x)<a. 

WT0: For every pair x, y E X, x y, l,( (y) A l(x) < 1. 

Proof: (a) => (b) 

Let (X, t) satisfies (a), we have to shows that it satisfies (b). Now aI(v)A,8l,(x):~ 

1 3 (x) A ljy) =O<a A f? . Thus we see that (a) => (b). 

(b)(c) 

Let (X, t) satisfies (b), we have to shows that it satisfies (c). Since (X, t) satisfies 

al(),')A,8l,,(x)<aA,8 , if al(y)=a. Then a1 r(y)A,8I ) (x)<aA/3 a A 

fll r(X) < a A fi => 61Y (x) < fi .Thus we see that (b) => (c) 

(c)=(d) 

Let (X, t) is To , tlieii V(ci./3)e10x10 
, 
aI(y)<a or 61(x)</3 . In particular, 

we have aljy)<a or al(x)<a . Therefore aI(y)A aç(x)<a , hence (X, t) 

isT0  

(d)= (e) 

PI 
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Let (X, t*)  is To ,  then V(a,/3)EJ0 xJ0 , ai(y)A a1(x)<a. Taking a =1, then 

A i(x) < I. Thus we see that To  => WT0. 

(e)='(a) 

Ills clear from Lemma 4.1 .3 and 4.1.4. ' 

Now we give some ex mpks, 

To To 

Example: We consider a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*)  where X={x, y} and t= 

{o, u, v, 1) U {constants}; u(x)= 0= v(y) , U(Y) = 0.8 =v(x) Let a =0.6, 0.7, then 

10, ai,(y)=O.2 and ,51/x)=0.2 thus al,(y)A ,61 3 (x)=0.2<aA,8 .. (X. t) is  To 

But (X, t) is not To; since 10 (x) A l(y) = 0.2 0. 

Exam pie: T0  #> To  

Consider a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) where X={x, y} and t {o, u, I } U 

{constants}; u(x)=0, u(y)=0.5= Let a =0.6, then a1(y)=0.5<0.6 :. (X, t) is To 

again let # = 0.8, then ,Bi./x) = constant fuzzy set with value fl  thus a1()') A 

fli(x)=0.6 A 0.8 = 0.6 0.6 AO.8 =0.6 this implies that (X, t) is not To 

Example: To  #> T0 

Consider a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) where X={x, y} and t = {o, u, v, I } U 

{constants}; u(x)= 0= v(y) 5  u(y) = 0.5, v(x) =0.6. Let a =0.5, then a1,(y)= 0.5 and 

a1(x)=O.4, thus al,.(y)A al(x)=0.4<0.5. This implies that (X, t) is To  Now 

let = 0.4. Then al,(y) = 0.5 < a and 1l3l(x)= 0.4 < IL This implies that (X, t) is 

not To 

Example: WTO#> To 

Consider a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) where X{x, y} and t = {o, u, v, I } U 

{constants}; u(x)= 0= v(y) , u(y) = 0.5, v(x) =0.5. Now u' (x) = I, u'(y) 0.5, v'(y) 1, 

v'(x)=0.5; Thus I = ii, = v'Leta 0.5,then we have1(x)A1(y)= 0.5 AO.50.5 

<I but al(y)A al/x)=0.5 A0.5=0.50.5. Hence WTo#T0 



4.1.9. Lemma: Let (X, t) and (X,i ) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces, where t, 

and i t  be two fuzzy supra topology on X. Let t is finer than t * then we show that if 

(X, It ) is fuzzy supra To space then (X, t) is also fuzzy supra To  space. 

Proof: Let x, y be two distinct points on X. Since t  is fuzzy supra To space, then u 

C 11  s.t. U(X) =0, u(y) = 1 or v c t s. t v(x) = I, v(y) =0. Also since i so for t, u(x) 

0, u(y) = I or ye t s. t v(x) = 1, v(y) =0 is hold. Hence t is also a fuzzy supra To 

space. 

4.2 .Good extension properties: 

In this section we show that all FSTo(k) (i :!~ k :~ ix) properties are good extensions of 

their supra topological counter parts;. 

4.2.1. Theorem: 

lf(X, T) is an ST0-space, then (X, w ('F)) satisfies FST0(k) (i k !~ ix). 

lf(X, w (T*))  satisfies FST0(K) (i !~ k !~ ix) then (X, T) is an STo-space. 

Proof: (a) Let(X, t) is a supra To-topological space. We shall prove that (X, o(t))  is 

a fuzzy supra To(i) space. Let x, yE X, with x ;-,  y, since(X, t) is a supra To, I U, V E 

t such that xc U y v U, or x V. ye U but from definition of lower semi continuous, 

we have I U  c (o(t) and I U(X) =1, 1 u(y)  0.or  1 ) = 0. lr (x) = 1. Hence we see 
nd 

that (X, w(t))  is a fuzzy supra To(i) space. 

Conversely suppose that (X,w(,*))  is a fuzzy supra To(i) space we will prove that 

(X, t') is a supra To-topological space, since (X, ()) is a fuzzy supra 'I'o(i) space, 

so l u e t s.t. U(X) =0, u(y)=l or v e t s.t v(x)=l, v(y)=0. Suppose u e t s.t. U(X) 

=0. u(y) = I. xEu'(a, 1] and ye u(a, 1], and by the definition of lsc. u ' (a, 1] E t. 

Hence (X, t) is a supra To-topological space. 

Proof: (b) Let (X, t) is a supra To-topological space. We shall prove that (X, 0(t'))  is a 

fuzzy supra To(ix) space. Let x, ye X, with x# y, since(X, t) is a supra To, 3 U e 

such that xc U ye U, but from definition of lower semi-continuous, we have lu e 

w(t) and I j(x) = 1, 1 u(y)  =0.So 3 fuzzy point x, y CX, such that xt  Eu' (a, 1], Yr 

CA 
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u(a, I] . Since cl(x) is the smallest closed set containing x, so cl(x1) u(a. Ij, and 

hence Cl(yr) u(a, I], so we conclude that (X, co(t)) is a fuzzy supra To(ix) space. 

Converse is similar as above. 

All other proofs are similar so omitted. 

Thus it is seen that FST()(k) (i :~ k :5 ix) is a good extension of its supra topological 

counter part. 

4.2.2. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space and la 
(t) 

= {1i1(a 

1]: uE t. a E J } then (X, t) is FST0(k) =(X, 'a (t*)) is supra To.  kE{i, ii, iii, iv, v, 

vi, vii. \'iii 

Proof: (a) Let (X, t) is FST0(i)we shall prove that (X, 1, (t*)) is supra To . Let x. 

y CX: x*y, since (X, t) is FST0  (i) space then 3 uc t s.t. u(x) = 1, u(y)= 0 or3 ye 
* * -1 S.  t v(y)=l. v(x)=0 .Let u e t s.t. . ii (x) 1, u(y)=0. since u (a, I ]E j  (t)  and xE 

u(a, I] and yiZ u(a, I] . Hence we have (X. 1(tt)) is supra To.(i) 

Proof (b) Let (X, t) is FST0(iv)we shall prove that (X, j (t*)) is supra T0. Let x, 

y EX; x--y, since (X, t) is FST0  (i) space then 3 uc t s.t. u(x) 1. U(Y) <a or3 ye 

s. t v(y) = I, v(x) <a. Let u e tt  s.t. U(X) = I, u(y) <a , since u1(a, lie Ia (t) and 

XE ii'(a, lj and y u(a, I] . Hence we have (X, 1(tt)) is supra To. 

Similarly one can prove the other cases. 

4.3. Heredity, prodLictive and homeomorphic properties of FST0  Spaces. 

4.3.1. Definition: The initial fuzzy topology oii X for the family of topological spaces 

(X 1  , t ),EJ and the family of function f1  : X— (X 1  . t 1  )1 e J ,is the smallest fuzzy 

topology on x, making each function f fuzzy continuous. 

4.3.2. Definition: hG is any fuzzy set in a set X and 0:5 a< 1 (0< a 1) then a(G) 

=x e X : G(x) >a ) is called an a-level set in X. I481 

4.3.1. Theorem: The properties FST0(k) , kE{i, ii, iii, iv, v, vi, vii} are initial, i,e if(f 

X— (X1 , t )E J, is a source in fsts. where all ( X. tj )ep are FST0(k) and a-

level,where a El 1  then the initial topology is also FST0(k). 
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Proof: Since a(t) is liner than a(t) for all a El 1  and the spaces (X1 , t 1  )E1 are 
FST0(k), kE{i, ii. ......  vii); so clearly the initial fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) 

is also FST1)(k), kE{i, ii. ...... vii). 

4.3.2. Theorem: The properties FST0(k) , kE{i, ii, iii, iv, v, vi, vii) are initial. i.e if(f 

X—+ (X i , t )1 E .J, is a source in fsts. where all ( X, tt  )E1 are FST(k) then the 

initial topology is also FST(k). 

(a) Let {(X,, t),j } be a family of FST0(iii) , and { f : X —(X1 , t* ),,., } be a fumily of 

functions and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X induced by the fumily { 1 :IE 

J}. Let x, yE X, x=Ly and 3 AEt such that A(y) <;.(). We can find basic tt- supra open 

sets A, iEJ such that A= Sup { AIi. iEJ }. Also Aj must be expressible as )i = lnf{ 

f; 1 2,k ): l~ k where , E and ikEJ. Now we can find some k. (l k:n), 

sayk1  such that f ' (2jk) (y) < f(2Ik)(x) 2 jkIf . (y) < Xk k, (x). Since ( 

XIk !,*,) is FST0(iii),or there exists V 1  Ej such that V f. (x)<  v .f lk,(y) 

f7 (V 
11 
 )(x)< f( V 1  )(y). Put V f (VIA 

)Et*.Thus v(x) < v(y). Hence (X, t) 

is FST0(iii) 

Similarly we can proof for the other. 

4.3.3. Theorem: All the properties FST0(k) of subspace topology where (i!~ k :!~ ix) are 

hereditary. 

Proof: Consider the Ists (X, t*),  Let AcX. i*1 = (uAA: u E t), We have to show 

that, the subspace (A, i) has FST0(k) (i:!~ k :~ ix) ii(X, t) has FST0(k) (i:5 k !~ ix). 

Let x, y A, x :~y,  so that x, y E X as AX, since (X, t) is FST0(i), so, 

s.t. ii(x) =0, 11(y) =1, Again from definition of subspace we have uA A E 1  and ( uA 

A)(x) = 0, ( uA A)(y)=1 as x, yc= A. This implies that, (A, t)  has FST0(i). 

Let x, y E A, x ~-y, so that x. y E X as AX, since (X, t) is FST0(iv), so. u 
E t with a EJ,. s. t. u(x) =1, u(y)<a ,Again from definition of subspace we have uA 

GA 
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A and ( uA A)(x) =1, (uA A)(y)<a as x, y A. This implies that, (A, t)  has 

FST0(iv). 

(iii) Let  x, y A. x :~y,  so that x, y E X as AX since (X, t) is FST0(ix) 3 u e t S. t. 

ci u(x) # ci ii(y). We have, t*cI(  l) n I A= t -ci( I ). Since (X, t) is FST0(ix) 50, 3 u E 

t, so tcl( I )* t-cl(l u(v)). Hence t-cl( I u(x))fl I,\  # t*cI( I 
u(y))fl IA . This implies 

that, (A, t ) has FST0(ix). 

All other proofs are similar and straight forward. 

4.3.4. Theorem: The properties FST0(k), k E {i, .........vii, viii}.are productive, i.e. 

if (X,, t; )j E j is a family of fuzzy supra topological spaces, each of them having the 

property FST0(k), if and only if the product space x = ij also has FST0(k). 
'. iEJ ) 

Proof: Let (X, t )' is fuzzy supra To(iv)-topoiogical space. We shall prove that 

t) is a fuzzy supra To(i) space. Let x, yEX, with x#y, then xi  #y for some iEJ, 

since (X, t) is FST0(iv), then a EJ 1 , 3 ii E t s.t u(x1 ) =1, ii (y)<a .But we have 

,z-, (x)= x, and (y) =yj. Then u1( ,-, (x))= I and ii (,r, (y))<a, i.e (u o )(x)= I and (ii 

,r, ) (y)<a, It follows that 3 (u o , )E t such that (u j  o 7r, )(x)= I and (u 

(y)<a. Hence it follows that (X, t) is FST0(iv). 

Conversely suppose that (X. t) is FST0(iv), we shall prove that (X, t )jj is FST0(iv) 

- space. Let ai be a fixed element in X1, suppose that A1= {xEX ftx / x1  =aJ  for 

some i#j}. So that A1  is a subset of X, and hence (A, j)  is also a subspace of (X, 

t*) since(X. t*)  is FST0(iv), then (A 
, /) is also FST0(iv). Now we have Ai  is a 

homeomorphic image of X. Hence it is clear that (X1, t ) is also FST(iv). 

Similarly we can prove for k E {i, ii,  iii, v, vi, vii, viii}. 

4.3.5. Theorem: Let (X, i)  and (Y, i) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces, and 

f:(X, t )—(Y, ,) be a one-one , onto and supra open map then , (X, t) is FST0(k) 

) is FST0(k), k E {i, ii, iii, v, vi, vii. viii, ix}. 

Proof: Suppose (X, t) be FST0(iv), we shall prove that (Y, t)  is FST0(iv). Lety1 , 

'F 
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y2 EY, be an arbitrary point s .t y1 *y2  . Since f is onto => 2x1 , x2  EX. with f(x1) =  yl 

and f(x2) = Y2 where x1#x2 as f-one-one, Again since (X, t) is FST0(iv) so for a El 

ii E t s.t. u(x1 ) = 1, u(x) <a. 

Now f(u)(y1 ) = fSup u(xi): f(x1) = y1  }=I 

i(u)(y2) {Sup u(x2): f(x2) 
= y2  } <a 

Since f is supra open then f(u)E 1 as uE t . We observe that Ej 1(u)E t*2 such 

that 1(u)(y i ) = I, and f(u)(y2) <a. Hence it is clear that(Y, t) is FST0(iv). 

Similarly we can show for others. 

4.3.6. Theorem: Every homeomorphic image of FST0(k) is also an FST0(k), 

(ik:!~;viii). 

Proof:. Let f:(X, t)—(Y, t) be a homeornorphisrn between fsts, where (X, i) 

has FST0(i), , Lety, y2  EY, be an arbitrary point s.t y :#y2  . Since f is one-one onto 

x1, X2 EX. s .t f(y1) = x1  and f(y2)=x2 .Then x1 #x2.Again since (X, i)  is 

FST0(i) so 3 u t s.t. u(x1 ) 0, u02) 1. Now f(u)( y1 )=  u (f(y1))=.  u (xi ) =0 and 

f(u)( y2 ) = u (f ' (y2 ))=  u(x2) =1. Since UE t*and fis continuous, so f(u) E 1 Hence it 

is clear that that (Y, ,) is an FST0(i) All other proof FST0(ii) - FST0(viii) are similar. 

Not ascertain about FST0(ix). 
.01 
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CHAPTER- V 

Fuzzy Supra T1 - topological spaces 

5. Introduction: 

In this chapter we introduced and studied some definitions of fuzzy supra T1 topological 

spaces. This chapter also contains two sections ; first section is on different types of 

definitions, implications and non-implications among these definitions with some 

lemmas and Counter- examples, second section is on good extension property, heredity 

and productive properties, and on horneomorphic property of fuzzy supra T1  

topological spaces. Throughout this chapter we use FST1  to indicate fuzzy supra Ii 

topological spaces. 

5.1. Definitions of FST1  Spaces 

5.1.1. Definitions: Let (X, t) be fuzzy supra topological space, Ti-properties of (X, 

t) as follows: 

FST1  (1) space <=> V x, ye X, x#y, 3 uc t s.t. U(X) 0, u(y) = I and 3 ye 

s.t v(x) = I, v(y) 0. 

FST1  (ii) space < V x, ye X, x#y, 3 uE t S. t. u(x) = 0, u(y)>0 and 3 ye 

t S. t v(x)>0, v(y) =0. 

FST1  (iii) space V x, ye X, x#y, 3 ue t S. t. u(x)<u(y)and 3 VE t s. 

V(Y) <v(x). 

FST1  (iv) space V x, ye X, X#y, with a Ei, 3 ue t S. t. u(x)=l. 

u(y)<a,and 3 ye s. t v(y) =1, v(x) <a 

FST, (v) space c V x, ye X, xy, with a EJ 1 , 3 ue t s.t. u(x)0, 

u(y)=a. and 3 ye t s. t. v(y)= 0, v(x)=a. 

(0 FST1  (vi) space <> V x, ye X. xy, with a EJ 1 . 3 ue s.t. u(x)= 0, 

u(y)>a, and 3 ye t s. t. v(y)=0, v(x)>a. 

f 
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(g) FST1  (vii) space <> V x, ye X, x~y, 3 tie t' s. t. 0:5 u(x):5 a<u(y) 1. 

and 3 v e t s. t 0 !:—~ v(y):!~ a <v(x) < I 

5.I.lTheorem: The following implications are true: 

= (b) (c) 

fl/il 
(e) ((I)= (g) (f) 

From (a) (b) V x, ye X, x#y, 3 ue t s.t. u(x) = 0, u(y) = 1 and 3 ye t s.t 

v(x)=l. v(y)0 ,then clearly ii(x) 0, u(y)>0, or v(x)>0, v(y)0, which is (b). 

=> (c) is obvious, since from (b) V x, ye X x#y, 3 uc t S. t. u(x)= 0, u(y)>O 

and 3 v e t s.t v(x)>0, v(y)= 0.So 3 tie t* 
 
s.t u(x) <u(y) or v(y) <v(x) which is (c). 

(c)=(e) and (c)(f) are straight forward, (a)(e) is obvious for a= I 

(d)(g) 

Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces having properties FST1 (iv) space. We 

shall prove that (X, t) is FST1 (vii) space. Let x, ye X, x;--y, since (X, t) is FST1 (iv) 

space, for a EJ 1 . 3 tie t s.t u(x)=I, u(y)<a, and ye t s.t v(y)=l, v(x)<a, it follows 

that 0!5 u(y) < a<u(x) ~ I and 0:!~ v(x) <a<v(y) I Hence it is clear that (X, t) is 

FS1'1 vii). 

(o(g) 

Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces having properties FST1 (vi) space. We 

shall prove that (X, t) is FST1 (vii) space. Let x, ye X, x# y, since (X, C) is FST i (vi) 

space, for a El 1 , 3 tie t s.t . 11(x) =0, u(y)>a and 3 ye C s. t v(y)0, v(x)=a. it 

follows that 0:!~ u(x) < a<u(y) :5 l,and 0!~- v(y) < a<v(x) :5 I . Hence it is clear that 

(X,C) is FST1 (vii). 

We show the non-implications among FST1 (k), ke (i-vii} with some examples: 

Exam pIe. 1: FS'I' i (ii) F'ST1(i). 

Let X=(x, y, z) and t= (I, 0, u= {(x, .75), (y, .5), (z, 0)}. w = {(x, .75), (y, .5), (z, I )}, 

./ 
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v= {(x, 0), (y, .5), (z, I )} } on X. Here u(x)>O, u(z)=O, and also v(x)=O, v(z)>0; So it is 

clear that(X, t) is FST i(ii) but there does not exist U, ye t such that v(x)=0, v(z)=l and 

u(x)=l, u(z)=O. So FST 1 (ii) FST(i). 

Example.2: FST1 (iii) FST1(i). 

Let X{x, y, z} and t= { I, 0, u= {(x, .75), (y. .5), (z, 0)}. w= {(x, .75), (y. .5). (z. 1 )}, 
v= {(x, 0). (y, .5), (z, I )} } on X. Here u(x)>0, u(z)=0, so u(z)<1I(x) and also v(x)< v(z); 

So it is clear that(X, t) is FST1 (iii) but there does not exist ii, yE t when v(x)=0, 

v(z)=l then u(x)=l. u(z)=0. So FST1 (iii) # FST1 (i). 

Example.4: FST1 (iv) #> FST1 (v). 

Let X={x, y} and ii, yE t are defined by u(x) =1, u(y) =0.4 and v(x) = 0.4, v(y) =1: 

consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by (0, ii, v, l)U {constants}; for 

a=0.5, we see that (X, t) is FST1(iv) but (X, t)  is not FST1 (v). So FST1 (iv) FST1 (v). 

Example.5: FST1(vii) #> FST1 (vi). 

Consider a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t)  where X={x, y} and let t= {o, u, v, 

l} U (constants}; where u(x)= 0.6, u(y) = 0.8; v(x) = 0.8, v(y)=0.6. Let a = 0.7, it is 

clear u E t S. t. 0:!~ u(x)!~ a<u(y) :!~ I, and 3 v t t  s.t0:5 v(y):5 a <v(x) :5 I ; so 

(X, t) is FST J  (vii) space. But (X, t) is not FST1 (vi). Since u(x) = v(y)#0; also (X. () 

is not FST1 (vi) because u(x) v(y)# I. 

5.1.2 Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, ti), the following are 

equivalent: 

FST1 (ii) space, i.e V x, y E X * x#y, 3 u G t s.t. u(x)= 0, u(y)>O and I ye 

s.t v(x)>0, v(y)0. 

\VT: For every pair x, yeX, x ~ y, lx(Y)  <I. [36] 

(a)==(b) 

Proof: From (a) we have V x, ye X, x:?~y, 3 uc t s.t. u(x) =0, u(y)>0 and D ye 

s.t v(x)>0. v (y) =0. Then l-u(x) =1, l-u(y) <1; and l-v(x) <I. l-v(y) =1; since I- 

u(x) and I -v(y) is closed, so we see that I 1 (y) < l.and l(x) < 1 . l-Ience l () <1. 

(b) (a) 
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Let (y) <I=> either 11(y)<Land 1('x)<1= 1- l(y)>O and 1- l(x)>0. Let 

I- Ix  =u, then iie t and u(y)>0 also ii(x) =0. Similarly from I- l(x)> 0, we can 

show that v(x)>O, and v(y) =0.. 

5.1.3. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t). the following are 

equivalent: 

FST1  (iii) space i.e V x, yE X, x;4-y, 3 u t s.t. u(x) <u(y) and 3 VE t s.t 

V(Y) <v(x). 

- (b) T : If for every pair x, yX, x ~ y and V a E lo; aI(y) <a [36] 

Proof: (a)=(b) 

Suppose for every x, yE X, x ~ y, there exists a t *supra open set v such that v (y) <v 

(x). Let f3 = ii(y), then clearly /3131 (x)</9. Hence by the same way we prove that if 

u(x) <u(y) then a I(y)  <a. 

=(a) 

Let for every pair x, yEX, x ~ y and V a E lo: al r ())) < a hence by a lemma there 

exists Pelo  such thatfl1(x) </3 . So suppose e V x, yc X, x#y, 3 uc t s.t. u(x) 

<u(y), let f3= ii(x) then /3131 (x) </3 by (b) there exist t supra closed set v such that 

v(x)<v(y), hence t supra open set v such that v(y)<v(x). . 

5.1.4. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t), the following are 

equivalent: 

{x} , V x EX, is fuzzy supra closed is in X. 

FSTi(i) space =V x,ye X,x#y, 3 uc t* s.t. u(x) =0, u(y)= land 3 V E t 

s.t. v(x)=1,v(y)=0. 

Ti: If for every pair XEX, l. = I x . [46] 

Proof: The proof is easy, so omitted. 

'A 
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5.1.5. Lemma: For any fuzzy supra topological space (X, t), the following T1  

properties are equivalent: 

T1 : For every xEX, l X  = I 

T : li for every pair x, yEX, x:~yand Va E I; al(y)<a 

WT1 : For every pair x, y X. x ~ y, l(y) < I. 

Proof: T1=T1 

Let (X, t) is 'l', Now al.(y) < 1(y) = i (y) = 0< a .Thus we get T= T 

T =WT1 . 

Again let (X, tt) is T. Then for every pair x, yEX, x ~ y and Vu E lo; aljy)<a 

Taking a = 1, we have l(y)< l.Thus we see that T WT1 . 

T1  =WT1  

Since (X, t) is T1 , i.e for every pair xEX, 1 
= 

now L(y)=1(y) = 0<1; Thus we 

see that T)  =VT1  

5.1.6. Theorem: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is FST1 (l) hand only if, V x, 

yc X, x:;g~y , l vc t s. t. nbhd v(x) DxVnbhd v(y) and 3 uc t s. t. nbhd u(y) 

ynb1id u(x). 

Proof: Suppose (X, t) satisfy FST1 (1), then 3 vc t s.t v(x)=l, v(y)0. Then clearly 

nbhd. v(x) 3xnbhd. v(y) and 3 UE t S. t u(x) =0. u(y) = I, so nbhd u(y) DyOnblid 

ii(x). 

5.2: Good extension, heredity, Productive, and Homeomorphic properties of 

FST1  spaces. 

In this section we show that all FST1 (k)(i :5 k !~ vii) properties are good extensions of 

their supra topological counter parts. 

5.2.1.Theorem: 

(a) lf(X, T) is an ST1 -space. then (X, w (T*))  satisfies FST,(k), kc{i, ii, iii, iv, vi, 

vii}[65]; 
J 
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(b) !f(X,(o (Ta)) satisfies FST1 (k) kE{i, ii, iii, iv, vi, vii}then (X, T*)  is an ST1 -

space. 

Proof: (a) Let(X, t) is a supra 11  -topological space. We shall prove that (X, ((t))  is 

a fuzzy supra Ti (i) space. Let x. yEX, with x#y, since(X, t) is a supra T1 , 3 U. yE 

t such that x c= U, y U, and x v V. y E V but from definition of lower semi 

continuous, we have luE (0(t) and lu(x) =1, lu(y)  =0.and l,(y) 0, i(x) =1. 

Hence we see that(X, w(t))  is a fuzzy supra T i (i) space. 

Conversely suppose that (X.o(t)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (i) space we will prove that 

(X, t) is a supra Ti-topological space, since (X,(o(t)) is a fuzzy supra Ti (i) space, so 

3 LIE t s.t. u(x) =0. u(y)= I and 3 v E t s.t v(x)= I, v(y)=0. Suppose U E t s.t. u(x) 

0. u(y) = I, so xu(a, I] and yE u (a, I], and yv1(a, 1] and xE v 1 (a, I], by the 

definition of lsc. u'(a, I], v1(a, I]. E t. Hence (X, t) is a supra Ti -topological space. 

Similarly we can show that if (X, T) is an ST1 -space, then (X. (U (T*)) satisfies 

FST1 (k), kE{ ii, iii, iv, v, vi, viii} also its converse. Here (X, w (T*)) is a good 

extension of its topological counter parts. 

5.2.2. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then the following 

implications hold. 

(a) (X, w(t))  is FST1  (i)=' (X, c)(t)) is FST, (ii). 

(b ) (X,  a(t)) is FST1  (ii)= (X,((t)) is FST1  (iii). 

(X, co(t)) is FST1  (i)= (X, ()(t))  is FST1  (iv). 

(X, (o(t')) is FST1  (ii)=. (X, 0)(t))  is FST1  (vi). 

(X, (o(t)) is FST1  (iv) or FST1  (vi) (X, (o(t))  is FST1  (vii). 

(X, co(t)) is FST1  (iii)= (X, ()(t) ) is FST1  (v). 

Proof (a): Suppose that (X.((t)) is a fuzzy supra Ti (i) space we will prove that 

(X, o(t))  is a fuzzy supra Ti(ii)-topological space, since (X,o(t)) is a fuzzy supra 

Ti(i)space. Let x, yEX, with x#y, since (X, t) is a fuzzy supra T t (i) 3 LIE t s.t. u(x) 

0, u(y) = I and 3 vEt s.t v(x) =1, v(y) =0.We have from definition of lower semi- 

r 
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continuous, we have 1
, l e w(t')  and since (X, o(t) ) is a fuzzy supra T1 (i) I (x) = 0, 

I 1(y) = I .and l (v) =0, 1 (x) = I . Also it is clear that I (x) = 1>0, h'  (y) 0, and I (x) 

0, I (y) r=J>Ø hence we see that(X,w(t')) is a fuzzy supra Ti (ii) space. Which is (a) 

Proof (b): Suppose that (X, (o(t))  is a fuzzy supra T1 (ii) space we will prove that 

(X, o(t) ) is a fuzzy supra Ti(iii)-topological space, since (X, co(t') ) is a fuzzy supra 

T i (ii) space . Let x, yE X, with x# y, since (X, t) is a fuzzy supra Ti(ii) 3 ue t' S. t. 

u(x) = 0, u(y)>O and v E t' s. I v(x)>0, v(y) =0. We have from definition of lower 

seiii i-  continuous,, we have I 
, I.. E co(t) and since (X. (o(t) ) is a fuzzy supra T i (ii).  

I 1 (x) 0, I 1 (y) >0. and I v(y)  =0,I v  (x)>0. Also it is clear that I v  (x) = 1>0,  

and 11 (x) =0, l(y) = 1>0 sol (x) < l(y) and lv(y) < l, (x), hence we see that(X. 

w(t')) is a fuzzy supra Ti(iii) space. Which is (b) 

Proof (c) Suppose that (X, w(t')) is a fuzzy supra T i (i) space we will prove that 

(X, (0(t)) is a fuzzy supra Ti(iv)-topological space, since (X, c)(t)) is a fuzzy supra 

T1 (i) space . Let x, ye X, with X;,I- y, since (X, t) is a fuzzy supra T1 (i) 3 u E I 5.t. 

u(x) 0, u(y) = I and 3  vet' s.t v(x) =1, v(y) =0.We have from definition of lower 

senli-continuous. we have I. I., e w(t) and since (X, (o(t')) is a fuzzy supra T1 (i) 

1(x) =0. 11 (y) =1 .and 1())) 0,I (x) =1. Also 1 1(x) =1, I tt(y) =0<a El 1 , 1(y) =1, 

1(x) =0<a El1 , hence (X,(o(t)) is a fuzzy supra T j(iv) space. Which is (c) 

Prood): Suppose that (X,w(t')) is a fuzzy supra Ti(ii) space we will prove that 

(X, w(t)) is a fuzzy supra Ti(iii)-topological space, since (X.co(t)) is a fuzzy supra 

T1 (ii) space. Let x, yEX, with x#y, since (X, t) is a fuzzy supra T1 (ii) 3 uc t'  s. t. 

u(x) = 0. u(y)>O and 3 vet' s. t v(x)>0, v(y) =0. We have from definition of lower 

semi- continuous., we have I 
, I e w(t) and since (X, ()(1) ) is a fuzzy supra T1 (ii) 

I 1(x) =0, I (y) >0, and I (y) =0,1 (x)>0. Also it is clear that I (x) 0, I (y) >a E11  and 

I (y) 0. l (x)>0 I (y) =0. l (x)>a El 1  1-lence (X, w(t')) is a fuzzy supra Ti (vi) 

space. 

Proof(e) Suppose that (X, (,)(t*)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (iv) space we will prove that 

(X, o(t') ) is a fuzzy supra Ti(vii)-topological space, since (X, w(t'))  is a fuzzy supra 

-y 
T1 (iv) space . Let x, YE X, with vpty, since (X, t)  is a fuzzy supra Ti(iv) with a EJ1 , 
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UE t s. t. u(x)=l, u(y)<a 5and 3 v€ t s. t v(y) 1, v(x)<a.We have from definition 

of lower semi- continuous,, we have l, 1.€ w(t) and since (X,o (t*)) is a fuzzy 

supra Ti (iv) I 1 (x) = 1, 1 1 (y) <a, and 1 v(Y) = I, I (x)<a. Also it is clear that O:!~ ],,(y) :!~ 

a<1(x) :S: 1, oi- 3 v c  t s. t 0 l(x)~ a < 1v(y):5 1. Hence (X, e(t)) is a fuzzy 

supra T1 (vi) space. Similarly we can show that if(X,o(t)) is supra T1 (vi) space then it 

is fuzzy supra T1 (vii) space. Which is (e) 

Proof (1): Suppose that (X,)(t*)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (iii) space we will prove that 

(X, (o(t)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (v)-topological space. since (X.e(t')) is a fuzzy supra 

T1 (iii) space. Let x, y X, with x:#y. since (X, t)  is a fuzzy supra T i (iii) 3 üE t S. t. 

u(x) <u(y) and 3 ye t t  S. t v(y) <v(x). We have From definition of lower semi- 

continuous,, we have l,  1,e o(t) and since (X,o (t*)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (iii), so 

I 1(x) < ].(y) and 1 (y) < 1. (x), hence we can treat with Cr E j  I 1 (x) 0. and I 1(y) = a 

and 3 ye t s. t. I(y) =0, I(x) =a. Thus (X, ()(t)) is a fuzzy supra T1 (v) space. 

5.2.3. Theorem : Let ( X, t ) be a fuzzy supra topological space. and I (t *) = 

{ U a, I ]: U E t 
* 

}, then 1641 

(X,t)isFSTi(i),(X, la(t*))iSTI. 

(X,t*)isFSTl(iv),(X,la(t))iSTl. 

(X, ) is FST1 (vi), (X, I (t )) 1sT 1 . 

(X,t*)isFSTI(vii),(X,la(t))iSTI. 

Proof: (a) Let (X, t*)  is FST1 (i)we shall prove that (X, j (t*)) is supra T1 . Let x, 

y EX; x=--Ey, since (X, t) is FST1  (I) space v x, ye X, x#y, I ue t s. t. u(x) 0, 

u(y) = I and 3 vet* S. t. v(x) = 1, v(y) 0. For a e I b  U, v e t tsuch that u(y) = I 

u(x) <a and v(y) <a, v(x) = I.Since (X , t) is FST1 (i), Since u a. 1] i  v ( a, 1] 

C Ia(t ), and it is clear that y C U a, I] , x v u a, 1 } and y v v a, 1J , x C V 

a, I] . Hence (X, i( t)) is supra T I  space. 

Proof: (b) . Let (X, t ) be FST,(iv). We shall prove that (X, I , (t 
4)j 

 supra T 1 . Let 

x, y E X with x # y .Since ( X, t*)  is FST1 (iv), for a e I,  3 u, v C t *such  that u(x) 

= I , u(y) <a and v(x) <a, v(y) = I. Since u a, I j,  v - 1( a. I ] e Ia( t ), and it is 

y 
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clear that xELI(a,1],yu'(a,1] and xv(ct,l].yEv(a,l]. 

Hence (X, 1( t)) is supra T space. 

Proof: (c) Again, suppose that (X, t ) is FST1 (vi) space .We shall prove that ( X , I ( t 

*)) is supra I - space. Let x. y e X with x # y, since ( x ) is FST1 (vi) space, for 

a E 1, 3 u , v E t 
* 

such that u(x) = 0. u(y) > a and v(x)> a. v(y) = 0. Since u( a, I 

],v(a, I] E L(t')and it is clear that x u'(a, l],y e u(a. 1] and x 

E v a, 1] ,y iz v a. I ]. Hence (X. I a(  I *)) is supra 1' i - Space. 

Proof: (d). Further, suppose that (X, t ) is FST1 (vii). We shall prove that (X, I a( 
*) 

) 

is supra 11 .Let x, y E X with x ~ y. Since ( X . t ) is FST1 (vii)., for a e I 1 , 3 u , v 

such that 0:!~ u(x):!~ a<u(y) < land 0 :!~ v(y):!~ a <v(x) :5 1. Since u( a, 1], v 1 ( a, 

I ] E l(t *) and it is clear that x 0 u( a. I ] ,yE ii ' ( a, I] and xe v'( a, 1], 

y 0 v a, 1] . Hence (X, I (t *)) is supra T1  -Space. 

Conversely, suppose that (X, I (t ) ) is supra T1 - space. We shall prove that (X. t 
*) 

is 

FST1 (vii) . Let x,y E X with x y, since(X. l(z(t*))  is supra Ii-  space so 3 M ,N E 

Ia(t ) such that x EM ,y e M and x e N. YEN .where M = u'(a. 1], N = v 1 (a, 

I ] , where u ,v € t . So it is clear that ti(x)> U. u(y) <a and v(x) <a. v(y)> a. This 

implies 0 u(x)~ a<u(y) !~ I and 0 v(x) a <v(y) < I. Hence (X. t ) is FST1 (vii). 

Now, we give an example. 

5.2.1. Example :- Let X = { x, y }and ii , v. w G I X  where u, v, w are defined by u(x) 

= 1, u(y)= 0, v(x)= 0.42, v(y) = 0.95, w(x) = 0.15, w(y) = 0.32. Consider the fuzzy 

supra topology t 
* 

on X generated by { 0, u • v . w, I } u{ Constants }. For a = 0.61, 

it is cleat that ( X t ) is not FST1 (iv) and ( X , 1) is not FST1 (vi). Now I a(t *) {X, 4), 

{x} , {y} }. Then we see that I ( t ) is a topology on X and ( X . I (t ) ) is supra T 1  

space. 

This completes the proof. 

5.2.4 Theorem: All the properties FST1 (k) of subspace topology where (i:~ k :~ 

vii) are hereditary. 

Proof: Consider the fsts (X, tt), Let AcX. where j = {uAA: u E t*}.  we have to 
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show that, if (X, t)  has FST1 (k) (i!~ k !~ vii) then the subspace (A, has FST1 (k) (i:5 

k:5vii). 

(1) Let x, y e A, x ~y,  so that x, y E X as AcX, since (X, t) is FST1 (i), so, UE t 

s.t. u(x) 0, u(y) =1, and 3 vc= t s.t v(x)=l, v(y)=0. Again from definition of 

subspace we have uAA 
, ( uA A)(x) = 0, ( uA A)(y)=l and vAA Et with (vA 

A)(x) = 1, (vA A)(y)=0, as x, yc= A. This implies that. (A, i')  has FST1 (i). 

(ii) Let x, y E A, x :~y,  so that x, y EE X as AX, since (X, t) is FST0(iv). so, 3 U E t 

with a El1 , S. t. u(x) =1, u(y)<a , and 3 v c t s. t. v(y) = 1, v(x)<a. Again from 

definition of subspace we have uA A E i  and ( uA A)(x) = I, ( uA A)(y)<a also vAA E 

with ( vA A)(x) <a, ( vA A)(y) =1, as x, y A. This implies that. (A, t,) has 

FST1  (iv). 

All other proofs are similar and easier so omitted. 

5.2.5. Theorem : - Let ( X t).  i E i be fuzzy topological spaces and X = Ii i EJ 

X . Let t 
* 

be the product fuzzy supra topology on X. then V i J. ( X i , t) is 

FST,(K), i!!~k!!~vii if and only if (X, t) is FST1 (K). 

Proof: - Suppose that V i € J, ( X i)  is FST1 (iv). We shall prove that (X, t) is 

FST1 (iv). Let x, y E X with x # y, then x y , for some i J. Since (X j,tj)  is 

FST1 (iv), for cxe l l ,u,vE tj  ,ic A,such that u(x)= I ,u(y)<aand v(x) 

I . Butwe have t 1(x)=x and ir(y)=y i .Then 11(7t,(x))= I, uj(ltj(y) 

) < a and v ( it (x) ) < a , v ( it j(y) ) = I. It follows that 3 UiOT[i v 0 It E t 

such that (uoit)(x)= 1, (uoit)(y)<aand(voir)(x)<a,(v1 oic 1 )(y)= 

1 . Hence it is clear that (X, t) is FST1 (iv) 

Conversely, suppose that (X, t) is FST1 (iv). We shall prove that (X 
. t). i E= A is 

FST1 (iv). Let for some i c J, a, be a fixed element in X suppose that A { x e X 

fIi€AX:xj ai  for sornei Sothat A isasubsetof X. and hence(A 1 , t,) 
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is also a subspace of(X, t*).  Since (X, t) is FST1 (iv). then (A i  , 
*) is also FST1 (iv). 

- Now we have A i  is a homeomorphic image of X l-lence (X i , i ), I e J, is FST1 (iv). 

Similarly we can be proving for other conditions. 

5.2.6. Theorem:- Let (X, t) and (Y. s ) be two tiizzy supra topological spaces and f: 

X > Y be a one-one, onto and supra open map. Then. (X, t) is FST1 (k), i:5kvii 

(Y , s*) is also FST1 (k), i:!~k:s:vii. 

Proof: Suppose (X, t) be FST1 (i),. We shall prove that (Y, ) is FST1 (i). Let y, y2  E 

Y with y j  # y2. Since f is onto then 3 x1 , x2  E X with f(x1) = Yi. f(x2) = y2 and x j  # X2 as 

f is one-one. Again since (X, t) is FST(i), for a. E Ii, 3 u • v e t such that u(x,) = 1, 

u(x2) =Oand v(x1) =0, v(x2) = I. 

Now f(u) (yi) = { Sup u(xi) ; f(x1) = y } 

f(u) (Y2) = { Sup U(X2) ; f(x) = Y2 } 

=0 

and f(v) (Yi) = { Sup v(x1) ; f(x1) = y' } 

=0 

f(v)(y2)={Supv(x2) ; f(x2)=y2  } 

Since f is supra open then f(u), f(v) c s Now it is clear that 3 1(u), 1(v) c s*  such that 

f(u) (Y) = 1, f(u) (Y2)  =0 and 1(v) (y j) =0, f(v) (y2) = I . Hence (Y. ) is FST) (i) 

Similarly for KE{ii, iii, iv, v, vi, vii } we can prove the theorem. 

5.2.7. Theorem:- Let (X, t) and ( Y , s ) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces 

and f: X > Y be a continuous and one-one map then , Then, (Y . s ) is FST1 (k), 

i:!~k:!~vii= (X, t) is also FST1 (k), i:!~k:!~vii. 

Proof:- Suppose ( Y, s ) be FST1 (iv). We shall prove that (X, t) is FST1 (iv). 

Let x1 , x2  EX with x1  # x2, then f(xi) # f(x2) in Y as f is one-one . Since ( Y , St  ) is 

FST1(iv),, for a. Eli , 3 u , v E tt  such that u( f(x1) ) = I , u( f(x2) < (x and 

v( f(x1)) <a., v(f(x2) ) = I . This implies that f1(u) (x1) = I . f'(u) (x2) <oc and r 



'(v) (Xi) <cx, f(v) (X2) =1 , since f is continuous and u, v E s then f'(u), f'(v) E 

t . Now it is clear that B f'(u), f(v) E t * such that f'(u) (x1 ) = 1, f'(u) (X2) <a 

-I and f I  (v) (Xi) <cx, f (v) (X2) = I 
* 

Hence (X, t ) is FST1 (iv),Sirnilarly we can prove 

the theorem for KE{i, ii, iii, v, vi, vii}. 
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CIIAPTER-VI 

Fuzzy supra T2  topological spaces 

6. Introduction: 

ms in fuzzy topological spaces were studied by Loweil. R.. and Wuyts, 
Separation axio  

P.. [36]. Pao. M. P., and Ying, [47]. Shostak; A.P., [56], Gantncr. T.E., Steinlage, R.C.. 

and Warren, R.H.. [24], Benchalli, S.S. and Maighan, S.R. [19], Rodabaugh. S.F., [49]. 

Hutton, B.. and Reilly, I., [30], Sarkar. M., [52] and Srivastava, R. Lal S.N., and 

Srivastava, A.K.. [58]. Cho, S.K.,[23], Au, D.M.. and Hossain. M.S.. [15]. The 

important separation property namely Hausdorifness Concept has been defined and 

studied by many Mathematicians from different view of points. At present not less than 

ten approaches to the definition of Hausdorff fuzzy topological spaces are known. 

Some of them differ negligibly; but others do basically. In this chapter we introduce 

and study on some Hausdorffness Concepts of fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

discuss some properties in this conilection. We symbolize a fuzzy supra T2  topological 

space by FST2. 

6.1. DefinitiOns of FST2  spaces 

6.1.1..Def'nitiOfl A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is called 

FST20): iff for every x, y EX, x#y, there exist u, v Et such that u(x)= 1= v(y) 

and uAv= 0. [Ganter-Stein lage-Warren T2[24]] 

FST200 : 
itT for every x, y EX, xy, and for every a, # El, there exist U. V Et 

such that u(x)>a. v(y)>f and uAv 0. [SS-T2  [58]]. 

FST2(iii): iff for every x, y EX, x#y. there exist u. V Et such that u(x)>O, v(y)>O 

and uAv0. 

FST20v): iff for every x. y EX, x#y, there exist u. V Et such that u(x) 1 v(y) 

and u::~- 1-v.[MB[19]] 

FST2(v): iff for every a, fi E10, there exist u Et such that a 11(x) and fi u(y) 

[Sarker[521 ]. 



FST2(vi): iff for every x. y EX. x#y, there exist U, v Et Such that u(x)= I= v(y), 

U(Y) =0 =v(x) and u c v Ali- Srivastava-T25I1 

FST2(vii): ilf for every x, y EX, x#y. and for every a. El0, there exist u, v Et 

such that v(y) ~ u(x)~a, u(y)~v(X)~ and u v. [Ghanim- Kerre-

Mashhour [26]1 

6.1.1. Theorem: The following implications are true. 

F T2(ii) = FST2(iii) 

FST20) ==> FST20v) => FST2(v) 

FST2(vi)
V [2ST2(vii) 

Proof: FST20) FST20i) 

Let (X, t*) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces and let a. fl EI, then for every x, y EX, 

x#y, there exist u, v Et such that U(x) = I = v(y) and uAv0, we have a :5I= u(x), fl 

l=v(y) hence clearly FST20) =>FST200. 

(ii) FS'1'200 ==FSTz(iii) 

Let (X. 1) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces and let a, P El0, then there exist U, v Et 

such that u(x)>a, v(y)>p and uAv =0, since a, fl El0, so a>0 and po , hence clearly 

FST200 FST20ii) 

FST2(vi) is straight forward. 
FST2(i) FST2(vi) and FST2(iv)  

FST20) FST2(iv) is direct since uAv0 u<-v. Now we show that 

(iii) FST20v) FST2(v). 

Let x, y EX, x#y, and a. E to then by FST2(iv) there exist u, v Et such that u(x) 1 
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V(Y) and u< I-v. i.e u I -v.Thus u(r) = 0 v(x) hence we see that a u(x) and 

u(v) implynig (X, t) is FST2(v). 

(iv) FST2(vi) FSTz(vii) 

First let FST2(vii) •. FST2(vi), then let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

a. fi El0, then there exist u. v Et such that v(y) ~ u(x)~ a, u(p) ~ v(x)~ fi and u v 

.Sctting a= 1, fl=O then v(y) ~! u(x) v(x) ~!0.and ii 9 v. Again From these 

conditions we obtain u(x) =I=v(y) and U(Y) =0v(x). 

FST2(vi) FST2(vii) 

Let (X, t4) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and a, fi Elo, then there exist U. V Et 

such that u(x)=1v(y), u(y) =0 =v(x) then a (x)=ji(y)and 0 = 

= it, and since ii 9 v hence v(y) ~! u(x)La, and u(y)~ v(x)~ITh so (X, 
t*) is 

FST2(vii). 

FST2(vi) = FST(ii) is obvious. 

Now we give some examples: 

FST2(ii) FST2(i). 

Example: Let X {x, y} and u, v, w E lX
,  where u, v, w are defined by u(x) 0.7. u(y) 

=0: v(x) =0 and v(y) =0.8: w(x) =0.7. w(y) =0.8, Consider the fuzzy supra topology tt  

on X generated by (1. 0, u, v, w}. Now for a= 0.5, 0.6, it is clear that (X, t*) is 

FST20i) but (X, t*) is not FST2(i). 

FST2(iii) .FST2(i), FST20i) 

Example: Let X ={x, y} and u, V. w EIX,  where u, v, w are defined by u(x) 0.7, u(y) 

=0; v(x) =0 and v(y) =0.8; w(x) = 0.7, w(y) = 0.8, Consider the fuzzy supra topology t 

on X generated by {I, 0, u, v, w}.Here u. v Et such that u(x)>O, v(y)>O and uAv0.SO 

it is clear that (X, t*) is FST2(iii) but not FST20).Agaili For a= 0.8, fl0.9, it is clear 

that (X. t*) is not FST200 but (X, t*) is FST2(iii). 
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2. FST20v) *'FST20ii) 

Let X be an infinite set and for any x, y EX , we define u,< , a fuzzy set in X , as 

follows: u(x)=l, uxv(y)=O, u(z)=0.5V z EX, z * x. y . Now consider the fuzzy supra 

topology t on X generated by { u: x. y EX, x * y } , it is clear that (X, t*) is 

FST2(iv). However (X, t) is not FST206), As the intersection of any two non-trivial 

supra open sets can not be zero. Also FST20) FST2(ii) FST206) . so FST2(iv). 

FST2(i).and FST204*' FST2(ii). 

4. FST2(vi) #FST2(i) 

101W Example: Let X ={x, y.z} and ii, v, w E l, where u, v, ware defined by u(x) = 1, u(y) 

0, u(z)= .4 v(x) =0 and v(y) 1, v(z)= .4 ; w(x)= 1. w(y)=1,w(z) = .4. Let us 

consider the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by { 1, 0, u, v, w} .Then clearly 

(X, t*)  is FST2(vi) but not FST20) because u Av *0. 

6.1.2. Theorem: Let (X. t) be a supra topological space, then show that the flowing 

conditions are equivalents. [231 

(I) (X, t) is FST2(ii). 

For any xEX, x1 is fuzzy supra closed in X. (If u is a fuzzy supra open 

neighborhood of x then x1 =I-u.) 

For x, y  E X with x * y, there exists a fuzzy supra open nbd U of x1  such that U(y) 

= 0. 

Proof: Firstly let (X, t) is FST2(ii) I. e for every x, y EX, x:#y, and for every a, fl El 

there exist u, V Et such that u(x)>a, v(y)> and uAv0.We shall prove that (1 )(2). 

Let xEX, then for every y*x, choose a fuzzy a supra open set V such that V(x) = 0 

and V(y) =1; Let V 1v 

0 when z*x 

Then V(z) = I when zx. 

Since V is fuzzy supra open in X, we have x = I-V is closed in X. Hence (l)(2). 

(2)(3) Let x; y be distinct points of X and let U = I y1 .Then U(x) = I and U(y) = 

0. Since yi is fuzzy supra closed in X, U is fuzzy supra open. 



(3) => (1) 

Let Xa and y11  be distinct fuzzy points. For every z * x, choose a fuzzy supra open 

nbd U2  of x1  such that U1(z) = 0. Since X is finite the fuzzy set U = (ThU2 is fuzzy 

supra open. Also, 

0 when z#x, 

U(z) 
= { i when z=x. 

Similarly for any supra open set V: and U and V are fuzzy supra open nbd. of x and 

YI P .and UAVO. l-lence the theorem is proof. 

6.1.3.Theorem : The following are equivalent. 

Let (X, t*) be a FSTS. then for all x, y EX, and a, 13 
EIX,  with x ~ y, there are 

U. V Et such that a Eu(x), 13 Ev(y) and uAvO. 

FST2  (i) 

Proof: The proof is easy and so, omitted. 

6.1.4. Theorem: The following implication is hold 

(a) Let (X, t*)  be a FSTS. then for all x, y EX, and a, 13 E lX, with x ~- y, there are 

u. V Et such that a Eu(x). P Ev(y) and uAv=0 

10, (b) 
. 

FST2  (v). Then, (a) ; (b) 

Proof: The proof is easy and so. omitted. 

6.2. Good extension of fuzzy supra 1-Ia usdorff spaces. 

6.2.1. Theorem: Let ( X. t ) be a supra topological space , and ( X, t ) is supra 

Hausdorff space iff(X. w(t*)) is FST2(j) . where ji, ii, iii, iv. V. vi, vii. 

Proof: Let (X, t) be a Supra Hausdorff or T2  topological space, we shall prove that (X, 

w(t*)) is FST20) . Let x, y EX, with x*y, Since (X, t) is T2  topological space, there 

exist U. V Et4  such that xEu and yEv and uAv0. From the definition of lower semi 

continuous function I , l E w(t*) and I (x) = I, I (y) = I and I 1 A I O, If I A I *O, 

then 3 zEX such that l L Al \ (z) *0 : I LI(z)*0, I(z)*O => zEu , zEv zEuAv 

uAv*O, a contradiction . So that I (1A1v0, and consequently (X, w(t*)) is FST2(i). 



It is clear by the implications between the definitions of FST2  space, if (X, t) is supra 

l-lausdorff topological space, then that (X. (O(t*)) is FST2) ,where j=i, ii. iii, iv, v, vi, 

vii. 

Next suppose that (X. (t*)) is FST2(iii) and x. y EX, x#y, there exist u, V E w(t) 

such that u(x)>O, v(y)>O and uAvO. Suppose a, fl Cloj  such that u(x)>a, and v(y)> fl 

then , (a,l j,  v (fit] E t and xE u (a.l], yE v (fill . Moreover ii' (all A 

and if not let zE 11 1(a,l] A v(fil] then zE i'(a,l], and zE v(flt] 

then (uAv) (z)>O. Contradicting that uAvO. Hence (X, t) is supra Hausdorif space. 

Again suppose that (X, w(1*)) is FST2(v) and x, y EX, x#y, there exist u E w(t) such 

that 11(x) 1 and u(y) <1, Suppose a El0,1  then u(y) <a<l and XE u(a.l E t. Again 

le- 

we have u' (a. 1] u' (al) (uf (a. I J. Now since u() <a< I, so by definition of 

lower semi continuous function, y (u) (a. 1], and hence y (al) Therefore (X, 

t) is supra Hausdorff space. 

Finally suppose that (X, w(t*)) is FST2(vi) and x, y EX. x*y, there exist u, v E 
w(t*) 

such that ii(x) I v(y), u(y)=O=v(x) and u c v i.e uAv=O. Supposea. Eluj such 

that u(x)>a. and v(y)>3 then u1  (a,1] , v(fi,l] E t and XE u (al]. y u (a. 1] 

again x E v'(fl.11 , yE v(fi.l]. Moreover u (a, I] A v-' (,6,1]=q5 and if not 

let zE 11 (a,l /A (fi,l] then zE u (a. I] and zE v(fi,1] then (uAv) (z)>O. 

contridicting that uAv=O. Hence (X, t) is supra l-lausdorff space 

The proofs are similar for other cases. 

6.3. initiality, hereditary, and productive properties of FST2 SpaCCS. 

6.3.1. Theorem: The properties FST2  (k), k c {i, I, iii, v, vi, vii) are initial. 

Proof: (a) Let (X. t )j } be a family of FST2 (i) , and { f: X (X, t) € j ) be a 

family of functions which separates by points and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology 

on X induced by the family { C, :iEJ}. Let x, yE X. x#y and since (X, t*),.., FST2  (i) 

then there exist u. v Et* such that u(x) = I = v(y). We can find basic t- supra open sets 

u iEi SLICh that u= Sup{ u iEJ }. Also Ui must be expressible as LIj = InC { f (u,): 

I ~L~n where UILE , and ik(=.l. Now we can find some k. I ::—~kn} say k1  such that 
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= 1, : 11 'k fik,(x) =1. Since (X1k,'k) is FST2  (I) there exists E 

t'ki such that Vi A  •11k , : f (vik)(Y)=l Put V= 7k' (v 
)Et*. Thus v(y) 

Hence (X, t) is FST2  (I) .So the property of FST2  (i) is also initial. 

(b) Let {(X. t )j } be a family of FST2  (v) . and { f: X (X, t )j } be a family 

of functions which separates by points and t be the initial fuzzy supra topology on X 

induced by the timily t f :iEi}. Let Let x, yE X, x*y and a, P El0 since { f1  :iEJ} 

separates by points then there exist j EJ such that (x) # fi(y) . As (X1, is FST2 (v) 

there exist u1  E such that a u (x) = (Uj)(X) and u 1• f(y) J' (u )(Y) 

.Then nE t that a u(x) and fi u(y) implying and (X, t*) is 

FST2  (v) .So the property of FST2 (v) is also initial. 

Si ml lady we can proof the other. 

6.3.2. Theorem: All the properties FST2(k) of subspaCe topology where (i k ~: vii) are 

hereditary. 

Proof: Consider the fsts (X, tt), Let AcX. where t,i = {uAA: u E t*}, We have to 

show that, if (X, t) has FST2(k) (i:~ k :~ vii) then the subspace (A, tA) has FST2(k) 

(i Ic c vii). 

Let x, y e A. x y, so that x, y e X as AcX, since (X, t) is FST2(i), so 
for every 

- 
 

X. y EX. xy. there exist U. v Et* such that u(x) v(y) and uAv0. Again from 

(letinitiOfl of suhspace we have uAA, vA AE t , ( uA A)(x) = 1. ( vA A)(y)= I and 

(uA A)A (vAA) = (uA v) A A E t , with (uA v) A A =0, as x, ye A. This implies that, 

(A, t,i) has FST2(i). 

Let x. y e A, x ~-y,  so that x, y e X as AcX, since (X, t*) is FST200, so, for 

every x, y EX. xy, and for every a, fi El0, there exist U, v Et* such that u(x)>a, 

v(y)>13 and 11AV0. Again from definition of subspace we have uA A. vAA E tA and 

(uA A)(x) >a. (vA A)(y)>a. and ( uA A)A (vAA) = (uA v) A A Ej1 , with (uA v) A A 

00 
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= 0. as x. ye A. and since u and v are disjoint , so uA A and vAA are also disjoint. 'this 

implies that, (A. 14) hasFST200. 

All other 
proofs are similar and easier and hence omitted.• 

6.3.3. Theorem :- Given { ( X, t') . I e J I be fuzzy supra topological spaces and X 

fj X and t be the product fuzzy topology on X . Then (V i J, ( X, t 
* 

) is an 

FST2(k) <:> ( X t ) is an FST2(k) . where i,.!~ k<vii) 

Proof: (1) Suppose V ici, ( X1 , t 
* 

) be an FST2(iii) . We shall prove that (X, t) is 

FST2010. Let x, y be two distinct points in X = U X , then there exist an x1  # y' in 

X . Since ( X t ) is an FST2(iii) , u , v e t * such that u(x1)> 0, v(yi)> 0 and u1  A 

= 0. But we have (x) = x . (y) = y , then u(x))> 0, v ((y))> 0 and (uj Av) o 

Tcj~ 0. 

o 711  • v V I  o . then u , v e t with u(x)> 0 . v(y)> 0 and u Av = 0. Hence it is clear 

that (X, t) is T2(iii). 

Conversely, suppose that (X, t*), is FST20ii). We shall prove that (X, t1 ) is FST2(iii). 

for i J . For some I e J, let a1  be a txed element in X . Suppose that A1 = { x e X 

= fl X : a1  for some i I }. Then Ai is a subsets of X and therefore 
(A, tx.) 

is a suhspace of (X. tt), Since (X, ti), is FST20ii) space. Then, we have also 

(A,t) is also FST2(iii) space . Furthermore, Ai is homeomorPhic image of X. 

Hence it is clear that (X, t ) is FST206) space. 

(2) Suppose V i i,( X1  t ) be an FST2(vi) . We shall prove that (X, t) is FST2(Vi). 

Let x, y be two distinct points in X = U X, then there exist an x ;,A- y in X. Since 

X t ) is an FST2(vi), 3 u , v1  e t1 
* 

such that u(x1) = 1 vj(y) , u(y1) =0= v(x) and 

c , But we have (x) = x , 
(y) y .then u(1(x)) = 1 v((y)) u((y)) 0 = 

v1( 1(x)) and u o , 
o . Hence ( u o ) (x) =1 = ( v o ) (y) . (ii o ) (y) 

O(vo)(X) 

u(x) I = v(y). u(y) =0 v(x) and u c v. Hence it is clear that (X, t) is T2(vi). 
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Conversely, suppose that (X, tb), is FST2(vi). We shall prove that ( X t * ) is 

FST'2(vi), for i e A .For some i E J, let a, be a fixed element in X. Suppose that Ai = 

x E X = [1, X,: x, = a, for some i tj }• Then A isa subsets of X and therefore 

A, t)  is a suhspace of (X, t), . Since (X, ti), is FST2(vi) space, we have also ( A, 

) is also FST2(v0 space . Further more, A is homeomorphic image of X. Hence it 

is clear that ( X . t ") is FST2(vi) space. 

Other proo Is are similar. 

6.4. Ma)ping between two FST2  Spaces. 

- 6.4.1. Theorem:- Let ( X ,t ) and (Y , s) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X— Y be a one-one, onto and supra open map, then (X , ()is FST2(k) (Y. s) is 

FST2(k). kE { i, ii, iii, iv, vU. 

Proof:- Suppose (X , t*)is FST20) . We shall prove that (Y, s) is FST20). Let yi' Y2 E 

Y with y ~ y2. Since I is onto then, 3 x,, x2  EX with f(x1 ) = y,, f(x2) = Y2 and x1  t x2  

as I is one-one. Again since ( X , t )is FST20) . there exist u, v Et such that u(x) 

I =v(y) and uAv0. 

Now 1(u) (yi ) { Sup u(xi) : 1-(x,) = vi } 

— 1 

f(V) (y) Sup V(X2) : f(x2) = Y2 } 1 

and 1( u n v ) (y) = { Sup (ii n v ) (Xi) : f(xi) = y, 1=0 

f(unv)(y2)={Sup(uv)(x2) : f(x2)y2 }0 

Hence l'(u n v) = 0 => 1(u) n f(v) 0. 

Since I is supra open then f(u). f(v) e s. Now it is clear that 3 f(ii). f(v) c s such that 

f(u) (y) = I, 1(v) (y2) = I and 1(u) f(v) = 0. Hence (Y. ) is FST2(i). 

Other proofs are similar. 

6.4.2. Theorem: Let land g be continuous function of a fuzzy supra topological space 

(X. ) into a fiizi,y supra Hausdorfl space (Y, s*). where (Y, s) be FST2(p) pE (j 

iv. v, vi. vii . let A be a fuzzy dense subset of X , and let f(x)=g(x) V x E A, then fg. 

Proof: We know that FST20) FST200 FST2(iii) FST2(i) ==> FST2(iv) 



FST2(v) also FST2(i) =' FST2(vi) FST2(vii) . We shall prove the theorem only for 

the case of FST2(i) , and FST2(vi). 

Given I and g be continuous function of a fuzzy supra topological space (X, 1) into a 

fuzzy supra Hausdorff space (Y, s) and A be a fuzzy dense subset of X. We have to 

proof that fg. Suppose (Y, s)  is FST20), If then for xEX-A, f(x)g(x), and there 

exist u, V Et such that ui(x) I, vg(y)=1 also uAv-0. Now since f. g continuous, so 

and hence I (u)A g(v)E C. Also Sup (f(u)A g 1 (v)) =1 since A is 

dense (f'(u)A g(v))(a) # 0 for some aEA, this contradicts uAv0' since f(a)=g(a) 

Next let (Y. s) is FST2(vi). If f#g then I xEX-A, i(x)g(x), and there exist u, v Ett  

such that uf(x) I, vg(y)= I uf(y) =0, vg(x)0; and 11 c v or uAv0. Now since t g 

continuous. so II (ii), g1(v)Ett, and hence f'(u)A g(v)E tt. Also Sup (II  (u)A g (v)) 

=1, since A is dense in (X. t*), (I1 (u)A g(v)) (a) # 0 for some aEA, This contradicts 

uAv0' since f(a) =rg(a). 

6.5. Some a- Types of fuzzy supra I1ausdorff spaces. 

6.5.1 Definition [151: Let (X. 1*) be a fuzzy supra topological space and a e Il then 

(X. t*)  is 

a —FST2(i) : iff for every x, yE X. x#y, there exist LI, VE t such that u(x)= I= v(y) 

10, and uAv-!~ a (at -FST2(i), if u(x)= 1 = v(y) and uAv< a) 

a —FST200 : iff for every x. yE X, x#y, there exist u, yE t such that u(x)>a. 

v(y)>a and uAv =0. ( a* -FST2(ii), if u(x)~ a, v(y)~ aand uAv=0) 

a —FST2(iii): iii' for every x. yE X, x*y, there exist I.I. yE t such that u(x)>a, v(y)>a 

and uAv:5 a , ( a* -FST2(iii), if u(x)L> a, v(y)~ aand uAv< a) 

6.5.2. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and a E 11  or 10 then 

the family , = {a(u): uEt* } of all subsets of X of the form a(u) { xEX: u(x)>a }, or 
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a* (u) ={xEX: u(x)~ a}, forms a fuzzy supra topology on X, this fuzzy supra topology 

is called a-level or a*level fuzzy supra topology on X respectively. [18] 

6.5.3. Lemma: Let (X, t*) be a a- FST2(p) space, where pE{i, ii, iii), then (X, t ) is Ce  

12 space. 

Proof: (1) Let, there exist u, v E t'' such that u(x) = 1= v(y) and uAv < a, hence there 

exist u, v E t*such that u(x)~ a, v(y)~ a and uAv < a . Therefore (X, t*) is - 

FST2(i).Fron-i definition a*  (u) and a*  (v) are supra open in and xE a* (u), yEa*(v) 
Cr 

also a* (u)A Cr*  (v) <a, since uAv <a .Hence (X, t ) is a*  -level supra T2  space. 

(2) Let x, ye X, x*y, there exist u, v Et* such that u(x) >tz , v(y)>a and uAv =0. 

Therefore (X, t*)  is a- FST20i). From definition a(u) and a (v) are supra open in 

and xE a (u), yE a(v) also a(u)A a(v) =0 , since uAv =0 .Hence (X, t ) is a-level 

supra T2 space. 

Other proofs are same. 

10,  

MIR 



CHAPTER- VII 

Fuzzy supra Regular Topological spaces 

7. Introduction: 

The concepts of Fuzzy regularly spaces were studied by several authors, e.g. Ghanim 

et al. [26], Hutton, B., and Reilly, I., [30]. Sarkar, M., [52], Benchalli, S.S., and 

Malghan, S.R., [19], Wang. G.J., [60] and Au, D. M., [6, 13]. In this chapter, we 

introduce and study some properties of Fuzzy supra regular spaces. First we note that 

for xEX, A Ely  then a E 10 = (0, 1], a 2(x) means that a <2(x) if a # I and 2(x) = 

I if a=Iand symbolize FSR for Fuzzy Supra regular topological spaces. 

7.1. Definitions of FSR 

7.1.1. Definition: An (X, t) is called 

FSR (i) <=> a E 10,  A Et*c,  xEX and a 1- 2(x) imply that 3 u, v Et with a u(x), 

2 :5:,v and u :!~l-v. [M.H. Ghanirn, 1251]. 

FSR(ii) = a E lo, A Et*c,  xEX and a 1-2(x) imply that 3 u, v Et*  with a u(x), 

2 :!~v and u :!~ I-v. [Sarkar, M.,[521] 

FSR (iii) t=> each u Et*  is a supremum of u1  jEJ, where for each jEJ, u1 Et and uj 

u. [Hutton, B., and Reilly, I., 13011. 

FSR(iv) 2 EtC.  xEX and A(x)0, imply that B u, v Et*  with u(x) =1. 2 :!'~v and 

u :!~ 1-v. [Benchalli, S.S., and Malghan, S.R., [191] 

FSR(v) 2 Et*c 
, xEX and I- 2(x)> 0, imply that B u, v Et with u(x)>0, 2 :5v 

and u 15 I-v. [D.M. Ali [10)1. 

FSR(vi) a E 1 , A Et*c{0} 
, 2(x) >0, xEX ,imply that B u, v Et*  with a>1- 

u(x), I(Y) >l-v(y) V y E 2' (0. 1], and uAv=0. [Wang, G.J., [601]. 

FSR (vii) a E I, U Et, xEX and a u(x) imply that B v Et*  with a v(x). and 

V ~u. [Adnadjevic D. 13]]. 
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FSR (viii) a E I, u Et, xEX and I- a U(X) imply that 2 ii. V Et with 

a u(x), A cv and uAv=O. 
.11 

FSR (ix) a E 1, A Et*c,  xEX and a <1-2(x) imply that 3 LI, V Et with 

a <u(x), A :5v and u !!~1-v. 

7.1.1. Theorem: The following implications are hold for FSR. 

FSR(viii) 

FSR(i)= FSR(vii)= FSR( i) => FSR(ix)= FSR(iii) FSR(v) 

FSR(iv) IR 

Proof: 

FSR(i)=' FSR(vii) 

Leta E 1. u Et*,  xEX and a u(x) => a <u(x) ifa *1, and u(x)= 1, ifa = 1, asa El0, 

clearly a I - A(x), A Et*c.  Since (X, t) is FSR (i) space then a E I, A Et*c,  xEX and 

a 1-A(x) imply that 2 U. v Et with a u(x), A :!~,v and ii :51-v.And so clearly 2 VEt 

with a v(x), and v ~u. 

FSR (vii)4=' FSR (ii) 

Let a E 1, A Etc,  xEX and a 1-A(x). Put 1-2= LI then u Et and a u (x). As(X, t) 

is FSR(Vii) space then a E l, ii Et* 
, xEX and a u(x) imply that 3 v Et 

with a v(x), and v :5u. So clearly (ii) imply that 3 vEt*with  a v(x) andy :5 U. 

Setting 1-v = v, then vEt and A= I-u cl-v = v. i.e A <v. Also we have u v=1-u, AO-
i.e. v:5 I-u. Hence clearly (X, t) is FSR (ii). Similarly, we can show converse. 

FSR (ii)=: FSR(viii) 

Let a E l, uEt, xEX and I - a u(x), Putting, u =1-A, then A Et*c  and 1- a u(x), i.e. 

a 1 - u(x), i. e a 2(x), and hence a 1-1(x). Since (X, t) is FSR(ii) space a E 

10 , A Et, xEX and a 1-2(x) imply that 3 u, v Ett  with a u(x), A :5v and u l-v.So 

clearly A cv and IIAVO. 

FSR (ii) => FSR(ix) 

Let, a E lo. A Et*c,  xEX and a <1-2(x), also a A(x) means that a <A(x) if a # 1 

and 2(x) = I ifa=I. i.e. 2(x) = 0 ifa = I .Since (X, t) is FSR (ii) space => a E 10, 
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A Et*,  xEX and a l-A(x) imply that 3 u, V Et with a u(x), A :!~v and u :51-v. So 

clearly, for a # 1, a <u(x) and A :!~,v, u l-v. 

FSR (ix) FSR (iii) 

Leta E lo, 2. Et and xEX be such that a <l-A(x), Now by (iii) 3 uiEt*,jEJ  with u 

Sill) 

< 1-A (x), for each jEJ and 1-A = I e J .Clearly for some jEJ, u(x)> a. Setting v 

u,so that vEt and u,!!~l-v, Moreover A l- u  =v, imply that FSR (ix) ==>FSR (iii). 

Conversely let (X, t) is FSR (iii) and uEt*_  {0}, then, u= Sup {a A1 a E l, u(x)>a}, 

Now for a E 1, iia (X) >a then 3 ua(X),  vEt,a <11 (x) I-u:5v and Ua  (x) :5I-v, 

Hence u  :!~ I — v :~ it, then u = Sup{i,(x): u(x)>a, xEX, a E l}. 

Hence FSR (iii) ' FSR (ix), so we conclude that, FSR (ix) FSR (iii) 

Similarly, we prove the other conditions. 

N.B: Since the formulation of FSR (vi) is different from others, so we shall not include 

this in our present study. 

7.1.1. Few examples to show the non- implications among FSR 

Example (a) FSR (i)FSR(vi) 

Let X{x, y}, and u, v EI,  with u = {(x, 0), (y, .5)}, v = {(x, 1), (y, .5)}. Let, t { 0, 

1, u = {(x, 0), (y, .5)}, v = {(x, 1), (y, .5)}} be a fuzzy supra topology on X. Then it is 

* 
easy to show that (X, t)  is FSR (i). Now we choose pseudo crisp A E 1*'-  {0}, with 

A(x) = 0, Then for any a>0, there does not exist u, v E tt  with a> 1-u(x), A(y)> l-v(y) 

for yE , (0,1] and uAv= 0, Thus (X, t) is not FSR (vi). 

Example (b) FSR(iii)4FSR(iv) [7] 

Let X be a set with at least two elements and, t*= {uEl>: u -t  [0) * : u = 0) be a 

fuzzy supra topology on X. For a fix xEX and a El0,1  , let A = 'XX. Then A EtL  and 

A(x) = 0, but there does not exist v, w E t with v(x) = 1, A :5w, v:51-w as 1-v(x)1 = 

w(x)= 0 w = 0. Thus (X, t) is not FSR (iv).However it can easily verified that (X, t) 

is FSR(iii). 



Example (c) FSR(iv)#FSR(v) 

le Let X={x, y}, with a fuzzy supra topology FSR (iv) space, let, t= 10, 1, u = {(x, I). 

.25)), v = {(x, 0), (y. .65)), w = {(x, I), (y, .65))) be a fuzzy supra topology on X. 

Then the class of all fuzzy supra closed sets of tis t {1, 0, {(x, 0). (y. .75)), {(x, I), 

(y, .3 5)), A = {(x, 0), (y, .35)}} clearly (X, t) is FSR (iv). Here A E t*c,  xEX and A(x) = 

o => 3 v, u E t u(x) =1, A :5v, u:5l-v. But (X, t) is not FSR (v) for if A= I-u then I-

A(y) >0, but A v, wEt*, 3 A E t*c,  xEX and I- 2i(x)> 0 v(x)>0, A <w and v < l-w. 

Example (d) FSR(v) FSR(iv) 

Let X={x, y}, with a fuzzy supra topology, t = {0, 1, u = {(x, .8), (y, .5)), v = {(x, .2), 

10, (y, .5)11 on X, then ifA= I-u then A(x) .2, A(y) =.5, then A e t A :!5v and u:5I-v. So 

(X, t) is FSR (v) but A no such A for which and A(x) = 0. Hence (X, t) is not FSR (iv). 

Example (e) FSR(v)4FSR(iii) 

Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, and X={x, y} where t= < {w}U 

{Constant} > . w is defined as w(x) =.8 and w(y)1; Now if 2 l-w , 1— A(x) >0, 

A E tc,  xEX then 3 u, v Et with u(x)>0, A v and ii SI -v So (X, t) is FSR (v) . Now 

if a = .85,then a < 1- A(y), but t*is  not FSR (iii).because if u is constant u(x) = I, 

u(y) = I; since u < I-v. 

Example (1) FSR(ix)FSR(ii) 

Let X={x, y}, with a fuzzy supra topology, t= {0, I, ii = {(x. I), (y. .25)), v = {(x, 

0), (y, .65)). w = {(x. I), (y, .65))) on X. let A=I-u, a .25, a <l-A(x), and 

a <u(x), A !!~v and ii :5 I-v. but if a=l, a u(x),but A w and u I-w. 

7.1.2. Non-implications: In general topology it is always true that "Every supra 

regular space is supra R1  space, but it is not true in fuzzy supra regular topological 

spaces. 

Example (a): Let X{a, b}, with a fuzzy supra topology, t= {0, I, u = {(a, .6), (b, 

.4)), v = {(a, .4), (b, .5)), w = {(a, .6), (b, .5))) on X . lfA=I -u, then A(a) .4, A(b) .6 

then A e t, and I - A(a) >0 with u(a)>O, A :5 v and u < I -v, so (X, t) is FSR (v) but (X, 

.01  
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t) is not FSR1  (xvi) because v(a)#v(b), and u, w Et*,  such that uc 1-w but u(a)#1# 

w(b) 

Example (b) : Let X={a, b}, with a fuzzy supra topology , t = {0, I, u = {(a. I), (b, 

v = {(a, 0), (b, .5)}, w = {(a. I), (b, .5)1} on X . Then the class of all fuzzy supra 

closed sets of t*is t= { 1, 0, A = {(a, 0), (b, .5)}, {(a, I), (y, .35)}, {(a, 0), (b, .35)} }, 

clearly (X, t) is FSR (iv). But (X, t) is not FSR1  (iv) because v(a) #v(b), and u, w 

Et, such that u 1-w but u(a)=1# w(b). 

Example (c) : Let X{a, b}, with a fuzzy supra topology , t = {O, 1, LI = {(a, .6), (b, 

.4)), v = {(a, .4), (b, .5)), w = {(a, .6), (b, .5))) on X. IfA=I-u, then A(a) .4, A(b) =.6 

then A E t*L,  and I - A(a) >0 with u(a)>0, A :!~ v and u < l-v, so (X, t) is FSR (ix) but(X, 

t) is not FSR1  (xvi) because v(a) * v(b), and u, w Eta , u(a)>0, w(b)>0, uAw * 0. 

Similarly, we can show the other cases. 

7.2. Initial, productive and hereditary properties of FSR. 

7.2.1. Theorem: The Properties (iii), (v) and (ix) are initial. 

Proof: (a) Let {(X1 
, ') : j E J} be a family of FSR (iii), and { f: X—(X, .) j EJ} 

be a family of functions and t be the initial fuzzy topology on X induced by the family 

{f j EJ }. Let x E X, a E 10,1  and uEt such that 11(x)> Cr El01, let uEt, there exist 

basic t -supra open set, ii such that L1= sup {u :pEj}. Also each must be expressible as 

u = inf { f Up : E j I ~ p ~ fi Pk  n}, we can nd some k (I ~k ~n ) say k' such 

unf  
that I :!~ k :!~ ii f,u 1, (x) > a and I :~ k :!~ ii f,u pl (x) 15u. This implies that 

u p' (x)> a so that Up f;I (x)> a. Since (X t ) is FSR (iii), there exist, Vp 

E such that a< Vp fj (x) and Vpk/ ~ Up, for all k, I ~k ~n, where Vp.  is a 

local base of closed a - nhds of 17,i, (x). Thereforef Vp , is closed. Now, we 

nf inf 

have I !~ k ii f1 , / 
(x)> a, and I ~ k ~ n V p  (x) u . Since each Vp , 

K K 

13 
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being a member of LIlA,  is a closed fuzzy set. Thus { f7[ VPK/: Vp, E Lpk / Pk' E J 

} is a local sub base of closed a - nhds of x. Hence (X, t*)  is an FSR(iii) space 

.(b) Let {(X1  , t): j E J} be a family of FSR (ix), and { f1 : X---)(Ni, t): j E J} be a 

family of functions and t be the initial fuzzy topology on X induced by the family {f 

j E  J }. Let a E 10, 2. Et*c,  xEX and a <1-2(x). Let uEt*,  there exist basic t -supra open 

set, u such that u= sup {u0: pEj}. Also each must be expressible as u = inf { f U,,, 

mi 
l:!~ p !~ n} as ,we can find some k (1!5k :5n) say kl such that I :5 k  

Pk 
k 

inf 
a and I :5 k !~ n P'k (x) :51.1. This implies that f z,,, (x) > a , so that UP/A f

Pk Pk 
k i 

(x)> a, Since (X ,i ) is FSR (ix), there exist Up, Vp
,,
, such that a <UPk/ 

Pk Pk
Pk 

(x), A :E~VPA/  and Up,I -Vp 1 .where is a local base of closed a - nhds of f 1 (x). 

Therefore 1'.v,,1. is closed. Therefore, I :!~ k :~ n (x) > a, and 1 :!~ k :!~ n 

I- Vp,Hence (X, t*)  is FSR(ix) space. fPKupK! (x) <  

Other proof is similar. 

We do not yet know, whether the properties The properties FSR (i), FSR (ii), FSR (iv), 

FSR (vi), FSR (vii), FSR (viii) are initial and productive or not. But fuzzy supra 

regular topological spaces FSR (iii), FSR (v) and FSR (ix), are productive. 

7.2.2. Theorem: Every subspace of a fuzzy supra regular space is fuzzy supra regular 

and hence fuzzy supra regular is hereditary. 

Proof: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. Let AcX, where 1*4  = (u A A : u 

E t }, we have to show that, if(X, t) is FSR(i) then the subspace (A, i)  has FSR(i) 

let a E lo. 2. Et, xEA and a 1-A(x), we shall prove that the subspace 

(A, t ) has FSR(i). Given A is a t closed set with a 1-A(x). 

Let 2( = Closure of A with respect to the fuzzy supra topology t and 
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= Closure of A with respect to the fuzzy supra topology 

However, we know that = 2/*A A. Since, A is j  closed A = 2iA A, 

soa l-A(x)=a 1-(AtAA)(x). 

Since (X, t) is FSR(i), so for a E l, 2t Etc, xEX and a 1-A(x) imply that B u, v 

Et* with a u(x). 2t :!~v and 

U <l-v (1) 

Again from definition of subspace uA A, VA A Ej, so for a E lo, A et, xEA and 

a l-(2(A A)(x)= I- ,%t (x) = uA A. vAA Et,  with a (uA A)(x), A= I%(A A 

~ (VA A) and (uA A):51-(vA A), as x EX. This implies that (A, t)  is FSR(i). 

Similarly, we can show the hereditary, for the other definitions. 

7.3. a- Fuzzy Supra Regular Spaces. 

7.3.1. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space and aEI1 . 

(X, t) is an a- FSR(i) space <=> V wEt, V xE X, with w(x) <1, B u, yE t such 

that u(x)= I, v(y) =1, yEw' { I } and uA V :5a. 

(X, t) is an a- FSR(ii) space V wEt, V xE X, with w(x) <1, B u, yE t such 

that u(x)>a, v(y)=I, yEw'{I} and uAv :5a. 

(X. t) is an a- FSR(iii) space V wEt, V xE X, with w(x) =0, 3 u, yE t such 

that u(x)= I, v(y) =1, yEw' { I } and uA v a. 

(X, t) is an a- FSR(iv) space 4 V wEt, V xE X, with w(x) =0, 1 u, yE t such 

that u(x)>a,, v(y) =1, yEW1  {I } and uA V <a. 

7.3.1. Theorem: The following implications are true: 

(X, t) is a- FSR(i) 

X, tt) is a- FSR(ii) 

)is a- FSR(iv) 

t) is a- FSR(iii) 

Proof: First, suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR(i). We shall prove that (X, t) is a - 

FSR(ii). Let w E t*C,  x E X, with w (x) < I. Since (X, t) is a- FSR(i), for a E 11,3 u, v 
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E t such that u (x) = I , v(y)=1, yEw {l} and u , yE t such that u(x) 1, v(y)1, 

yew1{l} and uA v !!~a. Now we see that u(x)>a, v(y) =1, yEw{l} and uA v :E~a. 

Hence it is clear that (X, t) is a- FSR(ii). 

Next suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR(i). We shall prove that (X, t) is a - FSR(iii). Let w 

E x E X. with w (x) = 0, then we have w (x) < 1. Since (X, t) is a- FSR(i), for a E 

11,3 U, V E t such that u (x) = I , v(y) = I, y E w (I } and uA v !!~a. Now it is clear that 

(X, t) is a- FSR(iii) 

Again suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR(ii). We shall prove that (X, t) is a - FSR(iv). Let 

w E t*C,  x E X, with w (x) = 0. Then we have w (x) < I. Since (X, t) is a- FSR(ii), for 

aE 11,3 u,v E t  such that u(x)>a , v(y) =1, yE w 1  {l} and uAv a. Hence it is 
* 

clear that (X. t)  is a- FSR(iv) 

Finally, suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR(iii). We shall prove that (X, t) is a - FSR(iv). 

Let w E (C,  x E X, with w (x) =0. . Since (X, t) is a- FSR(iii), for a E 11,3 U, V E t 

such that u (x) = I , , v(y) =1, y E W' { I } and uA v :!~a. Hence, we see that (X, t) is a-

FSR(iv). 

7.3.1. Non- implications among a-FSR. 

Example (a): a- FSR(ii) #> a- FSR(i) 

1-1 
Let X= (a, b}, with a fuzzy supra topology t, on X is generated by t = (0, 1, u = ((a, 

0.9), (b, .5)}, v = ((a, .5), (b, I)}, 3 = ((a, .9), (b, l)}}. For w =1-u and a= 0.7, we see 

that (X, t) is a- FSR(ii) but (X, t) is not a- FSR(i). 

Example (b): a- FSR(iii) and a- FSR(iv) a- FSR(ii) 

Let X= {x, y} and u, V EIX, where u, v are defined by u(x) = I, u(y) = 0.7; v(x) = 0.8, 

v(y) = I; w(x) = I, w(y) = 0, let the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated by (0, u, v, 

w, 1 } U (constants). For p=1-w and a = 0.9. We see that (X, t) is a- FSR(iii) and (X, 

t) is a- FSR(iv) but (X, t) is not a- FSR(ii).As there do not exist any w(x) <1 with u, 

v E t such that u(x)>a, v(y) = 1, yEw {l} and uA V :!~a. 



Example (c): a- FSR(iv) #> a- FSR(iii) 

Let X= {x, y} and u, v, w EIX,  where u, v and w are defined by u(x) = .9, u(y) = 0; 

v(x) = 0.5, v(y) = 1; w(x) = 1, w(y) = 0, let the fuzzy supra topology t on X generated 

by {0, u, v, w, I } U [constants). For p=1-w and a = 0.6. We see that (X, t) is a-

FSR(iv) but (X, t) is not a- FSR(iii).As there do not exist any w(x) = 0 with u, v E t 

such that u(x) = I, v(y) = I, yEw {1} and uA v a. This completes the proof. 

7.3.2. Theorem: Let 0 <1, then 

(X, t) is a - FSR (i) =(X, t) is 13 - FSR (i). 

(X, t) is a - FSR (iii) =>(X, t) is  13- FSR (iii). 

Proof: First, suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR(i). We shall prove that (X, t) is 13 - FSR 

(1). Let w E t and x E X, with w (x) < I. Since (X, t) is a- FSR (i), for a E Ii, 3 U, V E 

t such that u(x)= 1, v(y)=l, yEw1  {l} and u Av :!~a. Since a thenu Av so 

it is observed that (X, t) is 13 - FSR (i). 

Next suppose that (X, t) is a - FSR (iii). We shall prove that (X, t) is - FSR (iii). 

Let w E x E X, with w (x) = 0.Since (X, t) is a - FSR (iii), for a E Ii, 3 U, V E t 

such that u (x) =1, u(y) = 1, y E w { I } and ti Av a. Since 0 :!~a ~13 <1 then u Av 

13, Now it can be written as wEt*C,  V xE X, with w(x) 0, 3 u, yE t such that u(x) = I, 

v(y) =1, yEw1 { I } and uA v :5- P. so it is observed that (X, t) is 13 - FSR (i). 

7.3.2. Example: Let X {x, y} and u, v EIX,  where LI, V are defined by u(x) = I, 

u(y) = 0; v(x) = 0.7, v(y) = I; let we consider the fuzzy supra topology t oil X 

generated by {0, u, v, I} U {constants}. For w=1-u and a = 0.75. f3 =0.6. We see that 

(X, t) is fl - FSR(i) and (X, t) is a- FSR(iii) but (X, t) is not a- FSR(i).and (X, t) is 

not a- FSR(iii). As there do not exist any w(x) <I with LI, v E t such that u(x)>a, v(y) 

yEw1  {I} and uA V 

7.3.2. Definition: Let (X, T) be a supra topological space, this space is to be a supra 

regular space if: 

UP 
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Given an element x EX and closed set WcX s. t. x OW,  3 disjoint open sets U, VcX 

s.t. xEU, WcV. 

7.3.3. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space and i(t) = 

I]: u E t}, then (X, t) is 0— FSR (i) =i(X, J())) is Supra Regular. [14] 

Proof: We consider (X, t) be a 0— FSR (i). We shall prove that (X, 
j(*))) 

 is Supra 

Regular. Let V be a closed set in I0(t)) and x E X be such that x V, then VE 

Jo 
(j)) 

and XE V So by definition of Jo(t)). there exists an u E t such that V = 

u(0, I] . I, e. u (x) >0 . Since u E t then u is closed fuzzy set in tand uc(x) < 1. Since 

(X, t) isO - FSR (I), 3 v, wE t such that v(x)= I, w? I(u){I I and VA W = 0. 

Since v, wE t then v 1  (0, 1]. w (0, I] E 10 (())and XE V_I  (0, 1] 

Since w? I(u)1I  then w (0, 1]? (l(LiC)I(I)I  (01] 

VA w = 0, mean (VA w'(0, 1] = V_ I  (0, 1] A w1  (0, 1] = 0 

Now, we have 

c-I I ( u )  (I)) (0 I] = {x: 1 ( 1 )  {I(X) E(0,l]} 

= {x: l(uC)I(X)  =1) 

= {x: xE(uC)I{1}} 

= {x: u' (x) = I } 

{x: u(x) = 01 

x V V' ) 

={x: xEV } 

= V, now taking W= v (0, 11 and W= w(O I], then x E W, WV and WflW*= 

.Hence it clear that (X, j(j)))  is Supra Regular. 

7.3.4. Theorem: Let (X. t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space, AX and t = 

{uA A: u (=- t*}  then I ((LIAA)C)1 I I (x) = (I (uC)I { I } AA)(x) V xE X. 

11 



Proof: Let w be a closed fuzzy set in t i.e we then uAA = wC, where uEt 
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Now we have 

(0 if x ((uAA)' { j } 

l((uAA)
C
)
-1 
 (t)(X) = 

i I if XE ((uAA) {I ) 

o if xE y : (uAA)C)(y) =I} 

I if XE { y : (uAA)C)(y) =1 } 

= [ 0 if (UAA)C)  (x) <I 

I if (UAA)C)(X)  =1 } 

0 if w(x)<l 

= 1 if w(x)=I 

Again I (it) (1 }(X) = 0 if x (uC) { } 

1 ifxE(uC)-l{I} 

Oif x E(y :uc(y)l) 

I if x E [ y:uC(y)1} 

0 ifuc(X)<l 
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= 1 if uc(x)=l 

Now (1((U)) AA ) (x) = 0 if (ucA A) (x) < I 

I if(ucAA)(x)=1 

o if  (uA  A)c(x)<I 

I if  (uA  A)c(x)=I 

0 ifw(x)<l 

= I if w(x)=l 

-I Hence it is clear that i((tAA)
C 

 ) I}(X) = (I(1 ' {l  AA)(x) V XE X. 

7.3.5. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, AcX and t:, = {uA 

A: u E t}  then 

(X, t) isa — FSR(i) (A, tl) is a— FSR (i). 

(X, t) is a - FSR (ii) (A, t ) is a— FSR (ii). 

(X, t) is a - FSR (iii) => (A, t ) is a - FSR (iii). 

(X, t) is a— FSR (iv) => (A, tl) is a— FSR (iv). 

Proof: (b) (X, t) is an a- FSR(ii) space V wEt, V xE X, with w(x) <1, 2 u, yE t 

such that u(x)>a, v(y) =1, yeW' { I } and uA v :!~a. 

Let (X, t) is a - FSR(ii). We shall prove that (A, t) is a - FSR (ii). Let w be a closed 

fuzzy set in t and XEA such that w(x*) < I. This implies that wC C t and wC(X*)>0. So 

there exists an uC t such that uA A = wC and clearly uC  is closed in tand uC(x*) 
= (uA 

CA 
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A)c (x*)  = w(x*) < 1, i.e uc(x*) < I. Since (X, t) is an a- FSR(ii) space, so for aEI1  B v, 

vE t such that v(x)>a, v(y) ~l(C) and vAv <a. Since v, v*E  t, then vAA, v*AA 

E t and (VA A)(x*) >a,  (v*AA)~ 
l()tl AA and (VA A) A( VAA)= ( VAV)AA ~a. 

But l(uC) AA = l((UAA)) 
I 
 f l! =  I I then (V*AA)~!  I i .Hence it is clear that (A. 

) is a — FSR (ii). 

The proofs of(a), (c), (d) are similar. 

7.3.6. Theorem: Let (X, T) be a Supra topological space, considering the following 

statements, 

(X, T) is a Supra Regular space. 

(X, (,(T)) is a - FSR (i) 

(X, (T)) is a - FSR (ii) 

(X, w(T*)) is a - FSR (iii) 

(X, w(T*))  is a - FSR (iv) 

Then 

(3) 

(l)(2)K>5)(l)  

Proof: First, suppose that (X, T) be supra regular space. We shall prove that (X, 

ü(T*)) is a 
- FSR(i). Let w be a fuzzy supra closed set in w(T*)  and x E X such that 

w(x)<l ,then wC E  w(T*) and wc(x)>O.  Now we have (wc)1  (0, 1] E T, x E (wC) (0, I]. 

Also it is clear that [(w)' (0, 1]]c = w { I } be a closed set in T and x W1  { I } . Since 

(X, T*)  is supra regular, then B V, V*  E  T*  such that x EV, V w { I } and Vfl V= . 

But by the definition of lower semi continuous function lv,  I  v  E CO(T) and I v(X) = I, 

Iv I ' 
= I vn  v = 0, let u = lv and v = lvi, then it is clear that u(x)1, v 'vl 

and uAv :5 a. Hence (X, 0(T*))  is a - FSR (i) .i.e. (i)= (2). 
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Now show that (2) ' (3), (3) ==> (5), (2) ==> (4), (4) (5), and finally (5) ==> (1). 

(2)=(3) 

Let (X, w(T*))  is a - FSR(i), We shall prove that (X, w(T*))  is a - FSR(ii). Let v be a 

fuzzy supra closed set in u(T) and x E X such that w(x) <1, Since (X, w(T*) ) is a - 

FSR(i), for (xEl1  R ii, yE w(T) such that that u(x)=1, v(y) =1, yEw1{l} and uA v :!~a. 

By the definition of lower semi continuous function u(x) >a, v(y) =1, yEw1  { I } and uA 

v :5-a. So, it is clear that (X. o)(T*) ) a - FSR(ii). 

(3) ; (5), 

Let (X, w(T) ) is a - FSR(ii), We shall prove that (X, (o(T*) ) is a - FSR(iv). Let w be 

a fuzzy supra closed set in w(T*)  and x E X such that w(x) <l,then we have w(x)0 

Since (X, o(T*))  is a - FSR(ii), for aEI1  B u, yE w(T*)  such that that u(x)>a, v(y) =1, 

yEw' { I } and uA v :!~-a. So, it is clear that (X. (o(T*) ) a - FSR(iv). 

(2)=' (4) 

Let (X, w(T)) is a - FSR(i), We shall prove that (X, w(T*)) is a - FSR(iii). Let w be a 

fuzzy supra closed set in ((T*)  and x E X such that w(x) <l,then we have w(x)0, 

Since (X, w(T*) ) is a - FSR(i), for (xE11  B u, yE u(T) such that that u(x)=1, v(y) =1, 

yew' { I } and uA v :!~a. Hence it is clear that (X, w(T*)) is a - FSR(iii). 

(4)=(5) 

Let (X, w(T)) is a - FSR(iii), We shall prove that (X, w(T*) ) is a - FSR(iv). Let w be 

a fuzzy supra closed set in w(T*) and x E X such that w(x)0 Since (X, u(T*))  is a - 

FSR(iii), for aEI1  B u, yE o(T*) such that that u(x)>a, v(y) = I, yEw1(I ) and uA v :!~a. 

Hence one can observe that (X, w(T*) ) a - FSR(iv). 

(5) =(1) 

Let (X, (o(T*))  is a - FSR (iv). We shall prove that (X, T) is Supra Regular space. Let 

XE X, V be a closed set in T*,  such that x V. This implies that VCE  T* and XE Vc.  But 

from definition of w(T*), I v' E w(T*),  and (I v = lv closed fuzzy set in 0(T) and 

Iy(x) = 0. Since (X, (T*))  is a - FSR(iv) ,for aEl1 , 3 u, yE w(T) such that u(x) > a, 
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v(y) ~! (I) 1 {l}. and uAv a. Since ii, yE co(T) ,then u 1 (a, 1], v(a, 1] E Tt  and XE 

u'(a, 1]. Since v~!1, then v 1 (a, I] Q (1v)-'(a, 1] =V, and uA v a. Implies (uflv)-I(a, 

I] = u1(a, 1] ii v(a, 1] =. Now from above it is clear that (X, T) is supra regular 

space. 

Thus it is seen that a - FSR(p) is a good extension of its Supra topological counterpart. 

(p= i, ii, iii, iv). 

7.3.7. Theorem: Let (X, t*)  and (Y, s) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X -* Y be continuous, one-one, onto and supra open map then, 

(X, t) is a - FSR (i) (Y, s) is a - FSR (i). 

(X, t) is a - FSR (ii) => (Y, ) isa - FSR (ii). 

(X, t) is a - FSR (iii) => (Y, ) is a - FSR (iii). 

(X, t)  is a - FSR (iv) => (Y, 
*) 

is a - FSR (iv). 

Proof: Suppose (X, t) be a - FSR (i). We shall prove that (Y, s)  is a - FSR (i). Let wE 

- 1 
c and p EY such that w (p) <1, t (w) Et as f is continuous and x EX such that t(x) = 

p as f is one-one and onto. Hence 1' (w) (x) = w (x)) = w (p) < 1. Since (X, t) is a - 

FSR (i), for a E I, then 3 u, v E t such that u (x) = 1, v (y) = 1, yE {f 1 (w)}1{ l} and 

uAva.Thi5irnplieSthat f(u)(p)= { Supu(x) :f(x)p} = 1. 

And f(v) f(y)={ Sup v(y)}=l as f(11 (w)) 9 w = f(y) E v11  { I } 

Again f (u A v) < a as uAv < a ' f(u) A f(v)a. 

Now it is clear that 3 f(u), f(v) ES such that f(u) (x)=l, f(v) (f(y)) = 1, f(y) E w {l } 

and f(u)A f(v) :5 a. Hence (Y, s) is a-FSR (i). 

Similarly (b), (c) and (d) can be proved. 

7.3.8. Theorem: Let (X, t)  and (Y. ) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces and 

f: X - Y be continuous, one-one, onto and supra closed map then, 

(Y, ) is a - FSR (i) (X, t)  is a - FSR (i) 

(Y, ) is a - FSR (ii) => (X, t) is a - FSR (ii) 

(Y, s) is a - FSR (iii) (X, t)  is a - FSR (iii) 
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(d) (Y, s) is a - FSR (iv) (X, t)  is a - FSR (iv) 

Proof: Suppose (Y, ) is a - FSR (i). We shall prove that (X, t) be a - FSR (i). Let 

wE t and x EX such that w (x) <1, f(w) Et*c  as f is closed and we find p EY such that 

f(x) = 
p as f is one-one. Hence we have f(w) (p) = {Sup w(x): f(x) = p} < I. Since (Y, 

) is a - FSR (i)., for a E Ii,  then 3 u, v E st  such that u(f (x)) = 1, v (y) = 1, y E 

(f(w)) {1} and u A v < a. This implies that f'(u), f_I  (v) Et as f is continuous. Now 

u, v E s, then f(u)(x) = u(f(x)) = u(p) =1 and f(v)(q) = v(f(q)) = v(y) =1 as f(q)y, 

y ' { 1 } i.e f(p) E (f(w))' { I } ; qe W' { I) and f (u)A f (v) a as u A v 

a.. Now we observe that 3 that f'(u), f 1  (v) Et*  such that f 1 (u)(x) = 1, f(v) (q) 

=1, qE w 1  { I } and f (u)A f 1  (v) < a, Hence (X, t) is a-FSR (i). 

Similarly (b), (c) and (d) can be proved. 
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CHAPTER- VIII 

Compactness in Fuzzy Supra topological spaces 

S. Introduction: 

The concept of compactness in [0, l}-fuzzy set theory was first introduced by Chang, 

C.L., [21 ],and latter many topologists studied the concept of fuzzy compactness such 

as Lowen, R. [33, 34] who introduced an improved Version of fuzzy compactness, 

fuzzy strong compactness and fuzzy ultra compactness, Wong, C.K., [63, 64] 

ft- introduced the concept of local compactness ; Gantner, T.E., Steinlage, R.C., and 

Warren, R.H., [24] introduced the concept of a- compactness in fuzzy topological 

spaces Choubey, A., and Srivastava, A.K., [22] obtained some characterizations of a-

compactness. Wang G.J [60] extended the Lowen fuzzy compactness into L-fuzzy 

topology. In 1988, Mao-kang L. [37] introduced S- paracompactness and S-

paracompactness concept in fuzzy topological spaces. In this chapter we introduce 

compactness in fuzzy supra topological spaces and also establish a number of 

characterizations in this regard. 

8.1. Definitions 

8.1.1. Definition: Let (X, t)  be a fsts. A family F of fuzzy supra open sets is a cover of 

a fuzzy set dii if and only if dii  c v{pi pijc— F, iEJ}. It is also called a cover of X, if 

1u j=LIfthere exist subset J1  ofJ such that t c v { p i j p F, iEJ1 }, then { p 1  

p i E F, iEJ} is called a subcover. 

8.1. 2. Definition: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, t) is fuzzy supra compact, if 

every supra open cover of X by members of t contains a finite sub cover, that is if  l t j  e 
t for all iEJ, (J an index set) then there are finitely many indices i l,  i2 6  14  15  i6,  .... ,i 

E J such that V PLiJ = I. 
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8.1.3. Definition: Let (X, T*)  be a supra topology on X, and t= w(T*)be a fuzzy supra 

- 
topology on X. Let B be the family of fuzzy supra open sets such that V J.LE B, 

Bc co(T* ) = L( ,uE) be the set of all lower semi continuous functions from XxR to 

Ic, with usual topology, where sup i ~ a, Thus L(,uG)={(x,  r): u(x)>r}. 

r E[O, a]=Ia , a>>0, aEl0 and 1U=U+E. 

8.1.4. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fsts. Let a e I and p.= { p, : I E J } be an fuzzy supra 

open subset of t then t = {xEX, ,u.(x) ~! a }. 

8.1.1. Theorem: Let (X, t * ) be a fuzzy supra topological space. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent. 

{p}, ic J isa cover ofX. 

v u i = I where ic JV xc X. 
iEJ 

A  ji0where ic J V xc X. 1651 
tEl 

Proof: (1) = (2). 

It is clear from the definition (8.1.2) of a Cover, since { p j i ci is a cover of X means 

that V  u=l, where ic I, V xc X. 
iej 

(2) =' (3). 

Since A U= inf{1u.} where i c J, V xcX. 
iJ 

= 1-sup {,u, }, where ici, V x eX 

= 1-1=0. 

(3)=(1). 

From (3) as above it can be shown that v p,  =1. Which implies that { ,u, } is a cover 
1€.' 

of X. 

8.1.2 Theorem: Let (X, T), (Y, S) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces, with (X, 

T) fuzzy supra compact. Letf X—Y be a fuzzy supra continuous surjection. Then 

(Y, S) is fuzzy supra compact. [65] 
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Proof: Let ui E  5 for each i E  J with V ui = 1.Since f is fuzzy supra continuous, so 
iEJ 

- f (u  ) E T*.As (X,  T*)  is supra compact, we have for each xE  X, V j_1 (u ) (x) 
IEJ 

So we see that {j  (ui jEJ  isa cover of X. Hence 3 finitely many indices i1 , i2, 13, 

14, i5, i6 iEI such that V  [(u ) =1 .Let u be a fuzzy set in Y. Since f is a 

surjection we observe that for any yE  Y 

f(['(u))(y) =Sup  {['(u)(z): z C  f'(y)} 

= Sup{u (f(z)): f(z) = y} =u(y) so that 

u .This is true for any fuzzy set in Y. Hence 

1=f(l)f(Y f' (uij)=Y f(f1(uij)) 
= 

Y uij. 

Therefore (Y, S*)  is fuzzy supra compact. 

8.1.3.: Theorem Let (X, T), (Y, S) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces, and letf X 

—>Y be a fuzzy supra continuous surjection. Let A is a fuzzy supra compact set in (X, 

T), ThenJ(A) is also fuzzy supra compact in (Y, 5)• 

Proof: Let B = {G1: i(=- J}, where {G} be a fuzzy supra open cover of f(A). Then by 

definition of fuzzy supra continuity {f'(G): iEJ} is the fuzzy supra open cover of A. 

Since A is fuzzy supra compact, then exists a finite sub cover of A, that is 

11 
GIk, k1, 2,3..........n. such that Ac V [' (Gik). 

fri fl 

HencefiA)cf(v ['(GIk))= v J( [(G1k)) V G. 1=1 i=l k=I 

Thereforef(A) is fuzzy supra compact. 

8.1.4. Theorem: Let (X, T), (Y, S) be two fuzzy supra topological spaces. Then the 

product (Xx Y, 6)  is fuzzy supra compact if and only if (X, T) and (Y, S) are fuzzy 

supra compact. 



Proof: First suppose that (XxY,3) where= {GxH: GE Tt  and H1 e S) is fuzzy 

supra compact, then we can define a fuzzy continuous surjection mapping K ,  and 

from (Xx Y, &) to (X, T) and (Y, S) respectively. Now by the theorem 8.1.3., (X, T) 

and (Y, S) are fuzzy supra compact. 

Conversely let(X. T) and (Y, 5) are fuzzy supra compact. Since i=  {GxH GE 

T* and H1 E S for iEJ} where Gi and Hi  are fuzzy supra open set. We claim that {G: i 

E J} is a cover of X, and {Hi: j E  J }is a cover of Y. That is if V  G(x) =1 for all XE X, 
iEj 

and if V  H(y) = I for all yEY, then V  {(G1 XH1 ) (x, y) = Sup {min {G(x), H1 (y)}}. 
i€J iEJ 

Hence we have finite subset J'ofJ for which v G(x) = lory H(y)= ].Hence we 
iEJ 

have f= {GxH1: G1E T*  and I-lE S*  for iEJ"} isa finite sub cover of (XxY,ö) 

Hence (XxY,) is fuzzy supra compact. 

8.1.1. Cor: If(x ,ö)iEJ  isa family of fuzzy supra compact topological spaces then (rT 

Ej Xi , n i  E= j ö) is also fuzzy supra compact [351. 

8.1.5. Theorem: The fuzzy supra topological space (X, (o(t*))  is fuzzy supra compact 

if and only if (X, t)  is fuzzy supra compact. 

Proof: Firstly suppose that (X, t) is fuzzy supra compact, let B c co(t) be such that 

sup i ~! cx.. Then V .t E B and taking u6  = u+ €, the lower semi continuous functions 
ii€ B 

L(pc)={(x, r):  pc(x)>r}  is an supra open set of XxR, rE[O, cx.]=la, a>g>O .Now 

sup L(p)DXxla, we know that Xa xla is fuzzy supra compact. Hence 3 finite 
11C-B 

subfamily BcB, which covers X (X, ((t*))  is fuzzy supra compact. 

Conversely suppose fuzzy supra topological space (X, o(t)) is a fuzzy supra 

compact. Then from definition of fuzzy supra compactness 3 BcB and p EBi  such 

that Sup,u= I. Hence (X, t) is supra compact. 
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8.1.6. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological compact space then there exist 

- 
a fuzzy supra compact topology w(t) in which every closed fuzzy set is also fuzzy 

supra compact. 

Proof: Let a and aCE  (0 (t*), and Bcw (t*)  such that sup p2!a. Nowac E 

1-a E  v  (t*), Hence the collection T(a) = {(x, r): a (x) <r} is fuzzy supra open in 

XXI. Therefore T(a )C  is fuzzy supra compact. Choosing €>O  and taking ,UE=  Al +€, 

we have sup L(1u)~:T (a )C,  so there exist finite subfamily B0  c B such that sup L( 
icB 

,U
E)~!T (a )C  . So in a (t) in which every closed fuzzy set is also fuzzy supra 

compact. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 

8.1.7. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space, then (X, t) is fuzzy 

supra Hausdorff space iff fuzzy supra compact disjoint fuzzy subsets of X can be 

separated by disjoint fuzzy supra open sets. 

Proof: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra l-Iausdorff space. Let A, ii be two compact fuzzy 

subsets of X with A AII=O.  To prove A, l t are separated by disjoint fuzzy supra open 

sets. It is sufficient to prove that there exist u, V Et* such that Ac u and t cv. 

By the Hausdorff Property FST2(iii) : iff for every x, y EX, x #y, there exist u, v t*such 

that u(x)>O, v(y)>O and uAv= 0. Let {ui :i EJ and xE?} s.t. u(x)>0, is a cover of X. 

Since is A fuzzy supra compact then there are finitely many indices i1 , i2  i3, i4, i5  i6 ....  Jn 

'1 
Ei J such that Xc v u (x) = u(x) say and similarly we can prove that lt cv. Now we 

J=I 

shall prove that u and v are disjoint. Let u1  (x) = uk(y) and v(y) =A {u (x): i, i2  i3, i4  
.1=l 

i5  i6, . . ..,i J } then uk and vk are disjoint supra open sets. Thus u and v are fuzzy supra 

open sets s.t A cu and t cv 

Similarly we can prove for the other property. 

8.1.8. Theorem: Every fuzzy supra compact subset of a fuzzy supra T2  —space is 

closed. 
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Proof: Let (X, t) is a fuzzy supra T2  (iii)-space and P is a fuzzy subset of X. We shall 

prove that A is closed. If AC=  0, then A is closed. Since 0 is an fuzzy supra open set, 

and if AC~  0 and let x EAC  Now since (X, t*)  is a fuzzy supra T2  (iii)-space (then x, y 

EX, x y, R X, E t such that X(x)>0, .t(y)>0 and Aj.t=0). So for each yEA, 2 fuzzy 

supra neighborhoods ,, and p1, containing x and y respectively such that AII 

=0, since X is supra compact so finite number of points y, y, y3 ........... y such that A 

c U {} . Let 2= {,} and p = {p }.Since each jY, is an fuzzy supra 

open neighbourhood of x and the finite intersection of neighbourhoods is a 

neighbourhood, it follows that A is a fuzzy supra neighbourhood of x. If x E A => xE 

for some y1  EA x E ,u. Since ?.Aji=0 => x { 1u. } = t .Now A cA and 

AAj0. => p c Ac.  This shows that Ac  is neighbourhood of its points. Therefore Ac 

fuzzy supra open .Hence A is closed. 

Similarly we can prove for the other property. 

8.2. Fuzzy supra a- compactness 

Now we study several features of fuzzy supra a-compactness. 

8. 2. 1. Definition:. Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and a E[0, I]. A 

family F (Fc Ix)  of fuzzy supra open subsets of X is called a supra a - shading of X if 

for each point x E X and lIE F such that t (x)>a. 

8.2.2. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fsts. Let a E I then (X, t) is said to be a-supra 

compact if every fuzzy supra open a-shading of the space has a finite a-sub shading 

[24]. 

8.2.1. TheoremLet 0:~ a !~ I, then a fsts. (X, t) is fuzzy a- supra compact, iff(X, t rX  

is a- supra compact [65]. 

Proof: Let (X, t) be fuzzy a- supra compact, Lett= { i e A } be an supra open 

shading of (X, t  ).To show (X, t)  is a - supra compact, we have to prove that every 

a-open shading has a finite sub shading. Since t is a a-supra open shading of (X, t) 

then by definition of there exist xeX and E: ji. be such that ,u,(x)> a.Again by 



definition of fuzzy a-supra compactness of (X, t) each ji1  has a sub shading say 

1-lence (X, t ) is a- supra compact. 

Conversely let (X, i)  is a - supra compact then by t  shading it is clear that (X, t) is 

fuzzy a- supra compact. 

8.2.3. Definition: Let A be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X. A is said 

to be fuzzy a-open if Acint Cl IntA. The set of all fuzzy a -open subsets of X will be 

denoted by Fa(x) [28]. 

8.2.4. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be an fsts. A family F of fuzzy supra open subsets of X is 

a a- cover of X if and only if FC{V  u 1  : 
1-1 

1UE F(x) } and F covers X i.e if 1u1 EF, 

fl 

such that V 1 =1. 
i=I 

8.2.1. Example: Let X={x, y, z} and let ii, v, be the fuzzy sets on X defined by 

u(x)0.3, u (y)0.5, u (z)0.7 v(x) =0.5, v(y)=0.6, v(z)0.9 and let fuzzy supra 

topology on X is defined by 

t*={0, 1, ii, v} then for a=0.4; {y, z} are t supra open set and which is not t, a- 

supra open. 

8.2.5. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and a E [0, 1]. Let f: 

(X, t*)_*  (Y, s*)  is said to be fuzzy a-supra continuous, if f'(u) is a-supra open in t 

- for each supra open set ii in s*.l n  other words f is fuzzy a -supra continuous. If V u E 

s, 11(u) E Fa (X). 

8.2.2. Example: Let X={x, y} and let u, v, be the fuzzy sets on X are defined by 

u(x)0.3, U (y)0.4; v(x) 0.5, v(y)=0.6, and let fuzzy supra topology on X are 

defined by t*=10,  1, u} and c*=10,1,  v} and let f: (X, (Y, 8*)  be the identity 

mapping then for a <0.2 ; f is fuzzy a -supra continuous. 

8. 2. 6 .Definition: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space. A subfamily F of t  is 

called a base for t iff each member of t can be expressed as a supremum of members 

of F. 
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8.2.7. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and fl 
is a fuzzy supra 

topology on X, which has Fa  (X) as a base then f: (X, t*) -* (Y, s*)  is called fuzzy ,fl 

supra continuous if f: (X,j ) - (Y, s*)  is fuzzy supra continuous. 

8.2.2. Theorem: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space and is a fuzzy supra 

topology on X, which has Fa  (X) as a base, if f: (X, t*)  —*(Y, s*)  is fuzzy a- supra 

continuous, then f is fuzzy 13- supra continuous. 

Proof: Since f: (X, t*)*  (Y, s*)  is fuzzy Cr -supra continuous, so fuzzy V supra open 

set uE s, f1 (u) is a-supra open in t, i.e £1 (u)E Fa  (X). Again since Fa  (X) is a base 

for the fuzzy supra topology t3  hence f1(u) E so f is fuzzy fi supra continuous. 

8.2.3. Theorem: Let (X, t) and (Y, ) be two fsts. Let f: (X, t) .-(Y, s) be fuzzy a - 

supra continuous and G be a -supra compact in X, then f(G) is a -supra compact in Y. 

Proof: Let B= {G i E J }, where {G1} be a a -fuzzy supra open shading of f(G). Then 

by definition of a -fuzzy supra continuity A {f'(G): iEJ} is the fuzzy a -supra 

open cover of G. Since G is fuzzy a-supra compact in X, then there exists a finite sub 

17 

shading of G, that is GIk  k=1, 2,3..........n, such that Gv ['(GIk).  HencefiG) 

fl II 

f(v [Gjk))v J([(Gk))c V Gk. 
1=1 1=1 k=l 

Thereforef(G) is fuzzy a - supra compact in Y. 

8.2.4. Theorem: Let (X, t) and (Y, S) be two fsts. Let f: (X, t) (Y, S) be fuzzy a- 

supra continuous, f preserves fuzzy a- supra compactness. That is the image of each 

fuzzy a- supra compact spaces is a- supra compact. 

Proof: Since f: (X, t*) (Y,  s*)  is fuzzy a- supra continuous u Es*,  f-1(u) E Fa (X), 

where Fa  (X) is the set of all a- supra open subsets of X. ==> 3 ltE t8, such that t(x)> 

a, u Es*, f(u)>a. Now the proof follows from above theorem. 
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8.2.5. Theorem: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and be a fuzzy 

supra topology on X, which has F.  (X) as a base, then(X, t*)  is a- supra compact if 

and only if(X,1 ) is a- supra compact 

Proof: Let (X, t)  be a - supra compact. Since is a fuzzy supra topology on X, 

which has Fa  (X) as a base, then Fa  (X), which implies that (X, t*)  is a - supra 

compact. 

Conversely let (X, t*)  be a - supra compact, which has F.  (X) as a base then 

Fa  (X), since ti F (X).Which implies that (X, t*  is a - supra compact.18  

.2.6. Theorem: Let (X, t*)  be a fuzzy supra topological space and be a fuzzy supra 

topology on X, which is a - supra compact. Then each closed fuzzy set in X isa - 

supra compact. 

Proof: Let U be any t  closed fuzzy set in X. Let { V 7  :y1  EI} be a supra open 

cover of U. Since X-U is supra open, so { V 7  : E l} u (X-U) is a supra open 

cover of X. Since X is t*
,
, compact then by the theorem above there exists a finite 

subset lo c I such that X= { V 
Y. :y E Io}U (X-U) this implies that U (-{ V7 :y, E Io}, 

Hence U is a- supra compact, relative to X. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

8.2.8. Definition: A fuzzy supra space (X, t) is called a-supra compact, where aE [0, 

I), if for every U ct such that vU>a,lhere isa finite U0 c U satisfying vUo>a. A 

fuzzy supra space which is a - supra compact for all CL E [0, 1) is called fuzzy supra 

strongly compact. 1541 

8.2.7. Theorem :Let (X, t) be a fuzzy supra topological space which is strongly 

compact. Then each -closed fuzzy set in X is fuzzy supra strongly compact. 1451 

Proof: Clearly X is fuzzy supra strongly compact with the help of the theorem 8. 2.6. 

and by the definition 8.2.8 of fuzzy supra strongly compact. 
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8.2.8. Theorem: Every fuzzy strongly supra compact space is fuzzy supra compact. 

Proof: From definition of fuzzy strongly supra compactness it is clear that for all a E 

[0, 1), every open cover have a finite sub cover, so every strongly supra compact space 

is fuzzy supra compact. 

8.3. Fuzzy supra paracompactness. 

Here we obtain some properties of fuzzy supra paracompactness 

First we give the following definitions. 

8.3.1. Definition:. The star of a fuzzy set It with respect to a cover .T is denoted by 

st(.t, F) = v{f: ,uqf 5  } where Y = { f : s ESbe a cover ofX . The cover B= {b :t 

Et}of a set X is a star refinement of a cover in the same set X, if st(b, B ) is a 

refinement of F and denoted by st(b, )c: f Again if {st(b, B) :b is a fuzzy point in 

X} is a refinement of F , Vfuzzy point b, then B is said to be barycentric refinement 

[29J. 

8.3.2. Definition: A supra open cover of a FSTS (X, t) is locally finite (resp, *_ locally 

finite) if every point of the space has a neighborhood U such that U is quasi-coincident 

(resp intersects) only finitely many sets in the cover. In symbol, Let A be family of 

fuzzy sets and B is a fuzzy set in a fsts (X, ti). We say that A is locally finite if and 

only if, for any fuzzy point p in B, there exists some neighborhood Ua E Q(p) such that 

U. is quasi-coincident {resp. a c A: UC, A Q(p) # 0} with at most a finite number of 

fuzzy sets of A. 

8.3.4 .Definition: Let (X, t) be a fsts. And let (t*)be its initial fuzzy supra topology on 

X, then (X, t) is said to be Ultra fuzzy supra compact if and only if (X, (t))is supra 

compact. [351 

8.3.5 Definition: A fsts. is said to be strong fuzzy supra compact iff it is supra compact 

for all a [0, 1). 
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8.3.6. Definition: Let (X, t) be a fsts, a I and p be a fuzzy set in (X, t). Then p 

is said to be a-supra Paracompact (resp a - supra paracompact) if each a-shading of 

p by fuzzy supra open sets has a locally finite (resp, * locally finite) a-shading 

refinement by fuzzy supra open sets. 

8.3.7. Definition: Let p be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  we 

say that p is fuzzy supra paracompact (*fuzzy  supra paraconipact) if each supra open 

set B of p there exist an supra open refinement £ of p which is locally finite (resp,* 

locally finite) in p. 

8.3.8. Definition: A family of sets Ais called a Q-cover of a set B if for each 

xE supp(B), there exist an AECILZ  such that A and B are quasi-coincident at x. Let a e 

(0, 1], Il is called an a -Q cover of B ifR is Q-cover of B< a >.[601 

8.3.9: Definition. Let a E (0, 11,  A be an set in fts. A is said to be Cr - paracompact (a 

- paracompact) if for every a -open Q-cover of A, there exists an open refinement of it 

which is both locally finite (resp,*  locally finite) in A and a - Q-cover of A [291. 

8.3.10. Definition: Let (X, t*)  be a fsts and a e 1, A be an fuzzy set in fsts. A is said 

to be S- supra paracompact (S*  supra paracompact) if for every a E (0, 1], A is a - 

supra Paracompact (resp a*_  supra paracompact) [2]. 

8.3.11. Definition: An fts. (X, T) is called to be regular if for each point e in (X '7') and 

each U Q(e), there exists a V E Q(e)such that v c ü [291. 

8.3.12. Definition: A refinement of a cover of a space X is a new cover of the same 

space such that every supra open set in the new cover is a subset of some set in the old 

cover. In symbols, the cover V = (Vç : P in B) is a refinement of the cover U = {U: a 

in A), (where A is an indexed set) if and only if, for any Vp in V. there exists some U 

in U such that Vp is contained in U [29]. 

1 
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8.3.13. Definition: An open cover of a space X is locally finite if every point of the 

space has a neighborhood which intersects only finitely many sets in the cover. In 

symbol, Let A be family of fuzzy sets and B is a fuzzy set in a fsts (X, t*)  .We say that 

A is locally finite if and only if, for any fuzzy point p in B, there exists some 

neighborhood Ua E Q(p) such that Ua  is quasi-coincident {resp a(=-A: Ua A Q(p):~O} 

with at most a finite number of fuzzy sets of A. 

8.3.14. Definition: Let li be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy supra topological space (X, t*),  we 

say that 1u is fuzzy supra paracompact if each supra open set B of ji there exist an 

supra open refinement £ of li which is locally finite in 1u. 
A. 

8.3.1.'rheorem: Every metric space is Paracompact 1621 

8.3. 15. Definition:An FSTS is paracompact if it is regular [62] 

8.3. 16. Definition: Let(X, r) be a topological space and be the set of all semi 

continuous function from (X, r) to the unit interval, 1= [0, 1] equipped with the usual 

topology, then (X,w(r)) is called induced topological space by (X, r )[611. 

8.3.17. Definition:. A fuzzy extension of a topological property is said to be good, 

when it is possessed by (X, (v(z-)) if and only if,  the original property is possessed by 

(X, r ).[32] 

8.3.18. Definition: A fuzzy supra topological space (X, T * ) is called a weekly induced 

of the crisp supra topological space (X, T) if [T] = T and each element of T is 

lower semi-continuous from (X, T) to [0, 1]. 

8.3.19: Definition Let (X, r ).be a topological space and w(r) be the set of all semi 

continuous functions from (X, r ).to the unit interval equipped with the usual topology, 

then (X, w(z-)) is called the weakly induced fuzzy topological space by (X, z-  ).[31] 
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8.3.2. Theorem: Let (X, t*)  is a weakly induced FSTS. If a Q-cover U of a fuzzy set 

X is a barycentric refinement of a Q- cover V, and Q- cover V of a fuzzy set X is a 

barycentric refinement of a Q-cover W, then U is a fuzzy star refinement of W. [29] 

Proof: Let LIE U, and the fuzzy point XA is quasi coincident with u i.e XA  qu. Since Q-

cover V of a fuzzy set X is a barycentric refinement of a Q-cover W so we can choose 

WE W, so st( XA,V) :!~ w. The proof of the theorem is complete if we can show that 

st(u, U) :!~w. Now by definition 8.3.1, since Q-cover U of a fuzzy set X is a barycentric 

refinement of a Q-cover V. so st (X2, U) = v { ii: XAqu} and hence u< st (XA , U)<v, 

whereV=v v. 

Thus we have st(u, U)= v st (XA , U)= v {v {u: XAqu}}:!~ v { v }, so 
XAE1I XACU 

st(u, U) = v st (XA ,U):!~ v { v }, Again v { Vt }= st (X2, V) and similar way 
X2E?I. XAE?l 

we can prove that st(u, U)< st (X) , V) <w7 , thus U is a fuzzy star refinement of W u 

8.3.3. Theorem: Let a E (0, 1], 

An fsts. is a -supra Paracompact 1ff for each supra open 1-a shading U of X, 

there exists an supra open 1-a shading U*  of X such that U*  is locally finite in X and 

a refinement of U. 

If an fsts X is (I - a )-supra compact, then X is a -supra paracompact. [2] 

Proof: Suppose (X, t*)  be a fsts and a -supra Paracompact, where a e (0, 1], then by 

definition (8.3.6), a fuzzy set p is said to be a -supra Paracompact if each a -shading 

of 1u by fuzzy supra open sets has a locally finite a -shading refinement by fuzzy supra 

open sets. Then for every point XE X there exist 2 E t such that 2(x)> a -2(x) 

<(-a), <Z> l-2(x)<1-a, ' ,%1(x)<l-a 

Now let U is supra open I-a shading of X, => U(x)>l-a, => U(x) +a >1, => U is 

intersect with a fuzzy set U*  in X, such that U*  is locally finite in X and a refinement 

of U. 

Let an fsts X is (I - a )-supra compact, if for every U ct*  such that Sup U>(l - a), 

so by first part is a -supra Paracompact. 

Ar 
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Remark: We know the concept of a - compactness may not imply the concept of a - 

paraconipactness. By a Counter example we can show that if X is not a - supra 

paracompact, although it is a - supra compact 

Counter example: Let a =-, consider the fuzzy supra topology cy on I generated by 

the family {O, 1 1 u {B: ye {0, -- }, where By is defined as fbllows: 

13)(x)1, xe( !, ij 

B(x)- x=y 

B(x)=0, xe[OJ] -{y} 

The family U= {B: yE(O, is an supra open (I-a) shading. There is no supra- 

open shading U*  which is both locally finite and a refinement of U. In fact U is not 

locally finite. Thus X is not a- supra paracompact, although it is a- supra compact. 

8.3.4. Lemma:The following statements are true. 

Fuzzy supra compactness = * - fuzzy supra paracompact. 

S- supra paracompact * -fuzzy supra paracompact. 

S- supra paracompact = S- supra paracompact. [37] 

Proof: (1) follows directly from definition (8.1. 2) and (8.3.7) replacing cover by 

refinement and finite by locally finite. 

The proof is straight forward from definition (8.3. 10) and (8.3.7). 

From definition (8.3.10) it is clear that let A be a set in fsts. then A is said to be 

S* supra paracompact if for every a e (0, I], A is c -supra Paracompact (resp a - 

supra paracompact). i.e. for any x in X, there exists some neighborhood V(x) of x such 

that U  is quasi-coincident {resp aEA : Ua AV(X)OO} with at most a finite number of 

fuzzy sets of A. Hence A is S- supra paracompact. 

8.3.5. Theorem: If A be an a —supra paracompact (resp a*  -supra paracompact) set 

in fsts. (X, t*),  then for each closed set B in (X, ti), each a - open Q-cover of set B n A 

has an supra open refinement which is both an a 
- 

Q- cover of B n A and locally finite 
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(resp,* locally finite) in A. 

Proof: - Clearly we prove the a - supra paracompactness of C = Bn A. Let 'U is the 

a- supra open Q-cover of C, then 'U U {B} is an supra open Q-cover of A<a > and it 

has on open refinement say V which is both locally finite in A and supra open Q-cover 

of A<a>. Let V0  = {vE : 3 u E'U, vc u} then V0  is a supra open Q-cover of c<a>. If 

not then there exists an x E supp(c<a >) such that u Vo(x) :!~ 1-a .But V is the supra 

open Q-cover of A<a> and c<a>cA<a >. Hence there exist v(-=V such that v(x) >l-. 

Since V is a refinement of'UU{B}, so v c B; Again C(x)~ a, by given condition B is 

closed we have B(x) ~! a therefore, 1-a <v(x) :!~ B(x) :~ 1-a. This is a contradiction of 

theorem. This completes the proof 

8.3.6. Theorem: Fuzzy supra paracompactness is weakly hereditary. 

or, Every closed subspace of a fuzzy supra paracompact space is paracompact. 

Proof: Let li be a closed subspace in a fuzzy supra paracompact space X. Let { u1  } 

be the covering of,u by the sets supraopen in1u. For each ,U iE { ,u j j,choosing an supra 

open set ,u il  of X such that j4 A 
IU = cover X by the supra open sets /11, along with 

the supra open set X-,u. Let B be a locally finite supraopen refinement of this covering 

that covers X. The collection C= { ,t4 A P = ,U E } is the required locally 

finite supra open refinement of(i1 ).l-1ence the theorem. 

Remark: Fuzzy supra paracompactness is not hereditary. 

Remark: Fuzzy supra paracompactness is a good extension of supra paracompactness. 

8.3.7. Theorem: Let (X, t) is a regular weakly induced FSTS. Thn we have the 

following equivalent conditions 137]. 

(X, t) is S- supra paracompact. 

If a E 10  then a - supra open Q- cover of X has a locally finite supra open 

refinement which is an a 
- Q- cover of X also. 

3 an a E 10,1  such that every a - supra open Q- cover of X has a locally finite 

supra open refinement which is an a 
- Q- cover of X also. 
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(iv) If a E 11 then a - supra open Q- cover of X has a locally finite supra open 

refinement which is an a 
- Q- cover of X also. 

Proof: (i) (ii) 

From the definitions 8.3.9 and 8.3.10 if(X, t) is S- supra paracompact and if A be an 

fuzzy set in (X, t) then for every a -open Q-cover of A, there exists an supra open 

refinement of it which is locally finite. 

(ii) (iii) is straight forward. 

(i) = (iv) Also from the definitions 8.3.9 and 8.3.10, it is clear that (i) (iv).. 

FA 
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